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LETTERS

Company man?
Management Services has been
a steady item in my reading diet
since its inception. Many articles
have been of interest, and several
have offered direct approaches to
solutions to problems encountered.
Once in a while, as in the Janu
ary-February, 1970, issue, an article
appears with a statement that out
rages me! In the first paragraph
of “What a Financial Manager
Should Know About COBOL and
Assembly Language” [by David K.
Banner, p. 37], the question is
raised, “Who is best qualified to
run an EDP installation, the
perienced company man or the
qualified EDP technician?”
May-June,
1970 1970
Published
by eGrove,

My outrage is not related to the
answer subsequently given to this
question but rather to the implica
tion made that there is a distinc
tion between a company man and
an EDP technician. I have never
seen facts establishing the pre
sumed difference embedded in his
assertion that an EDP technician
could not be a company man. What
is a company man?
I suggest that Mr. Banner owes
readers a clarification of his im
plication, and, I believe, he should
apologize to those EDP technicians
who are excellent company menunless, of course, Mr. Banner
wished to display . . . the blind al
legiance ... of some CPAs who
would have us believe that a com
pany man is “a financial manager”
(and here, I believe, the implica
tion is strong that the financial
manager should be a CPA).
I truly believe that if Mr. Ban
ner’s company man needs to know
the content of his article to man
age the data processing area, then
the top management should re
consider the overall organization

of having the data processing under
the responsibility of the financial
manager! I for one would rather
have the EDP technician in charge
and have him report to someone
else.
Chester R. Smith
Arlington Heights, Illinois
P.S. I am neither a CPA nor an
EDP technician. I do, however,
manage a medium-size data proc
essing installation (including sys
tems work, programing, and op
erations ) but do not report to
financial management. I receive
Management Services through our
controller, who is not a CPA.

No real conflict
I do believe . . . [Mr. Smith]
misunderstood the implicit mean
ing of my statement about the “ex
perienced company man and quali
fied EDP technician.” It is quite
possible for these to be the same
man. However, in my experience, a
common dilemma facing corporate
management is whether to import
a technician as EDP manager or
1
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were
limitedSystems,
to leasing
(or posVol. 7 knowledgeable
use a loyal
companyServices:
man with
less
may attempt to
sibly purchase with working capi
technical expertise.
mimic this analysis for their lease/
tal).
It is largely a philosophical ques
buy decisions. Leasing does have
Even had there been no debt
tion, depending upon how “tech
a place in a corporate financing
restriction, the analysis was faulty.
nical” a man you think is
scheme; however, its value is not
 needed
The article stated that the equip
to supervise technicians in a data
enhanced by the misleading analy
ment, at the end of six years, had
processing installation. I person
sis presented in this article.
a market value of $140,000. This
ally believe the loyal company
J. N. Cetinich
should have been included
a
man, with a sufficient general
Manager, Analytic Services
cash flow consideration at the end
knowledge about hardware and
Southern Pacific Company
of the period.
software, can be highly effective in
San Francisco, California.
In the comparative analysis con
the role of EDP manager. After
tained in Table VI [Septemberall, a leader needs to direct the
Stresses flexibility
October ’69, p. 24], I cannot un
efforts of others; the “others” are
derstand why gross depreciation
Coming from a manager of ana
assumed to have the intricate, so
(Column 3) was not taken in an
lytic services, [Mr. Cetinich’s]
phisticated technical expertise.
David K. Banner
accelerated manner rather than
rather emotional comments were
straight line if cash flow was such
surprising.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Houston, Texas
a factor. I also fail to comprehend
Commenting on [his] specific
why the investment credit was
observations:
not all taken the first year.
While the debt structure was re
As an added consideration: If
strictive, if XYZ had decided to
Utmost clarity
use either purchase or lease, the
equipment was purchased, since it
I have just read Mr. Harvey E.
lender would have allowed [it] in
had still about 20 per cent resi
Schatz’s “The Uses of Work Man
view of other considerations facing
dual value at the end of six years,
agement” in your November-De
an eight-year life for the equip
XYZ Corporation at the time. The
cember [1969] issue [p. 15]. After
analysis was undertaken to show
ment would seem appropriate.
years of exposure to work “mea
a method of analysis XYZ could
This
would
allow
taking
the
full
surement” and after reading num
use.
Its working capital position7
per
cent
credit,
and
enjoying
erous articles on the subject, this
showed
a downward trend (Table
the cash benefits during the en
seems to me to present work man
1, M/S September-October ’69, p.
tire term, even though one-third
agement with utmost clarity and
20), which eliminated a purchase
might have to be refunded at the
simplicity. Although I have been
with working capital option, as
end of the six-year period.
a reader of your magazine a very
If the cost comparison between
you suggested.
short time, I’ll certainly continue
My reply to Professor Stephens’
to read it with pleasure in the
the purchase and lease alternatives
letter in the January-February is
given had been made with due con
future.
Billy Grantham
sue of Management Services [see
sideration of the residual, accel
U. S. Army Aviation Center
pp. 1-6] discussed the residual
erated depreciation, and invest
Fort Rucker, Alabama
value aspects of this equipment. It
ment tax credit, then the present
was not used in the cash flow due
values of both lease and purchase
to its highly uncertain value at
cash flows, discounted at 10 per
the end of six years. The $140,000
cent, would have been approxi
Finds analysis biased
was approximate and, therefore,
I would like to comment about
mately equal. The comparison
the article, “ Lease-or-Purchase
not used except in the cost com
would have highly favored pur
Decision Model for the XYZ Cor
parisons.
chase if the ife of the project was
Depreciation was taken on a
poration” [by Jack R. Charrin],
extended one or more years.
straight line basis at the request
presented in your September-Oc
While the article indicated that
of XYZ. The model is flexible,
tober [1969] issue of Management
the bank credit line would not be
which
is the main point the reader
impaired under the lease alterna
Services [p. 19].
or
analyst
should note.
To the knowledgeable, the au
tive, a responsible bank
Investment
credit was spread
thor’s analysis was highly biased
would inquire about the company’s
over two years because of XYZ’s
toward the leasing alternative. In
outstanding lease commitments.
tax liability limitations. Again, the
the instant case the only analysis
I am not sure that the decision
model used an actual company as
required was the fact that XYZ
would have been any different in
input data. Another company
Corporation, under its present
this instant case had the compar
might well elect to take credit in
ison been evaluated more objec
debt structure, was restricted from
the first year. [The] same com
taking on additional debt. Since
tively (even if it had no debt
ment applies to using an eight
restrictions). However, I deplore
the decision was made to acquire
year life versus six years used in
use of equipment, the options
[the possibility] that the less
2
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2. Salvage
considered
the model. (See Footnote :A,
p. 2,
Management
Services,
Vol.value
7, No. was
3, May-June
1970 [whole issue]
M/S January-February ’70.)
along with lease finance charges
I was gratified that [Mr. Cet
versus purchase costs in dollar cost
differences only. This was discussed
inich’s] final comment was not
shared by other readers. The
on page 26 [of the article] and
method of analysis used is one of
again on page 5 of the letters col
many and is flexible enough for
umn [of the January-February is
most to adapt the model for their
sue]. Since the salvage value is
particular ends.
highly uncertain and [it is] diffi
J. R. Charrin
cult to place a dollar or percentage
Assistant Division Treasury
value on it, I chose not to consider
Manager
this in calculating a present value.
Continental Oil Company
However, salvage value should be
considered as something that is
Salt Lake City, Utah
given up in leasing. Being aware
of an approximate dollar figure
Lease-borrow-buy review
should be a part of the decision
Members of the finance staff at
model under the cost factor.
Monsanto are currently reviewing
3. I believe the letter on dis
lease-borrow-buy decision criteria
counting by Professor Stephens
as the first step in establishing cor
[M/S January-February ’70, pp. 1porate procedures for the analysis
3] answers this question. The dis
of each type of decision.
count rate was applied simply to
In reading [Mr. Charrin’s arti
relate future dollars gained by
cle] I was left with three questions:
leasing to a present value as of
1. Table II, p. 21: Why is Col
today. The rate was related to the
The method of analysis
umn 3 not consistently the differ
firm’s cost of capital or investment
ence between [Columns] 1 and 2?
opportunity rate and would not
used is one of many and is
affect considering interest expense
Column 2, Lease Net Cash Out, is
as part of the purchase cost when
a cost to the company cash flow for
flexible enough for most
comparing cash out in the two al
the first three years but not during
to adapt the model for their
the last three. Why?
ternatives.
2. In finding a present value,
With regard to Mr. Vancil’s
particular ends.
Harvard Business Review article
shouldn’t the salvage value be an
integral part of the calculation?
on the “lease-vs.-borrow” decision,
3. Since the cost of capital (dis
as I recall, this method involved
count rate) includes the after-tax
only one factor in the . . . decision
—cost. The method of calculating
cost of interest expense, is there a
cost of each was complex and dif
need to penalize the purchase al
ternative with the cost of interest
ficult to follow. As I pointed out,
there are other factors to consider
on debt?
in a lease-or-purchase decision. In
Since [Mr. Charrin] quoted Van
most cases, leasing commands a
cil’s Harvard Business Review arti
higher dollar cost compared to pur
cle twice, I am curious to know if
chasing. The difference, however,
[he] agrees with [Professor Van
can be offset by what use is made
cil’s] methodology for analysis of
of freed dollars when leasing.
the “lease-vs.-borrow” problem.
Mr. Vancil’s approach ... is
Hollis M. Black
useful as background reading on
Monsanto Company
the lease-purchase decision, but the
St. Louis, Missouri
approach does deal with only one
factor, as I see it, and takes a
rather involved approach to the
Background reading
cost factor. As a general rule, leas
In answer to [Mr. Blacks] three
ing is more expensive, but consider
specific questions:
the cash flow differences and [the]
1. This was a math error which
uses [that can be made] of these
has been noted by other readers.
differences.
[See M/S January-February ’70,
J. R. Charrin
pp. 1-5.]
May-June, 1970
Published by eGrove, 1970
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John Rapp • How to Discover and Evaluate Client Problems ..............................................
Despite the “how to” in the title, this is not a manual
of management consulting but rather an attempt “to
come up with suggested signposts and other markers
along a trail toward successful business health con

sulting.” The analogy is with the medical profession,
and the prescriptions given are always subject to the,
judgment of the individual practitioner, just as they
are in medicine.

John B. Gayle and Maurice E. Beam • Use of Overstrength Spaces in Personnel
Management
Organizations that have a formal limit on the number
of personnel—whether the Emit be set by law, con
tract, or policy—tend to be understaffed because peo
ple leave faster than others can be hired. These

p. 37

tistical sampling to inspect both the data themselves—
for timeliness and accuracy—and the process or oper
ation behind them—to see whether or not it is under
control.

John Heptonstall • The Ohio Instrument Case
For accountants interested in learning more about man
agement services work, AICPA’s Professional Devel
opment Division is offering a programed self-study

p. 29

authors offer a solution, suggesting a mathematical
model for determining the number of “overstrength
spaces” that are needed to maintain a given actual
staff.

Alphonse L. Nigra • Quality Control of Data Through Statistical Control
Quality control of the data used in management in
formation systems is just as important
product
quality control, and, this author points out, many of
the same techniques can be used. He proposes sta

p. 19

p. 46
course in management. The Management Education
Portfolio is built around case studies like this one,
which deals with inventory control.

publication of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Opinions expressed in Management
Services are those of the editors or contributors, and may differ from policies of the AICPA and its committees.

Management Services. May-June, 1970. Published
bimonthly, Vol. 7, No. 3. Subscription rates: $12.50
a year, $2.25 a copy. Publication, editorial and
business office: 666 Fifth
New York, N.Y.

10019. Second-class postage paid at New York, N.Y.
Change address notices and orders for subscriptions
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Mohamed Onsi • Conglomerates’ Goals—and Their Attainments..........................................
Conglomerates were the glamor companies of the
last decade. But some of their success may have been
illusory, as the findings of this study imply. This
author found evidence that conglomerates have some

49

times used misleading indicators to measure the
extent to which they have attained their goals, par
ticularly profitability. He has some recommendations
for improvement.

John Heptonstall • The Ohio Instrument Case (Conclusion)

p. 55

DEPARTMENTS
People, events, techniques

7
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Sometime todaywhy don’t you look
yourselfin the eye and
tell yourselfoff.
Ask yourself if you’re proud of what
you’re doing to help your community
solve its problems.
Ask yourself if you’ve really done
all you can do about the rising crime
rate ... juvenile unrest... the frustra
tion of the underprivileged ... all the
unhappy, unpleasant things that are
bubbling around just under the
surface.
Are you going to on the sidelines
until there’s real explosion? Picking
up the
is a lot
and more
costly than preventing the explosion
in the first place.
And you can help prevent the ex

plosion. By getting involved with the
people who are in the front lines. By
helping volunteer workers of the
United Way
They know the problems. They
deal with them every day. But they
need your energy. Your hands and
feet Your ideas.
Pick up the phone today. Call an
agency that appeals to you. Make a
date to go down and watch it in ac
tion. Find yourself a place in its pro
gram.
This year, give more than money.
Give you.

Space contributed as a public service by this magazine.
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Automated Bank Lending Procedures Can Result in Commercial Loan
Data Base, American Bankers Association Meeting Told; H.R. 6778 Attacked

Automated lending was the topic
of a recent two-day workshop con
ducted by The American Bankers
Association in cooperation with the
Bank Administration Institute and
as Robert Morris Associates.
While encouraging bankers to
become more deeply involved in
EDP, the Loan Automation Work
shop also presented the ABA’s po
sition on H.R. 6778. This pending
bill would restrict the type of data
processing services a bank can
offer the public and is strongly
opposed by the ABA.
Addressing the opening session,
Nat S. Rogers, president of the ABA
and of the First City National
Bank, Houston, Texas, said, “It is
apparent that the prime justifica
tion for automating commercial
loans lies not in the transaction
May-June, 1970

Published by eGrove, 1970

processing and accounting, but in
the benefits that would result from
the creation of a commercial loan
data base.

Aid to long-range planning
“Such information will serve
bank management, not only in gen
eral operations and the manage
ment of loan portfolios, but in long
term corporate planning,” President
Rogers said.
One of the aims of the workshop,
he said, was to motivate resultsoriented management to undertake
loan automation through present
ing them with case histories.
Typically an obstacle to systems
development has been the gap be
tween technician and user, Presi
dent Rogers said. Users saw EDP

a threat and were quick to point
out initial systems errors.
In response, technicians using
jargon “created a unique caste
within the banking community; a
group of people who not only
shared a mysterious body of knowl
edge but spoke a different language
as well,” Mr. Rogers said.
“The simple fact of the matter is
that managers and technically ori
ented specialists are bankers, and
both must be ruled by a common
objective—to produce the best pos
sible results for the bank,” he said.
Mr. Rogers cited three steps re
cently outlined by a major account
ing firm for improving communica
tions between functional and EDP
management. The first step is to
make the EDP function meet the
same standards as other functions.
7

9

Services: A Magazine
Planning,
and Controls,
Vol. 7 [1970],
No. 3,loan
Art. processing,
10
TheManagement
second recommended
step is ofan
averageSystems,
375 loans
a year. The
ings and
accounts
to have every automation project
average is now up to 775 loans
receivable and accounts payable
meet a specific business need, at
with no overtime, Mr. Wills re
processing—how many of these
the request
a user somewhere
ported. The bank also sold its pro
would be in jeopardy is anybody’s
in the bank.
gram to four noncompetitive areas,
guess. The language of the bill is
of
Finally a systems methodology
recovering its programing costs
broad but just how repressive re
should be established. This would
mains to be seen,” Mr. Rogers said.
many times over.
include periodic approval and re
The Federal Reserve Board
Mr. Wills is currently manager
view of activities, establishment of
of the commercial banking division
would be responsible for interpret
performance standards, and setting
ing the bill. Because of the uncen
of Worthen and is involved in the
of measurable objectives.
preliminary planning of an on line
tainty of how it might be inter
Mr. Rogers also recommended
preted “banks would almost cer
system to automate the commercial
that EDP personnel be candidates
tainly be strongly deterred from
loan department.
for movement into the bank’s gen
providing new services to the pub
Since 1965 the Citizens Fidelity
eral management structure, recog
lic,” President Rogers stated.
Bank and Trust Company, Louis
nizing them as bankers as well as
He summarized the ABA’s po
ville, Ky., has automated its com
business engineers.
mercial loans. James E. Markham,
sition on the bill: “We endorse the
the bank’s vice president, told
principle that banks and bank hold
the workshop about the conver
ing companies should be limited to
One loan program
sion from a second-generation, on
activities which are financial in na
R. J. Wills, vice president of the
line system to a similar third-gen
ture, or are functionally related to
Worthen Bank and Trust Com
eration system. The bank changed
banking and finance. However, we
pany, Little Rock, Arkansas, told
because its records had to be lim
firmly believe that any legislation
the workshop about the way his
ited to 100-character increments
in this area should be preceded by
firm automated its consumer loan
for direct access processing; they
a serious and thoughtful study of
program.
had reached the limit of the com
the nation’s entire financial system.”
He stressed the most important
puter’s storage capacity; bringing
President Rogers urged bankers
individual in their team effort was
to speak up individually on behalf
in a second needed terminal would
the coordinator. Mr. Wills’ experi
have meant a major overhaul in
of their industry. “Let your Con
ence showed him that someone
software and additional computer
gressman know how you feel. Do
who is familiar with the entire loan
storage; and third-generation com
it now,” he concluded.
operation and takes nothing for
puters provided lower per unit cost
granted is the right person to work
of processing.
closely with systems and design
Besides promoting further bank
NSPA Says House Bill
personnel. Although the coordi
EDP involvement, the workshop
nator represents an additional ex
also served as an opportunity to
‘Protects Accountants’
pense, Mr. Wills feels it is a vital
remind bankers of pending legisla
expense.
tion that may limit their computer
One of the strong supporters of
“I probably have my strongest
services.
H.R. 6778, the bill the
op
feelings on automation in this par
“As you know, we are now faced
poses, is the National Society of
ticular area ... if you attempt to
with the possibility of extremely
Public Accountants.
write a cheap program this is ex
restrictive legislation which would
NSPA claims the bill assures that
actly what you are going to get,
define the business of banking by
“professional accountants are a
a cheap program. There is nothing
statute,” said
President Rog
class protected by Congress.” The
automatic about automation,” Mr.
NSPA has written to each Senator
Referring to data processing ser
Wills said.
and has urged its members to con
To get staff members to accept
vices he explained, “H.R. 6778
tact their respective Senators as
automating he suggested they un
would restrict banks’ ability to offer
well.
dergo a comprehensive educational
such services except ‘as an incident
Related to H.R. 6778 is the U.S.
program. Also the benefits of the
to banking services such as prepa
Supreme Court’s recent decision
system should be emphasized. An
ration of payroll’ and ‘to the extent
which allows data processing firms
announcement that it will no longer
necessary to make economical use
to sue national banks for invading
be necessary to run trial balances
of equipment.’
their domain.
and balance to the general ledger
“This leaves open to interpreta
This challenges a ruling of the
periodically should please the staff,
tion the whole question of whether
Comptroller of the Currency made
he said.
in 1966. It said that “incidental to
many of the important services now
Prior to automating, each fullits banking services, a national
being provided by banks would be
time member of the Worthen Bank
bank may make available its dataallowable under H.R. 6778. Cor
and Trust Company’s staff serviced
processing equipment or perform
respondent banking services, sav
8
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How to reduce and not lose a thing

Is your accounting firm snowed under by paperwork?
You know: by those bulky ledger sheets, computer printout and
P&L statements that
hard to handle. Even harder to file. And can in
crease your mailing costs.
Well, your snowstorm just ended. With the new Xerox 7000
tion Duplicator.
The Xerox 7000 copies size-for-size at the rate of a copy per sec
ond. also features 4 reduction ratios.
You can copy any document up to 14" by 18". And the 7000
duces it onto one convenient 8½" x 11" sheet of ordinary, untreated paper.
h all the legibility
savingand detail of the original—including light blues.
So, since all documents become standardized, you gain ease-ofhandling, plus
filing space and money on mailings.
Xerox 7000. The first machine that lets you copy, duplicate and
reduce.
It’s something an accountant can count on.

IS

XEROX

Published by eGrove, 1970

XEROX
XEROX IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF

CORPORATION. 7000

A TRADEMARK OF XEROX CORPORATION.
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Management
Services:
of Planning,
Vol. 7 [1970],
No. 3, Art. 10 implement CAI
data processing
services
onA Magazine
such
To successfully
an
eligible Systems,
asset forand
theControls,
balance
equipment for other banks and
sheet even though it may be the
in a company the research group
bank customers.”
most important asset to the in
suggests five steps be taken. First a
Under the Federal Bank Service
vestor or stockholder,” Mr. Spacek
corporate evaluation and develop
Corporation Act of 1962 competi
concludes.
ment team should take a sample
tors of banks are allowed to bring
CAI lesson. Then a programing
suit for economic injury, Justice
language should be decided upon
William O. Douglas pointed out.
and the company should develop
He said that the Association of
a lesson of its own to be conducted
Data Processing Service Organiza
Teaching by Computer
with a computer. The evaluation
tions and the other petitioners
team and a group of employees
Key to Training Needs,
proved the challenged 1966 ruling
who would typically take the
had caused them economic injury.
course should then try out the
Diebold Group Says
computerized lesson.
Computer assisted instruction is
the technique industry should ex
Two further steps
plore for meeting its training needs,
‘Goodwill’ Does Not
From these three steps the prob
a recent report of The Diebold Re
able costs of CAI, program de
search Program recommended.
Belong in Financial
velopment time, needed additional
Sponsored by 160 major corpora
equipment, benefits of CAI, and
tions, the research program is a
Statements, Spacek Says
employee
attitudes should be rec
continuing study of how changes
ognized
by
the firm.
in management and information
Goodwill is the heart of the busi
Finally
a
full-scale training pro
systems affect today’s decisions and
ness combination problem, main
cedure
should
be developed inte
planning.
tains Leonard Spacek, chairman
grating
CAI
with
traditional tech
“The rate of technological dis
the board of Arthur Andersen &
niques.
placement is increasing,” the Die
Co., in a recent article appearing
By the mid 1970’s a prime tech
bold report says, “and, as a result,
in Financial Executive magazine.
nique
for corporate training pro
corporations must retrain more and
Prior to authorization of the pool
grams
will be CAI, The Diebold
more of their older employees. At
ing concept in 1950 goodwill was
Research
Program concludes.
the same time, many new employ
not a matter for financial statement
ees will be young adults and mem
presentation, Mr. Spacek notes.
bers of disadvantaged minority
Goodwill was then evaluated as
groups. These people need special
being a function of stock market
training if they are to be produc
valuation.
Controllership Seen as
tive employees.”
“Goodwill was written-off, not
Studying
the
labor
force
the
re
because it had lost its value, but
Possible Extension of
searchers found:
typical worker
because the amount on the balance
changes jobs 12 times in his life;
sheet was not a fair representation
Facilities Management
80 per cent of the work force make
of the goodwill value of the com
a major occupational change at
pany,” Mr. Spacek writes.
One day soon companies may
least once; workers with high
He maintains, “Goodwill is not
contract their entire controllership
school education or less are in
an acceptable asset for inclusion
function out to a service organiza
creasingly marginal to the econ
in financial statements because it
tion, predicted John Hawk, vice
omy; all employees, even the mar
reflects a judgment derived in part
president of International Compu
ginally trained, have raised their
from those financial statements.”
ter Management, Inc., New York,
expectations; and frequently em
Recording goodwill related to
at the American Management As
ployees change jobs before master
only one unit of operation makes
sociation’s Sixteenth Annual EDP
ing the skill requirements of the
financial statements untrue, he ex
Conference, held in New York re
jobs they are leaving.
plains, for two reasons. The good
cently.
Computer assisted instruction of
will value determined at one par
fers the best hope for individual
ticular time is not applicable to
Facilities management function
ized employee education, the re
another since it is only as stable as
Mr. Hawk sees contracted con
search group says. Curriculum can
the composite view of the com
trollership as the logical extension
be tailored to each student’s needs
pany’s investors. Secondly, the
of “facilities management,” a con
and he sets his own pace for learn
goodwill of an acquired company
tractual arrangement that has
ing. Additionally, statistical analy
is only part of the acquirer’s good
gradually become more and more
sis of each student’s performance
will, not
popular since early 1958 among
is readily available.
“Goodwill was not and is not
10
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data processing equipment
owners.
more
if Vol.
substantial
travel is1970
re [whole issue]
Under a facilities management
quired on the job. This would put
contract a service organization runs
their salary range between $10,890
The board of directors of
a client firm’s computer center,
and $14,520.
the AICPA, at the request of
supplying the necessary personnel
Junior programers made the larg
the organization’s manage
and software. The service group
est increase shown in the entire
ment services committee, de
also takes charge of hardware ac
Half survey. As for accountants,
cided at
March meeting to
quisition and replacement.
the survey shows the greatest gain
form a group to explore the
The possibility of a management
was made by public accountants
recognition of non-CPA spe
contract handling the entire con
working in large-size firms with
cialists in public accounting
trollership function has already
one to three years’ experience. On
firms through some type of
been discussed by some companies,
an average salaries offered them
association, membership, and
Mr. Hawk told the conference.
rose 9.3 per cent. Last year they
accreditation by the AICPA.
earned from $9,500 to $12,000 and
The management services
this
year
they
are
earning
from
committee
pointed out to the
Broader perspective possible
$10,500 to $13,000.
board that a growing number
“The use of data in taking man
An internal accountant starting
of management services per
agement action is the final step,
sonnel in accounting firms
with zero to one year’s experience
and that is usually taken by line
are non-CPAs. It suggested
in a large
can expect $9,000
organizations—not by the control
that the Institute should pro
to $10,500 a year as compared to
ler,” Mr. Hawk said. “The con
vide them with a greater op
last year’s offers of $8,000 to $10,trollership function basically is a
portunity to participate in
000. Here the average increase was
specialty in controlling and process
professional activities, as well
8.3 per cent.
ing certain types of data. Why not
as some form of recognition
enlarge the function to include all
of their qualifications.
Graduate degree
salary
data of an organization—both man
ually processed and automatically
A graduate degree adds 13 per
processed data—and let the data
cent to the accountant’s salary
management company run the
while last year it only meant a 10
whole show?
per cent increase. Having a CPA
“Can the data management com
certificate means an increase for
pany provide the broader look at
the public accountant of another
Keeps you
data that has been
hard to get
12 per cent while last year it was
informed
from the financially oriented con
worth only an additional 10 per
—Budgeting
troller?” Mr. Hawk asked.
cent on the job market. For inter
—Profit
nal accountants the CPA means an
Planning
average 11 per cent addition to the
—Corporate
base salary offered, but last year
New Programers’ Pay
Planning
it meant 10 per cent.

Exceeds Accountants’
For First Time
This year for the first time junior
programers have passed new ac
countants in starting salaries, ac
cording to figures reported in The
Annual Prevailing Salaries Survey
for 1970, compiled by the Robert
Half Personnel Agencies, Inc. The
survey covers the financial and data
processing fields.
Last year junior programers were
earning from $8,000 to $10,000.
This year they are receiving from
$9,000 to $12,000, a 16.6 per cent
increase. In addition they may earn
11 per cent more for any under
graduate degree and 10 per cent
May-June, 1970
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Accountants at the manager level
both working internally in the large
and medium-size industrial firms
and publicly in medium-size firms
saw no change during the year in
the salaries they could command.
In large public firms managers could
get 1.9 per cent higher pay.
Consultants on the managing
level saw no increase in their sal
ary range, but juniors’ salaries rose
12 per cent. Last year a basic
salary of $10,000 to $15,000 was
being offered. This year juniors
can get $12,000 to $16,000. A grad
uate degree or a CPA certificate
means an additional 10 per cent;
having both brings the consultant
an additional 15 per cent over sal
aries quoted by the Half survey.

Send for official
PEI publications
Corporate Financial Model
$3.00
53 pps.
Directory 1950-69 PlanningBudgeting-Control References
$3.00
142 pps.
Managerial Planning'
Bi-Monthly Technical Journal
Subscription Information

Planning Executives
Institute
P.O. Box 70
Oxford, Ohio 45056
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Datran
data at 4,800 bits per second
whereas telephone speed is only
1,200 bits per second.
Datran says it can also offer
additional cost advantages over
common carrier transmission rates
since it offers a six-second mini
mum charge period as compared
with the phone company’s threeminute minimum. The rate for
transmission times greater than six
seconds is measured in six-second
increments.

Individual connections
DATRAN NATIONAL NETWORK

Proposed trunk line of Datran network

National Transmission Network for Business
Digital Data Only Is Proposed to the FCC
Claiming that transmission of
business data in digital form is
both too slow and too expensive
by common carrier, Datran (Data
Transmission Company) has pro
posed to the Federal Communica
tions Commission formation of a
national, thirty-five-city data trans
mission network that could serve
the majority of the nation’s com
puter users.
The suggested network would
also relieve the already overbur
dened phone lines of increasing
data transmission loads, company
officials pointed out.
Datran expects to invest
000,000 in establishing its network
once FCC approval has been ob
tained. The company proposes a
trunk line extending from San
Francisco to Los Angeles, across to
Dallas, up to Minneapolis and
Chicago, down to Atlanta, and then
up the East Coast to Boston.
Thirty-five cities containing more
than 56 per cent of the computers
in the banking, insurance, securi
ties, retail trade, manufacturing,
and transportation industries could
be served from this trunk line.
12

Ten district offices will serve as
connecting inks between the trunk
line and microwave repeater sta
tions in each of the 35 cities. The
microwave stations in each city will
relay communications to individual
subscribers in that city.

Two transmission rates
Terminals can communicate di
rectly with other terminals in the
same city or with terminals across
the country through the repeaters
or the district office and the trunk
line. There would be only two
rates for transmission—local and
national. Thus the charge for a
message from New
to Phila
delphia would be exactly the same
the rate for a communication
between New York and Los An
geles, but messages between two
terminals in New York would be
at the lower local rate.
Datran says its rate structure
permits data transmission from
Boston to Los Angeles for $11.70
per hour as compared with tele
phone transmission rates of $26
per hour during business periods.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol7/iss3/10

District offices can direct mes
sages to individual subscribers by
microwave, laser, and cable com
munications. The company says its
surveys have shown that most of
its potential subscribers are in
clusters—which could be large of
fice buildings, office building com
plexes, or even industrial parks.
The company plans to install
microwave terminals in these key
centers. Cable and laser links will
connect these microwave “drop
points” to the individual subscrib
er’s facilities within the building or
building complex.

Communications medium only
Datran says it will work solely
as a communication medium, not
making subscribers’ terminals it
self and not providing a data bank.
However it says the system can be
used with any type of terminal
the subscriber has, and it will pro
vide linkage to any commercial
data banks he wishes. Thus, if
a subscriber were also a subscriber
to the General Electric time shar
ing service, the General Electric
data bank could be drawn on at
considerably lower transmission
rates than are now available.
Datran said at the time of its
announcement that the FCC still
had to hear replies of the other
common carriers to the Datran
proposal, but that it expects to be
in business by late 1971.
Costs for the Datran service are
projected as $25 a month plus
transmission charges.
Management Services
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REA tariff
Computer Program Finds

Cheapest Shipping Net
Among Several Points

The most economical shipping
patterns between multiple origins
and destinations can be determined
by a computer program recently
developed by McDonnell Automa
tion Company, St. Louis, Missouri.
TRANS 360 is a linear program
ing package that may be especially
useful to multiple-warehouse op
erators. McDonnell suggests that
petrochemical manufacturers, food
processors, and publishing houses
will find it particularly helpful.
The program is written in PL/1
for IBM System/360 computers
with a minimum of 128K of core.
TRANS 360 features free format
for input, automatic balancing of
supplies and demands, and the
ability to save intermediate com
puter solutions.
McDonnell will also process in
formation using TRANS 360 for
data transmitted to its St. Louis
office. It uses an IBM coupled 65/
75 computer and has been able to
solve 186 client problems, each
with 14 origins and 119 destina
tions, in 15.7 minutes of Model
75 time.
The TRANS 360 programing
package, including an object deck,
user’s manual, and thorough docu
mentation, costs $1,500. Clients
transmitting their information to
McDonnell pay in proportion to
the amount of core reserved for
their programs.

EDP traffic service
Another EDP service for ship
ping departments has been devel
oped by Numerax, Inc., of Engle
wood Cliffs, N.J. Quick Rate is
aimed at helping traffic managers
with routing, freight-bill pricing
and auditing, and transportation
planning studies.
The service is available on mag
netic tape in computer-readable
form or as a hard cover directory.
Information included in the data
base consists of 1.5 million motor
May-June, 1970
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33 and 11B commodity rates, all
package rates, and air express. Up
dating is done
changes occur.
The 28-program system can as
semble all the rates which apply
between any two points within
the continental United States. It
requires 128
core and operates
under a 360/40 operating system.
Pricing for the service varies
with the number of origins, desti
nations, methods of transportation,
and special programing desired.
Prices range from $1,000 to $30,000.
The hard cover directory ranges in
price from $595 for an existing di
rectory to $1,500 for one that must
be compiled to specification.

‘Hardware Happiness’

Decried by Nadel at

system turns out in
formation which is unusable or
outdated; costs too much; or pro
duces many information errors, it
is time for a change.

Industry learning
Another seminar speaker, Sy M.
Mendel, Honeywell apparel and
textile marketing manager, agreed
with Mr. Nadel that, “Most textile
and apparel management is not
sufficiently experienced in data
processing to evaluate computer
equipment effectively. . . . How
ever,” Mr. Mendel added, “the
competitive advantages offered by
computerized operations are be
coming increasingly obvious, and
the needle trades are slowly but
surely joining the age of instant in
formation.”
Mr. Mendel claims the needle
trades’ most costly mistakes are
overbuying and underbuying of
computer equipment.

Apparel Meeting
“Hardware happiness,” that dan
gerous state of mind which prompts
management to buy computer
equipment it doesn’t need only
because its neighbors are doing it,
has been diagnosed in the apparel
and textile trades by Robert B.
Nadel, CPA.
Mr. Nadel, manager for systems
and data processing of Hertz, Her
son & Co., spoke to textile and
apparel manufacturing executives
at a seminar entitled “Apparel
Data Processing—How Do You
Know When You Need It?” held
at The Philadelphia College of
Textiles.
He told the manufacturers that
within their industry there was a
“dangerous trend ... to purchase
equipment without exploring all
options.”

Three symptoms cited
Manufacturers should be aware
of three major symptoms that sug
gest a firm is ready for some kind
of computer equipment, Mr. Nadel
said. When management’s present

.. .the computer programs
you need are here!
AUTOMATED BOOKKEEPING
offers a complete array of
computer programs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Payroll
Accounts Receivable
General Ledger
Financial Statements
Accounts Payable
Numerous Other Programs

... Programs ready to go — on our com
puters or yours!
...Programs at little or no
...Programs that are well documented!
...Programs that are now running and
serving many clients!

AUTOMATED
BOOKKEEPING
CORPORATION
55 West 42 Street, New York, N.Y.

Phone 212 695-6893
• Established in 1959 by CPA Data Processing Special
ists • If you’re involved in systems work, programming
or computer softwear, you owe it to yourself to discuss
with us your particular needs and requirements. No
obligation, of course.
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programs.
In return, the firm promises to fill
a specified number of various types
of jobs with program graduates.
The Marketing Survey and Re
search Corporation will screen the
recommended applicants to place
those with inherent ability in the
appropriate courses. The Multiple
Personal Inventory Test employed
by MSRC has already helped to
place several hundred “unemploy
able” persons in permanent jobs.
Programming Sciences Corpora
tion is tailoring its console operator
course curriculum for this project.
The students will use the EDU
PUTER, which simulates the con
sole of an IBM 360/30 in much the
same fashion a Link Trainer pro
vides a realistic facsimile of an air
craft’s cockpit.
The EDUPUTER cuts costs
radically for the program since
expensive computer time is not
needed for training.
Although PSC can train console
operators in six weeks, it is believed
the disadvantaged will need eight
The "Eduputer"—the Link Trainer of computer programing
twelve weeks of training, partially
because of their lack of proper
environment for home study. The
first class of 20 students is now in
Government and Private Group in New York Cooperate progress.
If upon completion of the con
In Training Disadvantaged Workers for EDP Jobs
sole operator’s course the student
is still unqualified, he will be
companies include: Macy’s, Oppen
Computer console operators are
trained for a simpler job that he
heimer & Company, Korvette’s, Mc
now being developed from the
can master.
Crory Corporation, and Abraham
ranks of New York City’s disad
& Straus.
vantaged. Their training will in
Programming Sciences Corpora
clude the equivalent of one year’s

tion and Marketing Survey and
“hands-on” experience.
Research Corporation are working
The program is funded by the
Programing’ Added to
with the Social Research Corpora
U.S. Department of Labor through
tion
on
the
training
of
EDP
per
an MA-3 and an MA-4 contract
High School Curriculum
sonnel. Previously a program for
with the Social Research Corpora
developing bank and retail clerks
tion. This private, non-profit cor
In Los Angeles Area
was
successfully undertaken by the
poration has agreed to train and
Social Research Corporation.
Perhaps in the near future aca
place 2,500 people in the New York
Besides console operators the
demic high school students will
City area in jobs for a group of 38
program will train keypunch op
have their humanities program
private companies interested both
erators and I/O quality control
changed to require study of a lan
in helping ghetto residents and in
clerks.
guage either human or mechanical:
gaining qualified EDP personnel.
Consortium members will recom
French, Spanish, Latin, or com
More companies are expected to
mend disadvantaged people for the
puter.
join in the near future.
program. These people will either
Some 150 students in the Los
Part of the National Alliance for
come from within the participating
Angeles area have already opted
Businessmen, the New York City
for upgrading or be brought
for programing.
consortium is the country’s largest
In a course co-sponsored by
group of
kind. Participating
to the firm’s attention through
14
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Xerox Data Systems and the
Comp
unions,
files,1970
the [whole
pendent,
: Management
Services,police
Vol. 7,intelligence
No. 3, May-June
issue] nationwide alternative to
ton Union High School District a
Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
the manufacturer’s own mainte
total of 300 students will be given
Crime Information Center, and the
nance service.”
classroom and laboratory training
rmy Intelligence System.
Comma was started by three
in the operation and use of com
former IBM field engineering ex
puters.
ecutives. It has its headquarters at
Professor heads team
Groups of approximately 50 stud
1250 Broadway, New York. Be
ents attend classes held at the El
Directing the investigation is Dr.
sides offices it has set up recondi
Alan F. Westin, professor of pub
Segundo, California, headquarters
tioning and reconfiguration centers,
lic law and government at Colum
of XDS two hours every Saturday
to modify existing systems for new
for 20 weeks. The third group of
bia University. Although he does
users’ needs.
(To page
not believe we now have “a 1984
50 students will graduate from the
surveillance system,” he does be
program next month.
lieve if civil liberties safeguards
XDS behavioral scientist B. J.
Preparation of income tax
are not established within the next
Hoffman said, “We have long been
returns
by computer, the ef
five
years
it
will
be
too
late.
aware that when people learn a
fective
use of time sharing
He
pointed
out
that
currently
second or third language, their
techniques,
and the auditing
there
are
no
laws
supporting
the
visual and aural senses open to
of
records
prepared
by a ser
individual
’
s
right
to
see,
contest,
ward a more dimensional view of
vice
bureau
will
be
among
change,
or
eliminate
any
the
life. By teaching students computer
the
topics
to
be
covered
at
information about him in a data
programing and providing them
the
sixth
annual
A1CPA
con
bank. Dr. Westin says the infor
with a special kind of second lan
ference on computers and in
mation may include “facts, sta
guage, we believe that we can help
formation systems, to be held
tistics, inaccuracies and rumors”
reduce the drop-out rate of these
at the Jack Tar Hotel, San
about every phase of a person’s life.
students.”
Francisco, May 18 to 20.
Among those included in the in
This pilot program began in the
An operational management
vestigating team are: Ralph Nader,
Compton district last August.
information
system in use at
research lawyer, Washington, D.C.;
the
Galion
Iron
Works, Gal
Roy Nutt, vice president of Com
ion,
Ohio,
will
be
outlined by
puter Sciences Corporation,
the
systems
manager
of that
Angeles; William Spencer, execu
concern.
tive vice president of First National
As in the past there will be
City Bank, New
City; Nicho
Possible Violation of
concurrent
panel sessions for
las Katzenbach, vice president
CPAs
only
considering EDP
IBM and former U.S. Attorney
Civil Liberties Through
involvement
and those cur
General and Under Secretary of
Data Files Investigated
rently actively involved in it.
State; Dr. John R. Pierce, execu
The same pattern will apply
tive director of the research sci
Can civil liberties survive if com
for informal orientation ses
ences division of Bell Telephone
puterized data banks of personal
sions on the evening of Mon
Laboratories; and Representative
information continue to grow un
day, May 18. There will
Cornelius E. Gallagher, Democrat
regulated? That is what a two-andbe concurrent software sup
from New Jersey. (See M/S, Marcha-half-year nationwide investiga
plier sessions on the after
April 70, p. 13.)
tion is going to try to find out.
noon and evening of Tues
The National Academy of Sci
day, May 19.
ences is sponsoring the project and
Louis Kessler, AICPA presi
the Russell Sage Foundation is fi
dent, will be the luncheon
nancing it with a $149,500 grant.
speaker on the opening day
National Computer
The 23-member investigating team
of the conference.
represents various viewpoints. Law
Registration fee for the first
Maintenance Firm
yers, professors, businessmen, sci
member of a firm attending
entists, and government officials are
Is Established
is $90; for each additional
included. The group has no official
member $70. Those wish
power.
A natural outgrowth of unbun
ing to attend should get in
dling, an independent computer
Hundreds of public and private
touch with Noel Zakin, man
maintenance company has opened
data banks are expected to be ex
ager, Computer Technical
its doors in New York, Dallas, Chi
amined by the group. These will
Services, AICPA, 666 Fifth
cago, and Los Angeles.
include files of credit investigating
Avenue, New York, New York
corporations, hospitals, churches,
According to Comma Corpora
10019.
universities, motor vehicle bureaus,
tion it is “the first major, inde
May-June, 1970
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The company says its services
users installing computer systems
Is No.
Available
Management
of Planning,
Systems, and Controls, Vol. 7Kit
[1970],
3, Art. 10
should be
of special Services:
benefit toA Magazine
cus
are
pointed out.
tomers with large, mixed computer
For
Self-Training
The AICPA will give a pilot
presentation of the course May 11
systems. Under a systems mainte
In PERT/CPM
and 12 in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
nance management agreement
Tuition is $140. If the program
Comma will coordinate the main
A kit for self-training in PERT/
proves to be successful it is ex
tenance requirements of all types
CPM and eventual application of
pected to be offered to state CPA
of equipment, main frame and
the skills learned has been added
societies for scheduling throughout
peripheral.
to the product ine of the PERTthe country.
Peripheral manufacturers who do
O-GRAPH Division of Halcomb,
not want to establish their own
Associates, Inc., Sunnyvale, Cali
maintenance staffs will also find
fornia.
Comma’s services worthwhile, the
The Industrial Manager’s PERT/
company says.
CPM Application Kit includes net
Company estimates place the
Federal Funds for
work examples of several types of
current computer maintenance mar
industrial programs. They show
ket at $100 million annually. The
Local Projects Located
how to work out detailed sequences
reconfiguration market will reach
with significant milestones and how
By New Firm
$60 million annually by 1971,
to figure correctly resource utiliza
Comma predicts.
tion and duration times assigned to
The
availability
of
Federal
funds
Richard K. Puder, CPA, chair
each program activity.
for specific local projects can be
man of the board and chief execu
Also included in the kit are a
determined
immediately
with
Com
tive officer of Comma, said that
reference manual, a workbook, and
puter
and
Business
Management,
between now and 1971 computer
supplies for network development
Inc.’s new FAIR (Federal Assist
equipment currently owned by
and construction.
ance
Information
Reporting)
ser
leasing companies will be recon
The manual shows how to de
vice,
the
company
says.
figurated on an average of at least
velop a critical path schedule with
CBM,
a
consulting
firm
with
of
one and a half times.
or without computers. It explains
fices in Washington, D.C., and
how to create realistic plans and
Cleveland, designed this system for
schedules and set up program man
state and city administrators. It en
agement control.
ables officials to learn what funds
Course for AICPA
The kit may be ordered for
are available for local projects,
$49.50
from Halcomb Associates,
who grants them, and how to qual
Will Help Members
Inc.,
PERT-O-GRAPH
Division,
ify and apply for them. West Vir
149
San
Lazaro
Avenue,
Sunnyvale,
ginia is the first state to put FAIR
Give EDP Advice
California 94086.
into operation.
course to enable AICPA mem
FAIR’s files contain information
bers to direct and advise client
on more than 1,500 separate pro
companies during their preparation
grams offered by some 121 Fed
for and installation of a computer
eral departments and agencies. In
system has been developed by
Washington program analysts, re
Money Problems Overtake
Computer Conversions, Inc., Jen
searchers, and computer specialists
kintown, Pennsylvania.
update the file weekly.
Personnel Worries, Texas
The two-day course presents the
To use the information system
accountant with a master plan that
the subscriber places a telephone
Survey Indicates
has been successfully used in many
receiver into his telephone data
actual installations. He is also given
Executives are worrying less
set. He then types his question out
a series of standard forms and
about getting trained personnel
in English. Via the FAIR remote
checklists to assist in conversion
and more about financial woes
access terminal it is translated into
activities and monitor progress.
these days, reports the Lifson, Wil
computer language. The subscriber
Some of the activities the course
son, Ferguson & Winick, Inc., an
then reads his answer from the
treats in depth are: planning and
nual review of business.
desk top video display screen. The
scheduling, formulating a system
Management consultants in Texas,
answer can be kept on the screen
conversion team, converting files
LWFW gathered the material for
long as desired and a paper
and programs, training all con
its review from 80 chief execu
copy can be made.
cerned personnel, testing programs
tives of southwestern manufactur
Further information about FAIR
and procedures, and evaluating the
ing firms with net worth over
may be obtained from CBM at
system after installation. Specific
1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.,
$1,000,000. Twenty-four per cent
pitfalls typically encountered by
Washington, D.C. 20036.
of the respondents belonged to
16
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firms with less than $5,000,000
in
Auerbach
Re [whole issue]
: Management
Services,
Vol. 7,Data
No. 3, Handling
May-June 1970
dollar sales annually, 23 per cent
ports are priced at $360 for the
from $5,000,000 to $10,000,000
first year’s subscription and $320
for each subsequent year. Under a
firms, 24 per cent from $10,000,000
to $25,000,000 firms, and the re
recent contract with the AICPA
Auerbach offers a special edition
maining 29 per cent from firms
of the reports to Institute members
 an
with more than $25,000,000 in
in public practice or on university
nual dollar sales.
faculties, for their private use.
LWFW found that many re
Members can order the reports
spondents felt government moves
for $190 a year through the AICPA,
to curb inflation are ineffective
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
currently inconclusive. Only one
out of eight executives felt these
10019.
moves would have a major effect
A recent report covered elec
tronic accounting machines, book
on his operations. LWFW reports
keeping machines, posting and bill
this is the first time in recent years
ing machines, and office account
that anticipated financial problems
ing computers. Typical coverage
have taken first place on the execu
Portable cathode-ray terminal
includes the history, development,
tive problem list over the shortage
construction, operations, and evalu
of trained personnel.
ation of the equipment described.
The general level of executive
ing sales presentations. Other appli
optimism is below that of 1968 to
cations envisaged by Logitron in
1969, LWFW found. The “opti
clude
inventory control, order status
mism index” used takes into ac
retrieval,
management and medical
count anticipated sales gains, profit,
information
systems, education, gen
and capital expenditures for the
First Portable Visual
eral
purpose
time sharing systems,
coming year.

and
ultimately,
perhaps, the home
Dr. D. M. Winick, managing
Terminal Shown by
market. (Logitron forecasts a $500
principal of the consulting firm,
Massachusetts Firm
unit price within five years.)
said, “By forecasting increases in
sales and production capacity with
A cathode-ray-tube computer ter
out comparable increases in num
minal
claimed to be the first fully
ber of employees, expenditures for
portable
one is being marketed
plant and equipment, advertising,
Office Unions? Don’t
by
a
one-year-old
manufacturer
or
& D, panel members obvi
of computer peripherals for the
Worry, Says
ously see the need for improved
business
real
time
market,
Logi
operations and tighter cost con
tron, Inc., of Cambridge, Massa
Office unions do not seem to be
trol in 1970.”
chusetts.
in the past, present, or immediate
The remote, stand-alone Logifuture prospects of 481 U.S. and
port/1 weighs approximately 25
Canadian companies surveyed by
pounds and can be plugged in to
the Administrative Management
any power source. When coupled
Society recently.
to a standard telephone headset
The AMS members surveyed
Keyboard Accounting
and normal voice-grade line, it can
represented offices with an aggre
be placed in instantaneous real time
gate of 150,000 employees. NinetyMachines Evaluated
communication with any time shar
three per cent of all the U.S. com
ing computer anywhere, according
panies questioned said that none
In New Report
to Logitron.
of their staff members belonged to
A comprehensive evaluation of
The unit is priced at less than
a union.
$3,000 and also will be available
all types of keyboard-type elec
Of all the members polled 91 per
under various leasing arrangements
tronic accounting machines has
cent said they had no office union,
been added to the Auerbach Data
ranging in cost from $69 to $150 a
4 per cent had total unionization,
month. It can be delivered within
Handling Reports. The three-vol
and 5 per cent had partial unioni
ume analytical reference series
60 days.
zation. Thirteen per cent of the
covers all types of computer sup
The more than 1,000 units or
Canadian respondents had total
port equipment.
dered so far will be used by time
unionization, and 9 per cent had
sharing salesmen for on-customer
The looseleaf reports are up
partial unionization. In the U.S.
dated regularly. New reports are
site demonstrations and insurance
only 3 per cent had total unioniza
issued quarterly.
representatives for calculations durtion and 4 per cent had partial.
May-]une, 1970
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This guy used to be
our number one Savings Bond salesman.
Now it’s up to you.
Back in the 40’s, Americans aggressively bought
bonds in order to beat The Bad Three.
Today, 70% of all bond sales come quietly
Pay
roll Savings Plans installed and supported by employers
like you.
Why should you become a Savings Bond supporter?
Because it’s good for you. By promoting U.S. Savings
Bonds, you're doing one of the few things an individual
can do to fight inflation. (A penny saved is more than
a penny earned . . . it’s a penny out of circulation.)
Because it’s good for your employees. To the guy
who has trouble saving $5 a week, you’re providing a
viable fringe benefit—systematic savings—without incur
ring the usual heavy fringe benefit costs.

Because it’s good for your country. Savings Bonds
are the cornerstone of United States
financing and
are vitally important to your country’s continued finan
cial well-being. (Of
there are more kinds of
patriotism
beating Hitler.)
Of
nation’s 16 largest companies—all active in
Payroll Savings—nine have more
60% employee
participation. Five have over 75%. Whether large or
small, your company can do as well.
If you already have a Payroll Savings Plan, promote
it. If you don’t, install one. For information or assistance,
write Director of Sales, The Department of the Treasury,
Savings Bonds Division, Washington, D.C. 20226.
U.S. Savings Bonds.

The U.S. Government does not pay for this advertisement. It is presented as a public service
in cooperation with The Department of The Treasury and The Advertising Council.
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Successful consulting takes much more than knowl
edge of techniques. Human skills are vital, too, just
as they are in the successful practice of medicine—

HOW TO DISCOVER AND EVALUATE

CLIENT PROBLEMS
by John Rapp
Sharlach Ress Goldrich & Co.

the ounces of prevention he can
course of the last several
dispense need little elaboration.
years there has been a grad
ually increasing degree of aware We have case materials on suc
cessful client engagements, but we
ness of the CPA’s competence be
also have documentation on en
yond the attest function as cur
gagements that were less than suc
rently understood.
now well
cessful. Maybe all of us, whether
known magazine article stating that
or not we are currently active in
“the auditors had arrived” (For
tune, November-December, 1960)
applying the art of management
services, may benefit from an eval
pointed in that direction. Since
then there has been more use of
uation of what we ought to be
the term “business doctor,” indicat
doing to heighten our chances of
success in the business health con
ing a degree of awareness of pos
sulting
sible diagnoses and prescriptions
Lest the thought occur to some
that the CPA can
The more
that the “how to” in the title is
descriptive phrase “business health
the prelude to something like a
consultant” carries the additional
manual—put it aside. Rather than
connotation that the CPA can often
working toward a blueprint, or
be effective in guarding that health
even a road map, the aim is to
with the aid of that ounce of pre
come up with suggested signposts
vention that can sometimes do so
and other markers along a trail
much more than a pound of cure.
toward successful business health
To those of us that are active in
consulting. For the judgment inher
our management services practices
ent in the discovery and evalua
the brave words about the CPA
tion of specific client problems is
as business health consultant and
n the

I

that of the practitioner on the firing
line. The present overall “factfinding” or rather “signpost-hunt
ing” expedition is intended to be
no more than a guide for the prac
titioner’s own good judgment. Any
simplification found along the way
does not imply any disregard of
the significant interrelatedness of
business affairs. On the contrary, it
is meant to be a specific tool for
sorting out certain ideas believed
to be important in this context.
What are some of the basic
requisites in the quest to discover
and evaluate client problems? They
seem to fall into three main
groups:
1. Ability to perceive and inter
pret perceptions within a
frame of reference, on the
basis of particular attributes
and skills.
2. Ability to diagnose, in the
sense of deriving valid first
conclusions as to the nature
19
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There are three main classes of clients: those who know exactly what the trouble is; those who know
there is trouble, but are not sure just what it is; and those who are certain everything is fine.

and the extent
client prob
lems.
3. Ability to test the validity
first conclusions sufficiently to
come up with meaningful
survey results.
These requisites are, indeed,
quite fundamental. Yet, particu
larly in the management consult
ing area, where so many factors
over and above the necessary tech
nical proficiency have such an im
portant bearing on the degree of
success of our efforts, they deserve
some extra attention, since a study
and discussion of them may high
light certain problem areas and,
let
hope, point the way toward
overcoming some of the problems.
In the matter of perception of
client problems and interpretation
of perceptions, there are three
main possibilities we should con
sider:
1. The client says he knows the
JOHN RAPP, CPA, is
head of the review and
tax department of Shar

Goldrich &
New

lach
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fellow of

the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
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Sigma,
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York State CPA.

to
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New

problem and looks to us for
what he considers to be the
“solution.”
2. The client is generally aware
of the fact that “something is
not right” and
to us for
location, identification, and
definition of the problem as
well as for a “solution” deal
ing with the problem.
3. The client states or implies
that he is unaware of the
present or potential problems
that we have perceived or are
in a position to perceive.
In practice, we may at times
encounter combinations of the pos
sibilities outlined; for discussion
purposes, however, it may be use
ful to consider them separately.

Client says he “knows”
Where the client says he knows
the problems, looks to us for a
solution, and possibly even indi
cates the lines along which he
would expect the solution to be
found, he may be correct, insofar
as problem perception is con
cerned, but he may be way off
base as to the real diagnosis and
the appropriate treatment called
for by such diagnosis. Consider
the case
a client, faced with
increased clerical costs, who, im
pressed by the publicity given to
the advantages of mechanization
office work, calls in his CPA to
advise as to the manner in which
mechanization should be imple
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mented. The CPA may well find
that, by reason of the characteris
tics and the relatively small vol
ume of the work load, mechani
zation would be too costly to be
practicable, and that clerical costs
might well be reduced by improv
ing the effectiveness of the manual
clerical processes concerned. On
surveying and reviewing the sub
stance
those processes, he finds
that the main factors detracting
from effectiveness in manual pro
cessing of documents are inade
quate clerical supervision and
performance, resulting on the one
hand in costly bottlenecks while
accumulations are worked off, pos
sibly even at premium-time rates,
and on the other hand in no less
costly waiting time on the part of
the persons waiting for the docu
ments being held up. Thus what
purported to start off as a study,
in the feasibility of mechanization
of clerical tasks turns out to re
quire clerical work measurement
and review of supervisory abilities
and potential. Had the consulting
CPA given the client what he
wanted, he would, most likely,
have ended up rendering a disser
vice to an unhappy client.
In some situations, a client’s de
sire for automation, work simplifi
cation, and/or reduction in force
in departments may have a meas
ure of factual justification, but
carry overtones of interdepart
mental feuds in that present execu
tives are being undermined or
Management Services
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Vol. 7,CPA
No. 3,will,
May-June
1970 [whole issue]
room is being made, in rearrange

theServices,
consulting
through
ments of duties and responsibilities,
what appears to have been little
more than casual observation, have
for specific personnel replace
ments. In such cases, it may be
performed a “lightning” type of
particularly difficult to determine
survey; applicable approaches and
where the real problem is. If the
techniques will be discussed later.
consulting CPA is called in to ad
Where the client’s assessment of
vise, he should concentrate on the
the problem he thinks he has is
found by the consulting CPA to
best long-term interests of the cli
ent, consistent with an appropriate
be incorrect, a more detailed field
solution
the real immediate
survey is necessary, and the
should use all his skill to deter
problem, as he sees it. In present
ing his assessment of the situation
mine the facts and to arrive at a
and suggesting remedial or preven
diagnosis of the real underlying
tive action to be taken, he may
problems and to cause the client
have quite a problem overcoming
to change his position in line with
what is required. However, it may
entrenched attitudes and preju
be too easy to depict that situation
dices. But, not infrequently, in
in terms of black and white. There
such a situation it is found, espe
may be cases where the client’s im
cially with certain types of author
mediate best interests point one
itarian management, that “Father
way and the client’s longer-term
knows best,” and the CPA who
best interests point the other way.
should have been brought in to
. . . in cases where the client
In such situations, since not even
advise and consult is faced with
consulting CPAs come equipped
accomplished facts.
has not gone far enough and
with crystal balls or with 20:20
It may be clear now that when
hindsight before the event, the de
the client says he “knows” he does
deep enough to recognize
velopment
a balanced diagnosis
not always know what his trouble
the basic problems
will be all the more challenging.
is and that “things are not always
Such problems are by no means
what they seem to be.”
underlying the no less real
unusual—examples may be found in
Where the client’s assessment of
make-or-buy decisions or in break
the problem he thinks he has is
ones of which he is aware
ing into a relatively unexplored
found to be correct by the con
. . . should we give the client
section of a market as distinct
sulting CPA, the way would seem
from more thoroughgoing cultiva
to be clear for successful imple
what he wants or what we
mentation of management services
tion of the same tried and true
vineyard.
work designed to develop remedial
think he needs?
The consulting CPA must re
action. There may be situations
member at all times, in diagnostic
where the client’s assessment is not
correct, in the sense that the client
survey work as well as in project
implementation, that, however at
has not gone far enough and deep
tractive the “ideal” solution of a
enough to recognize the basic prob
problem may look on paper—if in
lems underlying the no less real
ones of which he is aware. In
deed there is such a solution—he
is or should be concerned with the
those cases, should we give the
most adequate solution attainable
client what he wants or what we
in the particular client circum
think he needs?
stances within the context of a
It all depends on the circum
particular environment.
stances. If what the client wants
Diagnostic work of this caliber
does not conflict with solution
calls for a blend of many kinds
the deeper-seated problems, it may
of ability, treated in more detail
be advisable to give him what he
wants; if, on the other hand, such
later. There is just one kind of
ability that appears to be so im
a course would create difficulty in
meeting what should be the real ob
portant that it should be brought
up for review and consideration
jective, the more advisable proce
early—that is the ability to distin
dure might be tactful education
the client to what he should want.
guish the real problem from the
In both the foregoing situations,
apparent problem in the initial
May-June, 1970
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10 as a source of
stages Management
of a management
at Planning,
all, of those
othersand
that
drew de
field survey
work
diagnosis.
fensive or cagey replies, and of
diagnostic information, we should
Representations made to would
those that drew replies too like
bear in mind a number of practi
originate principally in exploratory
what the informants imagined the
cal matters. The first is the need
conferences. Such conferences, in
consulting CPA would want to hear.
for keeping such survey work dis
some cases, may be held with a
We do want to suggest that rep
tinct from that performed in an
board of directors or a committee
resentations derived from formal
actual implementation engagement.
or committees thereof. More fre
meetings or informal discussions
A diagnostic survey calls for rea
quently, they will occur with repre
should always be accepted only
sonable speed and a quick grasp
sentatives of top management and
provisionally and with caution and
of essentials. It should, therefore,
some of the department heads most
that we should keep our minds
generally be performed by the most
immediately involved in the prima
open as to reviewing such infor
experienced person or persons pos
facie problem being explored. Even
mation in the light of “harder”
sible in terms of technical profi
at the initial survey stage, the con
evidential matter. For such review,
ciency, client understanding, and
sulting CPA should see to it that
we require not only technical abil
general business acumen. To a
he gets as broad a coverage as
ity and proficiency but also, and
suitably qualified person, some es
possible in the sources of repre
more particularly, sound personal
sential elements he needs will be
sentations given to him, particu
judgment, hard common sense, and
come apparent by almost casual
larly as regards inclusion of line
that degree of intuition which
observations in a walk through the
supervisors, who may often be
stems from a deep knowledge
plant or a few chats in the office.
more knowledgeable than their im
human nature coupled with the
Other elements will require more
mediate superiors would care to
gift of empathy.
extensive reference to relevant doc
admit. Obtaining the opinions of
The nearest I can come to an il
uments as to origination, flow, use
those concerned is, however, no
lustration is by reference to a cli
made thereof, and end result ex
more than getting the raw material
ent with a long-standing problem
pected or actually obtained there
for our work of evaluation; at this
of significant inventory shortages
from. The diagnostic field survey
point, we will have done no more
whose concern as to possible causes
however, does not stand alone in
extended to the receiving function,
its reliance, primarily, on observ
than the medical practitioner
lis

tening to his patient’s recital of
to production losses, and to pos
able facts to the extent that they
are readily available or obtainable.
symptoms. There must be not only
sible faulty recording in respect of
refurbishing operations, but some
It also rests, at least temporarily,
evaluation of the expressed symp
on related representations by cli
toms as to the context in which
how bypassed the possibility of
ent personnel until “harder” com
and the manner in which they are
unauthorized shipments without
petent evidential matter can be
put forward but also judicious in
documentation, an area which, by
found to prove or disprove the
hindsight, was finally found to be
terpretations of the unspoken ele
validity of such representations.
the main source of trouble.
ments in any discussion, of the
Desirably, enough of such evidenTurning now to our own limited
questions that were not answered

Obtaining the opinions of those concerned is no more than getting the raw material
for our work; at this point we have done no more than the medical practitioner
listening to his patient's recital of symptoms.
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A client with a long-standing problem of inventory shortages offered every con
ceivable solution except the right one: unauthorized shipments without documentation.

tial matter should be evaluated in
the diagnostic field survey to avoid
survival of any unbuttressed rep
resentations; in fact, this may not
always be practicable because
time and cost limitations. For we,
as practicing CPAs with a practical
turn of mind, must keep a balance
between the client’s wishes and the
consideration of our own practices,
not giving the client a full-scale
survey in miniature when what is
wanted is a diagnostic survey which
may or may not lead to a full-scale
engagement.

Frame of reference
The evaluation of client repre
sentations and that of documents
and other competent evidential
matter implies a frame of reference
by which we either maintain or
suspend belief in what we are
evaluating. Where and how do we
obtain such a frame of reference?
As to technical expertise, we base
ourselves on our training, not only
CPAs well versed in methods of
reporting and recording and the
advantages and pitfalls of informa
tion techniques and systems but
also as intelligent businessmen
with sufficient judgment and ex
perience, and willingness to learn
from experience, to provide sound
and apt interpretations of the hard
business realities behind the re
porting and information systems.
In that respect, in our different
May-June, 1970

thinks that he knows the problem
tend to occur more often in initial
consulting engagements than those
in which we must act as original
cause finders in addition to func
tioning as fact surveyors. It is not
too often that we are told to locate
specific problem areas because cli
ent management has a vaguely un
easy feeling that “something is not
right.” Generally client manage
ment will attempt to find out, more
or less successfully, what it is that
ails it before we are called in as
consultants. Yet in this area we
can and should perform a vital
role. Just as a general practitioner
of medicine is consulted for a gen
eral check-up and diagnosis by a
patient who feels generally “out of
sorts,”
an alert and conscientious
client management sensing that
measured performance is not up
to reasonable expectations should
bring in the CPA as a consultant
to put his finger on whatever trou
ble spots there may be. In this
context the consulting CPA would
tend to have full confidence placed
in him, without being hemmed in,
explicitly or implicitly, by precon
ceived notions on the part of man
agement or by any attempts on
its part to have the outside CPA
act
a “pre-cooked-pill adminis
trator.” (There are, unfortunately,
situations where management, too
sure of the symptoms and their
underlying causes, also expresses
definite ideas as to remedies, but
23
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and yet somewhat related sphere
of activity, we function in a way
not unlike the general practitioners
of the medical profession whose
clinical experience must be soundly
based on training in anatomy, phys
iology, pathology, and other related
bodies of knowledge. But just as
the medical practitioners would be
less than fully effective if they did
not round out their professional
equipment with a deep knowledge
of human nature, particularly in
its reactions to stress and strain
and in the interaction between
mind and matter,
would we
CPAs be less than fully effective,
particularly in our consulting func
tion, if we did not similarly bring
to bear all the psychological in
sight we can muster, derived in
part from our client relations ex
perience, in part from our general
experiences with our fellow men
and women, and also in part from
appropriate study in the
With
out going so far as to suggest that
the consulting CPA should be an
academically trained psychologist,
I would like to submit the idea
that consulting achieves such suc
cess as it has, with the help of
techniques, through people, and
that greater “people orientation,”
as distinguished from a primary
“techniques orientation,” may well
help contribute to increased ac
ceptance of the CPA’s consulting
function.
The situations where the client
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professional
andControls,
other per
shouldNo.
also
possess
an inquiring
Management Services: A Magazine of What
Planning,
Systems, and
Vol. 7 [1970],
3, Art.
10
and analytical turn of mind, with
sonal qualifications are essential?
a highly developed ability to sift
On the technical level, they include
heavy diversified experience in a
provable and documentable facts
variety of business situations, cou
from poorly supported represen
pled with a thorough familiarity
tations. In addition, he should
with the client’s operations and
have a deep understanding of per

procedures, preferably, but not ne
sonal relationships and human
cessarily, based on audit experi
frailties and limitations and an
ence. As an alternative or, when
ability to size up what will or will
applicable, a supplement to such
not work in a given situation.
experience, it would be desirable
All these qualifications should
to have good background in a
make their mark on the public
similar or related industry, trade,
through the consultant’s first-rank
or occupation, obtained from audit
ability in oral and written expres
knowledge and/or direct work ex
sion, skillfully and tactfully adapted
perience supported by study of
to the recipients of his communi
Consultants must always beware of
relevant published material. As to
cations.
becoming ritualistic and arrogant
such
material,
the
field
is
so
vast
If our answer to “what does it
medicine men with prepackaged so
now
that
caution
must
be
exer
take?
” sounds like a tall order, that
lutions for every problem.
cised in keeping our technical pro
is just the way we see it. Good
ficiency properly integrated and co
management consulting is not an
ordinated. While, basically, we
easy task, and it has room for topshies away from the responsibility
should remain generalists in our
caliber people, more particularly
for the institution of unpopular
management services efforts, in a
when we consider it as a continu
measures.)
sufficiently large and well devel
ing function of watching over the
oped practice there can and should
client’s business health. With less
be a systematic subdivision of the
breadth of scope, some consultants
Distinguishing problems
field. The danger to guard against
might “get away with it” for a
Whatever the degree of confi
is that, in a vain effort to be “all
time—but surely our basic interest
dence placed in the consulting
things to all men,” we might be
does not he in the direction of
CPA, he must earn such confidence
tempted to scatter our efforts like
one-shot deals—nor does that of our
by sorting out the apparent sur
buckshot, when actually we should
clients.
face problems from the deeper un
keep them together in a neat and
derlying problems. The very re
logical bundle to increase our
Client is “unaware” of problems
liance by management on us to
chances of hitting the target. Ex
find and diagnose what the ail
cessive specialization not firmly an
There are situations in which the
ments are must instill in
caution
chored in solid knowledge can be
consulting CPA locates client prob
lest we become the ritualistic and
recognized by clients and can
lems of which client management
arrogant medicine men of business
raise the question: “Does the man
is allegedly not aware, such as the
rather than business health con
really know what he is talking
deeper and possibly not so readily
sultants with a sense of humility
about?” Surely, we do not want
visible problems underlying these
underlying all our technical and
that!
more apparent ones on which the
human competence.
CPA has been called
But simi
What does it take? Basically, the
lar situations may arise without
Additional background required
qualities that make a CPA success
reference to a pre-existing consult
ful in the implementation of man
The person with the required
ing and survey arrangement, as,
agement services assignments are
technical qualifications should, in
for instance, when the relation
also those expected of him for suc
addition, possess a good back
with the client is based on audit
cess in diagnostic surveys. By
ground in available management
and/or tax work and an alert au
reason of the time and fee limita
and control techniques and
ditor or tax man is faced with
tions bound up with most of such
top-flight supervisory ability in
indications of such problems and
surveys, particular emphasis should
guiding and coordinating, because
recognizes the potential for effec
be given to quickness in percep
even at the diagnostic survey and
tive client service in the manage
tion, imagination, and resourceful
recognition stage some of the re
ment services area.
ness in those who would conduct
quired fact finding may, for eco
It may be that the client’s lack
the surveys, all perhaps adding up
nomic reasons, have to be dele
of awareness is genuine—in that
to “knowing where and how to
gated to suitably trained and thor
case, bringing the problem out in
look.”
oughly briefed assistants. He
to the open may at least stimulate
24
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everybody’s thinking processes and
pared letters of comment, where
possibly serve as a prod for pos
the problems have come to light
sible future action.
during audit or tax work, or letters
On the other hand, it may be
of preliminary survey findings,
that the client’s lack of awareness
where that is the occasion of dis
of the problem is less than genu
covery by the consultant. In ex
ine. Here, too, the forces of accu
ceptional situations there may have
mulated inertia tend to be at work
to be a special effort to obtain and
—a wish not to rock the boat, or
hold the client’s attention—the
a wish not to depart from the
more so when there is a back
“tried and true” ways of the past
ground of problems being swept
that served so well under different
under the rug.
circumstances. Or there may be
the subtle—and sometimes not so
Diagnostic survey techniques
subtle—interplay of pressures and
counter-pressures when those ex
Perceptions and judicious inter
ecutives who appreciate the exis
pretation thereof, while supplying
tence of a problem play it down
the data for diagnostic activity as
Basically, the qualities that
in order not to upset the real or
well as a frame of reference and
fancied contribution of others. We
almost a philosophy, must be pro
make a CPA successful in
sometimes find the situation of less
cessed by applicable techniques
than adequate personnel, particu
if diagnosis is to be swift and effec
the implementation of
tive. In a full-scale implementation
larly at the higher echelons, being
management services
carried for “humanitarian” reasons.
engagement in the management
services field there may—and should
Any attempt by the consulting
assignments are also those
CPA to bring such a situation out
—be time for relevant research.
into the open, particularly in the
In a more urgent diagnostic sur
expected of him for success
case of medium-size and smaller
vey engagement which, more often
in diagnostic surveys . . .
corporations, may draw the reac
than not, is somewhat hemmed in
tion that in his excessive concern
by fee limitations and time limita
particular emphasis should
with efficiency he overlooks the
tions derived therefrom, it is not
elements of personal satisfaction
often possible to provide for re
be given to quickness in
for those working. What can or
search at the time of its comple
perception, imagination, and
should the consulting CPA do
tion; the related research may
have to come after the event, for
then? He has to be a diplomat in
resourcefulness in those who
use “next time around.” However
his client relations and a good
judge of present and prospective
desirable more research, particu
would conduct the surveys,
significance of the conditions that
larly as to potential usefulness of
all perhaps adding up to
he would be inclined to criticize.
information systems and actual
His actions will have to depend
uses made thereof, may be, and
"knowing where and how
mainly on his answer to the ques
however relevant in practical ways,
tion of materiality. If he considers
the CPA in management survey
to look."
that no great harm is done by
work must be oriented toward
deferring action on the problem,
applicable day-to-day operating
or that action potentially proposed
techniques. He is not an ivory
might do more harm than good,
tower intellectual—though, for the
he might table the matter—stand
benefit of his clients and his prac
ing ready, however, to activate it
tice, he should, if at all possible,
stand back from time to time to
should the need for action become
take stock of what he is doing and
more urgent. If, on the other hand,
where he is going. He is primarily
the thinks that the hidden or cam
concerned, in the general context
ouflaged problems need airing
of what the client wants or needs,
right now, how should he get the
with the twofold limitations of the
client to understand the existence
client’s ability and willingness to
and significance of the problems?
pay for diagnostic survey work
Informal meetings and discussions
have some value, but, for the sake
and of his own practice require
ments as to talent and time and
of both the client and the consult
the most appropriate deployment
ant, there should be carefully pre
May-June,
1970
Published
by eGrove,
1970
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A word of caution in relation to diagnostic survey work—clients should be discouraged . . .

thereof. The techniques he should
use must be understood in that
context. In passing, a word of
caution as to willingness to pay in
relation to diagnostic survey work
—clients should be discouraged
from demanding “quickie” fullscale studies for the price of a
diagnostic survey. Trying to obtain
full value for money in that way
seems penny-wise and pound-fool
ish because of necessity a diag
nostic survey cannot probe as
deeply as a full-scale investigation.

Some survey techniques
Some of the specific techniques
that can be used in diagnostic sur
vey work would be use of

1 — Questionnaires
2 — Interviews
3 — Observation of documents
in their relation to underly
ing business facts
4 — Observation of business
facts.
In practice some or, preferably,
all of these should be used in com
bination,
most of them taken
separately have their pitfalls. This
would be the case particularly
with questionnaires and inter
views, but they do have their place
as starting points for further work.
On work being instigated, however
this instigation may come about,
there should usually be a first in
terview to help determine a coarse
definition of the problems at issue
or, where needed, bring about a
basic client awareness of such
problems. This should be followed
by quick observations of the most
material areas, to corroborate, am
plify, or modify determinations
made thus far and to obtain a bal
anced general view of the relative
significance of the problems to be
investigated, or, in a way, a stratifi
cation of the issues. After that, it is
generally advisable to obtain more
circumstantial interviews, particu

larly with people on or near the
firing line; and only after those
steps would the consulting CPA be
ready to get down to the business
of gathering data, principally
through observation of business
facts and related documents, for
evaluation from both a quantita
tive and a qualitative point of
view.
Although it would seem that the
“yes-no” type of internal control
questionnaire might provide a rea
sonable starting point, particularly
where the instigation of the diag
nostic survey comes from the in
ternal control review and evalua
tion bound up with the audit work,
that kind of questionnaire has to
be used with caution. When an
swers to questions have to be ob
tained from client employees there
is some risk of getting expected
answers rather than factual an
swers—to make the current situa
tion look better or less defective
than it is, to cover up one’s own
shortcomings, to cover up short
comings of co-workers, and a vari
ety of other mostly psychological
reasons. Also, in the “yes-no” type
of questionnaire, unless the user is
as highly qualified as he ideally
should be, there is a tendency to
ward obtaining less than adequate
information by reason of not con
sidering all possible circumstances.
It is found, not infrequently, that
even in the context of a recurring
evaluation of continued enforce
ment and applicability of internal
control procedures, the question
naire method alone is not ade
quate and must be supplemented
by descriptive material of the “yes,
but” or “no, however” variety. All
the more reason, within the con
text of management services diag
nostic surveys in which complete
ness of relevant detail is important,
for supplementing questionnaires
by appropriate descriptions, dia
grams, flow charts, and similar
illustrative material more likely to
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contain the ingredients required
for derivation of a balanced and
rounded view.
As to interviews, some reference
has previously been made to the
need for evaluating them, not only
for what is said but also for what
is left unsaid, as well as for the
manner in which the information
comes out. It is not only top offi
cials who can be defensive, cagey,
or reticent in interviews; these at
titudes can be found all along the
fine. Whenever possible, interviews
might be obtained with two or
more people doing the same job.
If this is done, some caution
should be exercised in the manner
in which the interview is handled
—friendly appeals for cooperation
in giving information designed to
contribute toward making better
jobs for everybody may be more
productive than possibly repetitious
and stereotyped quizzing sessions.
Information from questionnaires
and interviews should be accepted
only on a provisional basis, that is,
until such information can be cor
roborated, amplified, or disproved
by direct observation. Generally
speaking, audit-trained CPAs should
need little instruction as to the
nature and characteristics of com
petent evidential matter and the
criteria by which its adequacy
should be assessed. In the area of
documents in their relation to the
underlying business facts, our gen
eral source material is the same as
that which we would use in the
discharge of our attest function.
But our emphasis in the study of
available documentation is differ
ent. In the general audit situation,
we make limited tests directed to
ward obtaining a degree of assur
ance that the client’s financial
statements resting on such docu
mentation provide a fair presenta
tion of financial position and results
of operations. In the management
services diagnostic survey situation
we make specific tests directed
Management Services
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. . . from demanding “quickie” full-scale surveys for the price of a diagnostic survey

toward particular objectives in
the realm of underlying business
realities, with a view to ultimately
having the client carry out some
remedial or preventive action di

rectly bearing on such business
realities. Thus, what may be re
garded
sufficient evidential mat
ter for derivation of valid con
clusions in the audit context is
generally not sufficient to arrive at
such conclusions for management
services diagnosis, both as regards
characteristics and quantity of the
data. How much would be enough
in any particular situation will
depend on the practitioner’s judg
ment in the light of the circum
stances and the characteristics of
the data scrutinized by him.
In general, since a diagnostic
survey is necessarily of a prelim
inary nature, such a survey should
require less evidential matter than
would be needed to support the
conclusions of a full-fledged inves
tigation. Were the client to expect
a “quickie” investigation, in lieu
of a diagnostic survey, it might be
advisable to dissuade him by point
ing to the different extent of com
petent evidence required. It may
not always be possible to quantify
such difference precisely and to
convince the client, but the at
tempt should be made.
While the use of specific tech
niques will depend on the circum
stances of each case, many such
►techniques rest on scientific foun
dations. The science of mathemat
has much to offer, particularly
in the area of the mathematics of
probability, which underlies both
the application of statistical sam
pling techniques and much of op
erations research. The mathemat
ical and technical bases of com
puter applications, though certainly
applicable to management services
diagnostic surveys as well as to
full-scale investigation, constitute
too vast a field for adequate dis
cussion at this time. Statistical

sampling techniques, useful in cer
tain phases of audit work, have a
particular applicability in the scru
tiny and sifting of evidential matter
on management services assign
ments, and certain applications of
such techniques are particularly
helpful in diagnostic surveys in
that they help toward providing
measurements of reliability not
otherwise available.
The basic examination of com
petent evidential matter would
start with that to which we are
used from the discharge of our
attest function. But not only is our
emphasis different in that we must
become even more fact-oriented—
in addition, we must broaden our
ideas as to the nature of relevant
facts in this connection and weigh
the different degrees of credibility.
For, in connection with manage
ment services surveys, we have to
deal not only with easily quanti
fiable and “audit-checkable” facts
but also with a whole set of some
what less tangible facts that are no
less real for being elusive at times
as to precise definition and im
pact, mainly the facts of psycho
logical, hierarchical, and internal
“political” pressures and counter
pressures. Many of these contribute
to make our work difficult or un
pleasant—all the more reason why
those facts should be recognized
for what they are and be dealt
with as thoroughly and compe
tently as possible. Some of those
facts, such
a misconception that
the CPA is overly concerned with
figures and therefore can not un
derstand properly the business
realities behind the figures, may be
so basic to the success of our work
that we must give them adequate
attention sufficiently early—for sur
veys conducted with only half
hearted backing and understanding
on the part of management are
likely to wind up being involved
in internal factional polemics, with
bad repercussions on the possibili

ties of acceptance and implemen
tation.
What can we as CPAs do to
equip ourselves for coping with
that range of facts? Training would
seem to be the answer, but it
should not be overly academic;
the training should be largely a
distillation of personal experience
with human nature in business and
non-business situations, further
supported by maturity of judg
ment and a sense of proportion
and relevance which can be ac
quired and fostered to some
degree. Each particular situation
should be handled on its merits,
with an overall attitude of openmindedness and receptiveness. In
any consulting situation, patient
listening is a vital ingredient of
effective work. In management ser
vices consulting this is particu
larly applicable when many per
sons at various levels should be
listened to and their representa
tions evaluated and cross-checked.

Validity of survey findings
Diagnostic surveys in the man
agement services field, beyond the
discernment of problems and the
tentative derivation of first conclu
sions, involve the application of
some desirable safeguards before
we can be in a position to issue to
the client our “prescription” in the
form of recommendations which, if
properly assimilated, will, we hope,
bring about a “cure” of the con
ditions encountered. How can we
apply such safeguards in the sense
of checking or testing the validity
of our first tentative conclusion, all
the more necessary when we bear
in mind that preliminary diagnos
tic surveys, in particular, are likely
to be conducted in a context not
free from stress beyond that en
countered in most business situa
tions?
When the preliminary survey is
followed by a full-scale investiga27
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Survey
findings
should
always be
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cross-checked by an associate or, if
a knowledgable associate is not avail
able, through cooperation with an
other practitioner in a referral system.

tion assignment, the findings de
rived therefrom will provide an ex
post facto check on the correctness
or aptness of the preliminary diag
nosis. When the preliminary work
does not lead to a full-scale inves
tigation and, at some later stage,
we are informed of troubles en
countered in the organization of
the client who was not willing to
take our “prescription,” when those
troubles could have been fore
stalled, minimized, or avoided by
appropriate client action, that, too,
provides an ex post facto check.
But hindsight, even 20-20 hind
sight, is not what is wanted here
—the smug “I told you so” attitude,
expressed or implied, does not win
friends or influence people in any
lasting or valuable way.
What is needed is a cross-check
currently applicable to preliminary
survey findings, before any release
to the client, that will increase
our confidence in their reliability,
applicability, and relevance. For
this purpose, the best method
would be current review by and
exchange of views with a partner
or other top-level associate. Sup
pose, for a moment, that in a
smaller firm, we have no one of
such caliber to draw on within
the organization. In such a case,
we would suggest cooperation with
other practitioners under a refer
ral system. There may be some
fear that under such a system en
gagements may be lost to the
“reviewer.” This need not be so,
provided a suitable basic under
standing is arrived at, and, in fact,
it may bring all those concerned ex

tra assurance because the benefit
of review can work in both direc
tions, more so when the strengths
of the practitioners concerned are
to some degree complementary
rather than almost entirely over
lapping. Would the need for or de
sirability of such a review by one
or more colleagues imply an ad
mission that we are not sufficiently
sure of our ground to claim the
expertise in management services
work that we think we possess? If
such expertise, in the sense of dis
cerning, evaluating, and prescrib
ing for the client’s problem, really
exists, there should be no such
implication; instead, the implica
tion would be that in the vast area
of management services many fac
tors of a non-technical nature, e.g.,
psychological factors in sizing up
reactions and responses, are likely
to count for more than we might
care to acknowledge at first sight.
In firms large enough to have
audit partners and management
services partners operating to some
extent separately, some recognition
is often given to this consideration
by providing for liaison and co
operation between the two cate
gories of partners, with the audit
partners presumably contributing
the combination knowledge of
client overall operations, “way of
doing things,” and psychology,
rather than management services
work expertise.
How about the situation in
which our management services
expertise appears to be strong
enough as to some field involved
in our work and not strong enough
as to others? This may occur par
ticularly in the early stages of de
velopment of a management ser
vices practice. In that situation, we
have all the more reason for
double-checking our survey con
clusions, sometimes even to the
point of bringing our “reviewer”
to the client as our “consultant.”
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We should always try to get as
much of the total picture as we
can and have enough good sense,
judgment, and humility to be aware
of our limitations and not to trust
“Dame Luck” in stepping outside
such bounds into what may turn
out to be quicksand. On the other
hand, we should have enough sol
idly based technical expertise,
validly functioning quickness of
perception, and firmly founded rea
soning and interpretive ability to
operate within our limitations with
that confidence which, in turn,
tends to evoke client confidence.
That confidence is the vital in
gredient in business health consult
ing, as is the patient’s confidence
in the medical general practitioner
or specialist whom he consults.
And just as the members of the
medical profession, through con
stant research and study, strive to
free our lives from certain physical
and mental health hazards, so let
us strive, as business health con
sultants, to free the business lives
of our clients from certain avoid
able business health hazards.
Management Services
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Many organizations, particularly technical ones,
have an ideal personnel strength that should be
maintained for maximum effectiveness. But what
attrition? Here's the solution found and applied at
the Kennedy Space Center—

USE OF OVERSTRENGTH SPACES
IN PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
by John B. Gayle
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

and Maurice E. Beam
General Dynamics Convair

organizations, the
number of personnel is limited
by law, contract, or similar consid
erations. Historically, such organi
zations have established a number
of positions equal to their author
ized number and then used these
as a basis for all personnel actions.
Since the amount of time required
to fill a vacancy is generally longer
than the notice given by a resign
ing employee, such organizations
tend to be understrength by an
amount depending on the rate of
personnel turnover and the condi
tion of the labor market. This prob
or

F

many
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lem becomes particularly serious
when a resignation is followed by
a series of internal personnel ac
tions prior to filling the vacancy
by recruiting from external sources.
Recently, the Kennedy Space
Center (KSC) and some of its con
tractors adopted the use of over
strength spaces
a method of
alleviating this problem. For KSC,
the authorized number of personnel
had been approximately constant
for some time. The number of
overstrength spaces was therefore
determined by simply noting the
difference between the authorized

and average number of personnel.
Once an overstrength space was
established, it was treated like any
other space for recruiting purposes.
In order to formalize this ap
proach, a simple mathematical
model was developed to permit cal
culation of the number of over
strength spaces required to main
tain any desired average number
of employees. Also, a simulation
process was developed to demon
strate the average staffing levels
and fluctuations to be expected
both with and without the use of
overstrength spaces.
29
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An overstrength space was treated like any other space for recruiting purposes
In general, the number of “on
board” personnel would be ex
pected to fluctuate about an aver
age value such that the rate of
terminations due to all causes is
equal to the rate of new hires.
This equilibrium condition may be
represented as

O.B. x Pt =
x Ph (Eq. 1)
where
O.B. = number of onboard per
sonnel
Pt
= probability of termina
tion
= number of vacancies
Ph = probability of hiring
In order to evaluate Equation 1
by simulation, the nature of the
probability distributions for Pt and
Ph must either be determined or
assumed. In view
the large
variety of random factors leading
to resignation or termination of
individual employees, the use of
the binomial distribution for Pt
appears reasonable. The probability
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distribution associated with hiring,
Ph, is likely to be more complex
and should be determined empiri
cally from historical records. How
ever, for this study, the binomial
distribution was again used for the
following reasons:
(1) Inspection of the model sug
gested that the results were not
highly sensitive to the particular
distribution.
(2) Any empirical distribution
used would be specific for the
particular labor market for which
it was derived.
(3) Inspection of a number
case histories indicated that the
binomial distribution was a fair
approximation when recruitment
was initiated immediately on re
ceipt of a notice of resignation
(rather than after the position was
actually vacated).
(4) With the limited computer
support that was available, the as
sumption of a constant value for
Ph greatly simplified the simulation
process.
To evaluate Equation 1, it was
also necessary to establish some
increment of time to be used as a
basis for calculation. Since termina
tions and new hires both tend to
become effective at definite inter
vals ranging from roughly one day
to one month depending on the
type of personnel (professional,
clerical, technician, building trades,
etc.), an interval of one week was
assumed for the purpose of this
study although any other interval
could have been used.
For purposes of illustration, as
sume an organization with 100
authorized personnel, a personnel
turnover rate of 41.6 per cent per
year, and an average time to fill a
vacancy of 7.0 weeks. The cor
responding value of Pt is 0.416/52
or 0.008; that for Ph is 1/7 or
0.143. Substituting in Equation 1
and using the relation V = 100—
O.B. gives an expected average
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number of onboard personnel of
94.7. Thus, such an organization
using traditional methods of per
sonnel management would on the
average be approximately 5.3 per
cent below
authorized strength.
Table 1, on page 31, gives the ex
pected number of onboard person
nel for various combinations of Pt
and Ph.
Note that for Equation 1, the
authorized number of personnel is
always equal to the sum of O.B.
and V. If an allowance is made for
the use of overstrength spaces, the
equilibrium condition becomes
O.B. x Pt = V1 x Ph (Eq. 2)
where
V1 = total number of vacancies
including
overstrength
spaces
In this case, the sum
O.B. and
V1 is equal to the authorized num
ber of personnel plus the estab
lished number of overstrength
spaces. If the number of author
ized personnel is substituted for
O.B. along with the values for Pt
and Ph used in the previous ex
ample, solving for V1 gives a value
of 5.59, which is the number
overstrength spaces needed to
maintain an average strength equal
to the authorized number of per
sonnel.
Table 2, on page 32, gives the
number of overstrength spaces
needed to maintain an average
strength of 100 personnel for vari
combinations of Pt and Ph
These values can be adjusted to
any size of organization by multi
plying by the number of author
ized personnel (in hundreds) and
rounding off the result.
A simulation technique was de
veloped to facilitate comparisons
of the average number and fluctua
tions of onboard personnel for each
model. This consisted of generat
ing a random number for each onManagement Services
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TABLE 1
EXPECTED NUMBER OF ONBOARD PERSONNEL
FOR 100 AUTHORIZED EMPLOYEES

pt

.0005 .0010

.0015 .0020 .0025 .0030 .0035 .0040 .0045 .0050

ph
99.80
99.70
99.60
99.50
99.40
99.31
99.21
99.10
99.01
98.91
98.81
98.72
98.61
98.53
96.44
98.33
98.25
98.15
98.04

.500
.333
.250
.200
.166
.143
.125
.110
.100
.091
.083
.077
.071
.067
.063
.059
.056
.053
.0 50

99.90
99.85
99.80
99.75
99.70
99.65
99.60
99.54
99.50
99.45
99.40
99.35
99.30
99.26
99.21
99.16
99.12
99.07
99.01

Pt

.0055 .0060

99.21
98.81
98.43
98.04
97.65
97.28
96.90
96.49
96.15
95.79
95.40
95.06
94.67
94.37
94.03
93.65
93.33
92.98
92.59

99.01
98.52
98.04
97.56
97.08
96.62
96.15
95.65
95.24
94.79
94.32
93.90
93.42
93.06
92.65
92.19
91.80
91.38
90.91

99.60
99.40
99.21
99.01
98.81
98.62
98.43
98.21
98.04
97.85
97.65
97.47
97.26
97.10
96.92
96.72
96.55
96.36
96.15

99.50
99.25
99.00
98.76
98.52
98.28
98.04
97.77
97.56
97.33
97.08
96.86
96.60
96.40
96.18
95.93
95.72
95.50
95.24

99.40
99.11
98.81
98.52
98.22
97.95
97.66
97.35
97.09
96.81
96.51
96.25
95.95
95.71
95.45
95.16
94.91
94.64
94.34

.0065 .0070

.0075

.0080 .0085 .0090 .0095 .0100

98.72
98.09
97.47
96.85
96.23
95.65
95.06
94.42
93.90
93.33
92.74
92.22
91.61
91.16
90.65
90.08
89.60
89.08
88.50

98.52
97.80
97.09
96.39
95.68
95.02
94.34
93.62
93.02
92.39
91.71
91.12
90.45
89.93
89.36
88.72
88.19
87.60
86.96

98.43
97.65
96.90
96.15
95.40
94.70
93.98
93.22
92.59
91.92
91.20
90.59
89.87
89.33
88.73
88.06
87.50
86.89
86.21

99.70
99.55
99.40
99.25
99.10
98.96
98.81
98.65
98.52
98.38
98.22
98.09
97.93
97.81
97.67
97.52
97.39
97.25
97.09

99.30
98.96
98.61
98.28
97.94
97.61
97.28
96.91
96.61
96.30
95.95
95.65
95.30
95.04
94.74
94.40
94.12
93.81
93.46

99.11
98.67
98.23
97.80
97.36
96.95
96.53
96.07
95.69
95.28
94.86
94.48
94.04
93.71
93.33
92.91
92.56
92.17
91.74

Ph
.500
.333
.250
.200
.166
.143
.125
.110
.100
.091
.083
.077
.071
.067
.063
.059
.056
.053
.050

98.91
98.37
97.85
97.32
96.79
96.30
95.79
95.24
94.79
94.30
93.79
93.33
92.81
92.41
91 .97
91.47
91.06
90.60
90.09
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98.81
98.23
97.66
97.09
96.51
95.97
95.42
94.83
94.34
93.81
93.26
92.77
92.21
91.78
91.30
90.77
90.23
89.83
89.29

98.62
97.94
97.28
96.62
95.95
95.33
94.70
94.02
93.46
92.86
92.22
91.67
91.03
90.54
90.00
89.33
88.89
88.33
87.72

98.33
97.51
96.71
95.92
95.13
94.39
93.63
92.83
92.17
91.46
90.71
90.06
89.31
88.74
88.11
87.41
86.82
86.18
85.47

98.23
97.37
96.52
95.69
94.87
94.08
93.28
92.43
91.74
91.00
90.22
89.53
88.75
88.16
87.50
86.76
86.15
85.48
84.74

98.14
97.23
96.34
95.47
94.59
93.77
92.94
92.05
91.32
90.55
89.73
89 .02
88.20
87.58
86.90
86.13
85.50
84.80
84.03

98.04
97.08
96.15
95.24
94.32
93.46
92.59
91.67
90.91
90.10
89.25
88.51
87.65
87.01
86.31
85.51
84.85
84.13
83.33
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TABLE 2
EXPECTED NUMBER OF OVERSTRENGTH SPACES REQUIRED
TO MAINTAIN AN AVERAGE OF 100 PERSONNEL

Pt

.0005 .0010

.0015

.0020

.0025

.30
.45
.60
.75
.90
1 .05
1 .20
1 .35
1 .50
1 .65
1 .80
1.95
2.10
2.25
2.38
2.55
2.68
2.83
3.00

.40
.60
.80
1 .00
1 . 20
1 .40
1 .60
1 .80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
2.99
3.17
3.39
3.57
3.77
4.00

.50
.75
1 .00
1 .25
1.51
1.75
2.00
2.27
2.50
2.75
3.01
3.25
3.52
3.73
3.97
4.24
4.46
4.72
5.00

.60
.90
1 .20
1 .50
1 .81
2.10
2.40
2.73
3.00
3.30
3.61
3.90
4.23
4.48
4.76
5.08
5.36
5.66
6 .00

.70
1 .05
1 .40
1 .75
2.11
2.45
2.80
3.18
3.50
3.85
4.22
4.55
4.93
5.22
5.56
5.93
6.25
6.60
7.00

.0030 .0035

.0040

.0045 .0050

.80
1 . 20
1 .60
2.00
2.41
2.80
3.20
3.64
4.00
4.40
4.82
5.19
5.63
5.97
6.35
6.78
7.14
7.56
8.00

.90
1 .00
1 . 35
1 . 50
1 .80
2.00
2.25
2.50
2. 71
3.01
3.15
3.50
3.60
4.00
4.09
4.55
4.50
5.00
4.95
5.49
5.42
6.02
5.84
6.49
6.34
7.04
6.72
7.46
7.14
7.94
7.63 8.47
8.04 8.93
8.49
9.43
9.00 10.00

ph
.500
.333
.250
.200
.166
.143
.125
.110
.100
.091
.083
.077
.071
.067
.063
.059
.056
.053
.050

Pt

.10
.15
.20
.25
.30
.35
.40
.45
.50
.55
.60
.65
.70
.75
.79
.85
.89
.94
1 .00

.20
.30
.40
.50
.60
.70
.80
.90
1 .00
1 .10
1 .20
1 .30
1 .40
1 . 50
1 .60
1 .70
1 .80
1 .90
2.00

.0055

.0060

.0065 .0070 .0075

.0080

.0085

.0090 .0095

.0100

1 .10
1 .65
2.20
2.75
3.31
3.85
4.40
5.00
5.50
6.04
6.63
7.14
7.75
8.21
8.73
9.32
9.82
10.38
11.00

1 .20
1 .80
2.40
3.00
3.61
4.20
4.80
5.45
6.00
6.59
7.23
7.79
8.45
8.96
9.52
10.17
10.71
11.32
12.00

1 .30
1 .95
2.60
3.25
3.92
4.55
5.20
5.91
6.50
7.14
7.83
8.44
9.15
9.70
10.32
11.02
11.61
12.26
13.00

1 .60
2.40
3.20
4.00
4.82
5.59
6.40
7.27
8.00
8.79
9 .64
10.39
11.27
11.94
12.70
13.56
14.29
15.09
16.00

1.70
2.55
3.40
4.25
5.12
5.94
6.80
7.73
8.50
9.34
10.24
11.04
11.97
12.69
13.49
14.41
15.18
16.04
17.00

1 .80
2.70
3.60
4.50
5.42
6.29
7.20
8.18
9.00
9.89
10.84
11.69
12.68
13.43
14.29
15.25
16.07
16.98
18.00

2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00

Ph
. 500
.333
.250
.200
.166
.143
.125
.110
.100
.091
.083
.077
.071
.067
.063
.059
.056
.053
.050

32

1 .40
2.10
2.80
3.50
4.22
4.90
5.60
6.36
7.00
7.69
8.43
9.09
9.86
10.45
11.11
11.86
12.50
1 3. 21
14.00
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1 .50
2.25
3.00
3.75
4.52
5.25
6 .00
6.82
7.50
8.24
9 .04
9.74
10.56
11.19
11.90
12.71
13.39
14.15
15.00

1 .90
2.85
3.80
4.75
5.72
6.64
7.60
8.64
9.50
10.44
11.45
12.34
13.38
14.18
15.08
16.10
16.96
17.92
19.00
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF SIMULATIONS
WITH AND WITHOUT OVERSTRENGTH SPACES
WITHOUT OVERSTRENGTH SPACES

Week
No.

New Hires Total On
During
Board At
Week
End of Week

Terminations
During
Week

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
- 31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

2
1
0
2
1
1
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
3
0
0
2
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0

0
1
2
2
2
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
2
1
2
1
0
0

Average
Standard Deviation

Note:

93
93
95
95
96
96
95
97
96
97
96
95
96
96
94
96
94
94
93
93
94
94
96
98
98
95
95
95
94
93
92
91
91
92
92
95
94
94

WITH 6 OVERSTRENGTH SPACES

Terminations
During
Week
2
1
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
2
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
1
4
0
2
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
2
0

New Hires
Total On
During
Board At
Week
End of Week
0
1
4
0
3
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
3
2
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
1
2
2
0
0
1
1
1

98
98
102
100
102
101
101
101
102
101
101
101
102
101
100
101
99
99
98
100
99
102
104
104
104
100
101
99
99
97
96
97
97
98
100
100
99
100
99
100

94.55

100.08

1.71

1.91

Ph = .1430, Pt = .008
33
35

May-June,
1970
Published
by eGrove,
1970

95
94
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Pt

.0040

.0050

.0080

.0075

.0025

Ph

.200

.1000

.1430

.0670

.0710

Number
Overstrength
Spaces

0.0

0 .0

0.0

0.0

0.0

97.25
98.48
98.60
98.70

93.35
96.28
95.65
96.55

93.88
94.55
95.80
96.13

86.93
88.75
90.65
90.55

96.47
96.93
97.68
97.55

Mean

98.26

95.46

95.09

89.22

97.16

Expected
Value

98.04

95.24

94.70

.93

96.60

2.0

5.0

6.0

11 .0

4.0

Run
Run #2A
Run #3A
Run #4A

99.23
100.62
100.55
100.48

98.25
101.03
100.63
101.38

99.53
100.08
101.70
101.68

97.23
98.48
100.95
100.53

99.72
100.75
101.45
101.10

Mean

100.22

100.32

100.75

99.30

100.76

Expected
Value

100.00

100.00

100.38

99.83

100.46

Run
Run
Run
Run

#1
#2
#3
#4

Number
Overstrength
Spaces

board employee corresponding to
the term O.B. and comparing this
number with a constant corre
sponding to the value of Pt for
any given set of conditions being
simulated. Similarly a random num
ber was generated for each vacancy
corresponding to the term
for
34

Equation 1 or V1 for Equation 2
and compared with a constant cor
responding to the selected value
of Ph. The number of onboard per
sonnel (O.B.) was then decreased
for each random number corre
sponding to a termination and in
creased for each number corre
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sponding to a new hire. Similarly,
the number of vacancies (V or V1)
was decreased for each new hire
and increased for each termina
tion. The new values for O.B. and
V or V1 were then used to repeat
the process and so on for a total
of 40 times corresponding to a
Management Services 36
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TABLE 5

CALCULATED AND BINOMIAL STANDARD DEVIATIONS

Pt

.0025

.0080

.0075

Ph

.0710

.1430

.0670

Number
Overstrength
Spaces

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.39
.83
1.05
1.43

1.34
1.71
1 .78
1 .57

3.34
1.13
2.05
2.02

Pooled
Average

1 .20

1 .64

2.27

Bi nomi al

1.81

2.00

3.01

Number
Overstrength
Spaces

4.0

6.0

Run
Run
Run
Run

#1A
#2A
#3A
#4A

1.66
1 .24
1.26
1 .46

1
1
1
1

.38
.91
.95
.61

3.29
1 .32
2.25
2.22

Pooled
Average

1.33

1 . 73

2.37

Binomial

1.88

2.38

3.34

Run
Run
Run
Run

#1
#2
#3
#4

simulation of personnel fluctuations
for a period of 40 weeks. In order
to minimize the effects of starting
conditions, each simulation was
started with an initial value of O.B.
equal to the calculated value for
the equilibrium condition. An ex
ample is included on page 36.
Table 3, on page 33, presents
detailed results of comparable sim
ulations with and without the use
May-June, 1970

Published by eGrove, 1970

of overstrength spaces. Table 4,
page 34, summarizes results for
four simulation runs for each of
five combinations of Pt and Ph with
and without the use of overstrength
spaces. Inspection of these data
indicates that the average numbers
of onboard personnel are in excel
lent agreement with the expected
numbers calculated with Equations
1 and 2.

11.0

Week-to-week fluctuations in the
numbers of personnel are indi
cated by the standard deviations
calculated for the simulation data
and included in Table 5 above.
Inspection of these values indicates
that they are generally smaller than
values for the binomial standard
deviation given by
σ = √npq

(Eq. 3)
35

37

Management Services: A Magazine
7 [1970],management.
No. 3, Art. 10 The results
whereof Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
personnel
σ = binomial standard devia
of this study have demonstrated
tion
the value of both techniques. The
n = sum of O.B. plus
or V1
simulation technique in particular
p = expected O.B. divided by n
should be useful for evaluation
q
1-p
the effects of changes in the labor
market or contract requirements as
This difference is expected since
well as the effects of proposed new
it is evident that the numbers of
policies or procedures on person
personnel onboard for successive
nel actions in general.
weeks are not independent. That
is, if the number of vacancies one
week is relatively large, the num
Example of Simulation
ber for the following week is likely
Process
to be large also. This marked ten
Starting conditions
dency toward runs or autocorrela
1. Ninety-five personnel on
tion has the effect of diminishing
board
the values of standard deviations
2. Five vacancies
calculated from the simulation data
3. Probability of termination,
to approximately 70 per cent of
The use of overstrength
0.008
the expected values for a random
4. Probability of filling vacancy,
process calculated by use of the
spaces has one major
0.143
binomial equation. In the absence
disadvantage—some loss of
Details of Simulation
of simulation data, the binomial
1. Generate 100 random num
values can be used for predicting
control over the labor mix.
deviations from values calculated
bers having a possible range
of 0.0000 to 0.9999.
with
Equations
1
and
2
with
the
This problem can be

expectation that they will yield
2. Compare 95 of the random
minimized, however, by
numbers with the probability
conservative results. Note that since
the binomial standard deviations
of termination, 0.008. Random
defining groups of similar
vary with the square root of n,
numbers less than 0.008 rep
separate values must be calculated
resent terminations during
positions within an
week; random numbers equal
for each size of organization as
organization. Each group is
well as for each combination of p
to or greater than 0.008 repre
and q.
sent nonterminations during
then treated as a separate
week.
The use of overstrength spaces
3. Compare the remaining 5
has one major disadvantage, i.e.,
entity and a number of
random numbers with the
some loss of control over the labor
overstrength spaces is
probability of hiring, 0.143.
This problem can be mini
mized,
however,
by
defining
groups
Random numbers less than
allocated to it. . .
of similar positions within an or
0.143 represent new hires dur
ganization. Each group is then
ing week; random numbers
equal to or greater than 0.143
treated as a separate entity and a
number of overstrength spaces is
represent vacancies not filled
during week.
allocated to it consistent with the
4. Starting conditions for the
turnover rate and labor market for
following week are deter
that particular class of personnel.
mined as follows: Nontermi
Other techniques or guidelines can
nations from 2 and new hires
also be developed to control the
from 3 are summed to give
labor mix. However, experience to
the number of onboard per
date has shown that disadvantages
resulting from use of overstrength
sonnel at the beginning of
the week. Similarly, termina
spaces are more than offset by the
tions from 2 and unfilled va
advantage of being able to main
cancies from 3 are summed
tain an average strength approxi
to give the number of vacan
mately equal to that authorized.
cies.
Mathematical models and simu
5. Continue process for specified
lation techniques do not appear to
number of weeks.
have been extensively applied to
36
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Sampling techniques for quality control, common in
industry and financial auditing, could equally well
applied to all data flowing through a system. Here
two basic statistical techniques for control are re
viewed—

QUALITY CONTROL OF DATA THROUGH
STATISTICAL CONTROL
by Alphonse L. Nigra

Allied Chemical Corporation

agrees that a good sys
tem, whether it be an account
ing system or a management infor
mation system or a data processing
operation, must have both “timely”

and “good” input and other
oper
ating data. Another way to say this
is that the “actual” or “live” data
going into the system must have
values that are not too far out of
line with the values used to de
sign the system. But “timely”
and “good” data available at the
time of design may change to
something less than “good” with
the passage of time. This need for
maintaining timely data at a satis
veryone

E

May-June, 1970
Published by eGrove, 1970

factory acceptance level becomes
more critical when input data from
many remote places are fed di
rectly into a central computer in
stallation.
I think each one of
could
quickly define what he means by
“timely” in terms of specific values,
such
one hour, one day, etc.
But what do we mean when we
say “good” data or a “satisfactory
acceptance level” for data? Let me,
therefore, define what I mean by
a satisfactory acceptance level. A
secretary typing a letter to a presi
dent would want it to be letter
perfect. A letter to someone in her

own department might be accept
able with one or two minor er
rors.
working draft need only
be understandable and may con
tain a number of errors. The presi
dent’s letter has no room for
tolerance; it must have zero de
fects. The other two must fall
within certain tolerances to be ac
ceptable.
Most operations we wish to con
trol fall within the tolerance classi
fication and are performed in an
environment composed of variable
factors that may or may not be
within an acceptable tolerance.
When the variable factors fall
37

39

within
the acceptable
tolerance
a Vol.
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning,
Systems,
and Controls,
7 [1970],
No. 3, Art. 10
these
environments
we have de
satisfactory number of times we
veloped techniques to control their
can say that the operation is “un
variations. The techniques require
der control.” In general, variations
sampling inspection, and perhaps
fall into two broad categories:
the most familiar use of sampling
chance variations and those due to
inspection is in quality control

assignable causes. Chance varia
work.
tions, which may be due to any
I know of no reasons why these
number of complex minor causes,
sampling inspection techniques
occur in a random manner and
cannot be used to control data for
there is very little we can do about
all types of systems used in busi
them for a given system or opera
ness. The two basic techniques I
tion. On the other hand, variations
have in mind are as follows:
due to assignable causes can be
1. Data may be inspected at any
traced and corrected. One statisti
given point for timeliness and qual
cal control procedure is to design
ity and compared to acceptable
a control chart that shows stand
standards. The statistical control
ards of expected normal variation
procedure will tell
whether a
due to chance causes. Then, when
satisfactory amount of these data
variations resulting from one or
are meeting our standards.
more of the assignable causes are
2. Data may also be inspected
superimposed on the control chart,
to determine whether the system,
they “stick out like a sore thumb”
process, or operation generating
and tell
that something basic
them is “under control.” If not
has changed.
“under control,” corrective action
Thus “good” data will always
can be taken quickly before a great
fall within a pre-established toler
“Good” data will always fall
quantity
bad information is gen
ance that is acceptable for our
erated by our data processing ma
within a pre-established
particular system or operation.
chines. It is this system that uses
control
charts with their designed
tolerance that is acceptable
control limits within which sample
Control of data
for our particular system
items must fall in order for the
Variation is inherent in the en
operation to be considered “under
or operation.
vironment we wish to control. The
control.” (See example at the end
inherent multitude of chance
of this article.) Since these limits
causes, few of which can be pre
are designed to allow for expected
dicted with certainty, also occur in
normal variations due to chance,
other environments, such as manu
whenever a sample value falls out
facturing, transportation, ware
side these limits, an inference is
housing, etc. Here the pattern of
made that a stable system of
variation may affect the dimension
chance causes no longer exists.
of a finished part, the strength of
Action is then taken to find the
an acid, the number of arrivals for
cause of the apparent change. If
a time period, etc. However, for
such a cause exists, the operation
may be brought back into control
or compensation made for the
change in the pattern of variation.
It is these two statistical tech
ALPHONSE L. NIGRA is
niques, already in use in many
an audit manager for
Allied Chemical Corpor
areas of manufacturing and process
ation, New York. He
ing operations, which, I suggest,
received his B.B.A. from
can be used to control all types
the City College of New
York and his M.S. from
data used in various management
Columbia University. Mr.
information
and accounting sys
Nigra gained auditing
experience working for
tems. And it is the second tech
Main Lafrentz & Co. Currently he is chair
nique or process control concept
man of the education committee of the
Institute of Internal Auditors. He has writ
for which the better known Models
ten a chapter on statistical sampling to be
of Statistical Control, called “Con
included in McGraw-Hill's Handbook for
trol Charts,” are designed. Allow
Auditors.
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me to point out at this
time that Services, Vol. receivers,
Validity
of
customer
name,
a control chart need not be a
address, prices, accounting
graph on the wall where sample
and purchasing codes,
values are posted by hand. It can
freight
charges, etc.
also be programed for a compu
ter to use, and the computer can
also select the sample values and
Our statistical control procedure
“post” them to its “computerized
will tell us whether a satisfactory
control chart.” Exception reports
amount of these data are meeting
can then be printed out and re
our standards.
sponsible personnel can take cor
In contrast to the above where
rective action.
data going into an operation or
Statistical control has proven it
process are controlled, we have the
self to be a valuable tool in such
control chart technique, which can
important areas as:
be used to determine whether the
operation or process is “under con
— Work sampling of all types
— Control of quality in manu
trol.” For example:
facturing
operations
and
other types of continuous
— Data Banks, the processing of
processing operations
personnel and payroll informa
— Control over voluminous cleri
tion:
The cost to check the
cal or document handling op
To capture all this necessary
completeness and accuracy
information a large number of
erations
— All types of waiting line sys
different data processing pro
of the employee data files
tems
grams are usually used, and
— Such items
labor turnover,
the data may come in from
would be quite expensive . . .
costs, accident rates, etc.
many different plants, offices,
a statistical program may
— Monitoring solutions obtained
and other locations. The cost
from decision models.
to check the completeness and
be written to extract a
As we have already discussed,
accuracy of the employee data
files would be quite expensive.
all types of data going into an op
limited number of employee
On the other hand, a statisti
eration may be sample inspected
files on a continuing basis,
cal program may be written
for timeliness and quality and com
to extract a limited number
pared to acceptable standards. For
examine them completely,
of employee files on a continu
example:
ing basis, examine them com
and tell us those areas
pletely, and tell us those areas
— Sales and Invoicing Data:
where vital information is
where vital information is go
• Timeliness. Length of time
ing “out of control.”
between receiving order
going "out of control."
and shipping material and
— Management Information Sys
invoicing customer.
tems:
• Quality. Validity of customer
Such systems are usually de
name and address, ship
pendent on decision models.
ping instructions, product
Since decision models are de
description, prices, dis
signed at a point in time
counts, terms, accounting
they tend to be static in that
and sales codes, etc.
they may not readily adapt
— Purchasing and Accounts Pay
themselves to the instability
able Data:
of the decision environment.
• Timeliness. Length of time
between placing order and
Thus, the specific set of values
used for input parameters at
receiving material. Length
time of design could change
of time for processing
considerably with the passage
paperwork so vendor dis
of time. For example, an op
counts will not be lost,
timum procurement program
etc.
will be less than optimum if
• Quality. Validity of approv
the actual procurement lead
als and matching of docu
time is more or less than the
ments (purchase orders,
39
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lead time
initially determined
As you
can see Systems,
from theand
preced
in No.
the 3,population
we are
and used to design the deci
ing, I visualize usage of statistical
sampling may be more or less than
sion model. Control charts are
control not only in such basic areas
the satisfactory precision shown
valuable in such a situation
as sales, purchasing, receivables,
by our sample. This risk is de
because they are a means for
and payables but also in the rap
scribed
“reliability” or “confi
converting static programs de
idly expanding areas of manage
dence level,” and it is usually very

signed at a specific point in
ment information systems and the
high in our favor. In other words,
time to controlled dynamic
decision models that are being de
there may be 95 times out of 100
programs that will function at
signed to fulfill many other busi
(95 per cent) or 99.7 times out of
ness needs.
good efficiency levels in non
100 ( 99.7 per cent) when we can
In most operations, perfection
steady-state environments.
expect that for the precision we
can only be achieved at an ex
have prescribed our sampling re
— Feeding Voluminous Data to a
tremely high cost. Thus, rather than
sults will be correct.
Computer from Many Locations:
strive for perfection, some state
— Precision and reliability are in
It may be hard to visualize
less than perfection may be opti
terrelated and so important that
that information fed continu
mum in terms of cost. This con
I would like to clarify their re
ously into present or future
cept is shown graphically in Figure
lationship with an illustration.
data processing equipment,
1 on page 41.
If you wanted to visually esti
with its tremendous speed
mate a man’s height from a short
and large memory and storage
distance away to within a pre
Cost curves
capacities, could ever over
cision of plus or minus one foot,
Figure 1 shows the costs for dif
flow the capacity of these ma
I think you would agree that
ferent levels of quality
decreas
chines and stack up in the
you have a very good chance
ing as we move further away from
field like too many airplanes
(reliability) of doing so. How
perfection. On the other hand, the
trying to make a landing. But
ever if you wanted to be
cost to our operation is shown as
consider for a moment the
precise as plus or minus one inch
increasing
when quality moves
problem of airlines issuing res
in your sight estimate, then your
away from perfection. The total
ervations and tickets by the
chance (reliability) of doing so
cost is shown as the sum of these
millions from thousands of dif
would be considerably less. I
two curves, and the optimum qual
ferent locations. The airlines
think you will also agree that
ity area is that point where total
have long ago faced this prob
you would need more chances
cost is nearest its minimum.
lem, and other companies that
(i.e., your sample size would
In practice the two curves might
are rapidly feeding an increas
have to be greater) in order to
not follow the continuous and
ing amount of information to
guess the one-inch precision than
smooth forms shown in Figure 1.
their computers may soon be
it would have to be to guess
Also, it may be difficult to quan
faced with the same problem.
the one-foot precision. Thus, the
tify these two functions; however,
Thus, it is well to note now
more precision or the more re
the concept is important, not be
that the most economical an
liability you want the greater the
cause it can specify an optimum
swer to the problem need not
sample size (cost) you need to
quality level precisely, but rather
be additional or newer and
do the job.
because it illustrates that some
better machines. The answer
3. The third important factor
quality level less than perfection
can well be the design
that affects sample size and there
is usually desirable.
decision models to provide
fore cost is the degree of variability
There are a number of factors
optimum levels of service cap
in the data being sampled. Basi
that determine the size and cost
abilities in various waiting line
cally, statisticians measure varia
of a sample or the amount of in
systems feeding data to the
bility in terms of “standard devia
spection necessary to achieve a
computer. However, the opti
tions.” Simply, a standard deviation
desirable quality level. Let us take
mum level of our decision
measures the degree to which num
a moment to discuss the most im
model will not be achieved if
bers vary from their determined
the statistically described ar
portant three factors. They are:
mean (average). Statisticians have
rival pattern is out of control
1. The amount of tolerance or
also determined that in any normal
with respect to the derived
quality limits we are willing to
distribution
of data there will be
model. It is here that control
accept. In other words, our “preci
the
following
dispersion of data
charts may be used to monitor
sion” requirements.
about
the
mean:
the solution obtained from the
2. Whenever our sample size is
decision model and provide a
warning to the decision maker
that the inputs to his model
need revision.

anything less than 100 per cent
there is a risk that our sampling
results may indicate satisfactory
“precision” when actually the true
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Sixty-eight per cent of the data
will fall within plus or minus
one standard deviation (often
called one sigma limit)
Management Services
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Figure 1 - Relationship Between Quality and Cost

INCREASING

Ninety-five per cent of the data
will fall within plus or minus
two standard deviations (often
called two sigma limits)
Ninety-nine and seven-tenths per
cent of the data will fall within
plus or minus three standard
deviations (often called three
sigma limits)

And in those cases where data are
not sufficiently “normal” they can
be resorted (stratified) into homo
genous groups that will make them
more “normal.” Thus, while great
variability in our data may require
larger sample sizes or resorting,
this does not prevent the use of
samples or sampling inspection. In
the usual design of process con
trol charts, the natural tolerance
of the process is commonly taken
at three standard deviations about
the mean, which provides us with
a 99.7 per cent reliability.
May-June, 1970
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Thus the cost to control data at
some state less than perfection is
very reasonable and has been ap
plied many times in different areas
of operations.

Statistical control techniques
We have already briefly dis
cussed the two basic techniques
which we will now cover in more
detail. They are (1) control charts
which attempt to control a process
or system and (2) the various
other sampling techniques that at
tempt to control data or items as
they pass through an inspection
point. Let us discuss these inspec
tion point sampling techniques first.
These techniques can be used to
determine whether an item is right
or wrong or good or bad (sampling
by attributes), and, also, they can
be used where we attempt to make
a measurement of some kind, such

as the number of dollars right or
wrong, how good or how bad, etc.
(sampling by variables). Sampling
procedures are available for just
attribute sampling or just variable
sampling or for both at the same
time. The more important of these
techniques are the three that
follow:
— Acceptance Sampling is de
signed so we can control the level
of quality from an inspection point
and be assured, with a predeter
mined reliability, that on the aver
age no more than some specified
percentage of defective items will
pass. In the simplest use of accept
ance sampling, we draw a random
sample of size “n” from a total lot
of data “N” and decide whether
not to accept the entire lot based
on the sample. If the sample indi
cates a decision to reject the lot,
it may then be:
(1) Subjected to 100 per cent in41
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Sample
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

I
usually
the No.
case
with
Management Services: TABLE
A Magazine
of Planning, Systems, and Controls, Vol.
7 [1970],
3, Art.
10 continuous
operations) and for attributes or
Mean
Range
the simple two-valued classifica
x
Sample Items
R
tion: yes or no, right or wrong,
11.5
10.8
13.1
11.6
11.4
11.7
2.3
acceptable or not acceptable. These
10.6
12.3
12.0
12.5
11.7
11.3
1.9
various
charts are as follows:
12.8
13.5
13.2
14.2
13.8
1.4
13.5
11.8
13.0
12.5
13.4
12.9
12.4
11.5
12.0
13.3
11.9
12.2
12.3
11.8
13.8
10.4
12.0
11.8

10.4
11.7
11.9
12.4
11.7
11.4
13.9
11.9
11.6
12.5
12.6
11.4
12.6
12.3
11.8
11.2
12.4

12.5
9.6
11.7
12.6
12.0
11.4
13.1
11.9
10.7
13.8
12.4
14.1
12.3
12.4
13.2
12.1
13.8

12.4
12.8
11.2
11.8
11.7
11.7
11.9
13.2
13.2
11.6
13.2
13.1
11.2
14.0
12.8
11.7
11.7

12.5
11.4
10.5
11.9
12.1
12.4
10.7
12.2
11.4
13.0
11.5
12.1
10.8
11.3
11.7
12.1
13.0

Totals

2.1
3.4
2.0
1.6
1.2
1.0
3.2
1.3
2.6
2.2
1.7
2.7
1.8
2.7
2.8
0.9
2.1

243.3

40.9

spection with a sorting out of
bad items, or
(2) Returned to the sender for re
checking in order to bring the
lot up to standard.
The justification for acceptance
sampling in terms of cost again de
pends on a balance between in
spection costs and the probable
cost of passing bad items. Various
techniques have been developed
for obtaining the most economical
sampling plans for given situations
and also for measuring the oper
ating characteristics and efficiency
of the plan.1
— Estimation Sampling may be
used to determine by sampling the
rate of occurrence of certain attri
butes within prescribed limits of
precision and reliability. Thus, this
method can be used to determine
the portion of our data that does
not conform to our established
standards. Estimation sampling
may also be used to estimate
variables (error rates in dollars,
pounds, etc.) within prescribed
limits of precision and reliability.
Thus, where acceptance sampling
provides merely an accept or re
ject decision, estimation sampling
attempts to give us an indication

of the rate of error and/or the size
of the errors occurring in our data.
Estimation sampling is therefore of
particular value where we would
like to have some idea of the num
ber of errors and/or their size.2
— Haskins & Sells Sampling Plan
gives us results similar to estima
tion sampling; however, it has an
advantage in that (1) it permits
evaluations on a mathematically
rigorous basis without the assump
tions concerning normality and
other data that are required with
estimation sampling, (2) it auto
matically provides for the stratifi
cation of data, a task which is not
easily accomplished with estima
tion sampling, and (3) it auto
matically weighs the effect of nu
merical errors (attribute errors)
when monetary errors (variables)
are appraised.
All of the above sampling tech
niques are suitable for various given
situations; there are also other
methods, and I am sure new meth
ods will be developed to do a
particular job as changing condi
tions may require it.
Our second technique is control
charts. Control charts may also be
constructed for variables (which is

1 See References 3, 4, 8, and
45.

2 See References 1, 10, and 11 on page
45.

page

Control models for variables
— An “ ” chart calculation gives
us a plot over a period of time of
sample means taken from an oper
ation in order to help us establish
an average (mean) that will be
acceptable over the specific period
of time.
— The “ ” chart’s counterpart is
the “R” chart, and this calculation
gives us a plot over a period of
time of the ranges of the same
samples used to set up the “X”
chart.
— The “ " and “R” charts are
often employed together in control
operations. In setting up control
charts we will be concerned with
their effectiveness as operational
models. It should be noted, there
fore, that Operating Characteristic
or OC curves may be constructed
for any type of control chart. These
OC curves provide a measure of the
relative ability of the control chart
to detect changes in the basic pat
tern of variation. An example show
ing the construction of an “ ” and
an “R” chart will be found at the
end of this article.

Control models for attributes
• A “P’ chart is used for a con
stant sample size when the item
sampled is assessed and then placed
into one of two defined classes. The
proportion of units falling into one
class may be controlled over time
(or from one sample to another)
with this “P” chart. This control
chart is most useful in work sam
pling studies in that the observed
proportions can be verified
“in
control” and following a stable pat
tern of variation or “out of control”
because of an unstable pattern.
• A “P” chart with variable sam
ple size may also be constructed.
• A “C” chart with constant samManagement Services
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11.9
11.7
11.6
12.4
12.1
11.9
12.2
12.2
12.0
12.6
12.4
12.6
11.7
12.8
12.0
11.8
12.5
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: Management
issue]
ple size is constructed
when theServices, Vol. 7, No. 3, May-June 1970 [whole
TABLE
II
variable process provides numeri
FACTORS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF
cal data to be recorded
a num
ber rather than
proportion. An
Sample
Chart
example of this would be the
Size,n
d2
A2
number of arrivals per hour at a
2
1.128
1.880
given point requiring some service
3
1.693
1.023
4
where we need to know what level
2.059
0.729
5
2.326
0.577
of service capability we must pro
6
2.534
0.483
vide for at different times of the
7
2.704
0.419
day.
8
2.847
0.373
9
2.970
0.337
•
“C” chart with variable sam
10
3.078
0.308
ple size may also be constructed.
11
3.173
0.285
Operating characteristic (OC)
12
0.266
0.249
3.336
13
curves, which provide a measure of
3.407
14
0.235
the relative ability of the control
3.472
0.223
15
chart to detect changes in the basic
0.212
3.532
16
0.203
17
3.588
pattern of variation, may be con
0.194
3.640
18
structed for any of the above
0.187
3.689
19
0.180
charts.3
3.735
20

Constructing a chart
Table I on page 42 shows a situ
ation where 20 samples of 5 items
per sample have been taken. The
sample values shown in this table
could represent:
• Time factors such as:
— How long it takes a group
of men to do a job
— The length of time it takes
something to move from one
place to another
— The lead time between plac
ing a purchase order and
receiving the material
• Measurement factors such as:
— Various dimensions of nonuniform products produced
or sold
— Container or cargo dimen
sions used to ship products
• Cost factors such as:
— Cost of materials
— Labor costs
— Yields of a process
• Weight factors such as:
— Bulk weight shipments
— Weights of containers filled
on an assembly line
• Strength factors such
— Tensile strengths
— Acid strengths
• Etc., Etc.
The X shown in Table I is the
3 See references 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 on
page 45.

X

as:  

R Chart
D3

D4

0
0
0
0
0
0.076
0.136
0.184
0.223
0.256
0.284
0.308
0.329
0.348
0.364
0.379
0.392
0.404
0.414

3.267
2.575
2.115
2.004
1.924
1.864
1.816
1.777
1.744
1.716
1.692
1.671
1.652
1.636
1.621
1.608
1.596
1.586

NOTE: For all the sample sizes shown, values in the A2, D3, and D4 columns have been cal
culated at three sigma control limits, which give us a reliability of 99.7 per cent in
our results. The d2 column designates the expected ratio
the average range,
R, and the standard deviation of the process for the sample sizes shown.

*Factors taken from A.S.T.M. Manual

mean or average of the five num
bers shown on each line. Thus, for
Sample Number 1 the X would be
11.5 + 10.8 + 13.1 + 11.6 + 11.4
=58.4 = 5 = 11.7.
The R or Range shown in Table
I is the difference between the
highest value and the lowest value
shown on each line. Thus, for Sam
ple Number 1 the Range or R
would be 13.1 — 10.8 = 2.3.
From the information contained
in Table I we will first construct
an R chart. There is a real advan
tage to constructing an R chart
before you construct the
chart.
Since we get an estimate of the
variance of the sample means from
R (See equation (a) below), the
construction of the X chart will de
pend upon the control of our vari
ability. Thus, if the X chart were
constructed first and all the X
values fell within the limits, the
chart might still have to be revised
if the variability was not in control
when we constructed our R chart.
In effect, a revised estimate of our
process variation would have to
be included in new limits on both
the R and X charts.

Quality Control of Materials.

Our R chart is constructed as
follows:

1. R is obtained from equation
(a) as follows:
m
∑
R
Equation (a) R = i = 1
m

which is simply calculated by
taking the sum of the R values
shown in Table I and dividing
this sum by the 20 samples
taken, or
40.9= 2.045, or R = 2.05
20
2. The control limits are then de
termined from equations (b) and
(c), which are:
Equation (b) UCLR = D4R
Equation (c) LCLR = D3R
where UCL = Upper Con
trol Limit
LCL = Lower Con
trol Limit

and Values for D are obtained
from Table II, on this page.
Using equations (b) and (c) we
get:
43
45
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3, Art.
These
limits
used10to construct
R Chart For

Figure 2
Shown on

UCLr = D4R =
X 2.05 =
4.34
LCLr = D3 = 0 X 2.05 = 0

Note that we took 20 samples
5 items per sample. Therefore, in
using Table II, our sample size
(n) is 5.
These limits (43.4 and 0) are
used to construct the R chart shown
in Figure 2 on this page, and the R
values shown on Table I are plot
ted on it. Since Figure 2 shows
that all
values fall within the
control limits, the
chart is ac
cepted as a means of assessing the
subsequent process variation in the
process we are trying to control.
Had an
value (or point) fallen
outside our calculated limits, this
point would have had to be dis
carded and our limits recalculated.
The next step is to construct the
chart. The mean of the sample
means, X, is found from Equation
(d).

Equation (d)

44

m

_

∑

x

I

which is simply calculated by
taking the sum of the
values
in Table I and dividing this
sum by the 20 samples taken,
243.3
= 12.165, or
= 12.17.

The mean of the sample ranges,
R, has already been calculated as
2.05. Preliminary control limits for
the chart may now be calculated
from equations (e) and (f) shown
below:
Equation (e)
UCL_ =
X

Equation (f)
LCL_ = X X

DataTable

2R

2R

(The A2 factors are obtained from
Table II)
Thus: UCL

And

= i = 1
m

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/mgmtservices/vol7/iss3/10
A

+

= 12.17 + (0.577

X
X 2.05) = 13.35
LCL_ = 12.17 - (0.577
X
X 2.05)= 10.99

the X chart shown in Figure 3 on
page 45. The
values from Table
I are then plotted on this same
chart.
Since Sample Number 3 exceeds
the upper control limit we have an
indication that at this point in time,
the population from which this
sample was selected was not in
dicative of a stable pattern of vari
ation. Some change occurred be
tween the time we selected Sample
Number 2 and Sample Number 3.
It should also be noted that after
Sample Number 3, the process re
turned to its original state. The
mean of Sample Number 3 might
have exceeded our upper control
limit by chance. Alternatively, the
pattern of variation could have
shifted some time before Sample
Number 2 and not returned after
this time; however, Figure 3 shows
that the pattern of variation was
normal after Sample Number 3.
Therefore, the data of Sample
Number 3 are discarded and the
control limits recalculated for the
remaining items. The mean of the
remaining sample is
243.3 - 13.5
= 12.09
19
and the control limits are revised
to:

UCL = 12.09 + (0.577 X 2.05)
X
= 13.27
LCL = 12.09 - (0.577
2.05)
X
= 10.91
These revised limits are shown on
Figure 3.
The range is not recalculated
because we have assumed that the
process variation did not change
when Sample Number 3 was se
lected. Our reasons for this assump
tion are as follows:
1. The mean of Sample Number
3 exceeded our upper control
limit by chance
OR
2. The pattern of variation
shifted some time before SamManagement Services
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1970 [whole issue]
3
X Chart For Data Shown on Table I

ple Number 2 and did not
return thereafter. However,
examination of Figure 3
clearly indicates that it did
return on the very next sam
ple item and remained quite
stable thereafter.

We therefore assumed that the
excess mean of Sample Number 3
was caused by chance and there
fore rejected it and recalculated
our limits for the X chart. Follow
ing this reasoning, it is not neces
sary to recalculate our range. Both
our X and R charts can now be
used to monitor the operation we
wish to control.

Conclusion
In order to present this material
in a reasonably understandable
form, statistical theory has been
kept to a very bare minimum, cer
tain statistical concepts have been
May-June, 1970
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defined in very simple terms that
probably would not satisfy a statis
tician, and a great deal of material
has not been covered at all. There
fore, no one should assume from
a reading of just this article that
he is now ready to set up mod
els of statistical control. My pur
pose has been to acquaint you with
the potential of these tools and
not to instruct you sufficiently
you can start using them. You have
only been given the 25-cent tour
of the statistician’s workshop and
for 25 cents I felt justified in tak
ing certain liberties with my ex
planations. But if you now have
a few new thoughts on the matter,
then, I believe, you have received
your quarter’s worth.
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The following article is a sample drawn from the
AICPA Professional Development self-study pro
gram.
example, dealing with automating a parts
inventory, is typical of problems posed to students—

THE OHIO INSTRUMENT CASE
by John Heptonstall

Education for Management

the best plan of action for given
following material, which
management situations. The second
poses a problem situation on
these pages and presents the solu part, a programed case, presents
an actual business situation in a
tion on page 55, is typical of the
cohesive, step-by-step manner, and
case histories included in the Man
presents the actual described solu
agement Education Portfolio, a set
tion found for the problem pre
of such studies offered by the Pro
sented. The third phase, the Ex
fessional Development Division of
amination Case, represents the final
the American Institute of
section of each course, and pre
The M.E.P. is a self-study program
sents a somewhat similar case in a
available through the Division, and
totally unstructured way. It is up
inquiries about other problem cases
to
the participant to analyze the
and their solutions should be ad
information
presented, determine
dressed to Professional Develop
the relative relevance of each piece
ment Division, AICPA, 666 Fifth
of information, and propose in writ
Avenue, New York, New York
ing his solution to the problem as
10019.
he sees it.
The way the self-study course
This written solution is sent to
works is this: Registrants receive a
the consulting firm that prepared
three-part study program in a
the course, Education for Manage
looseleaf notebook. The first part,
ment, in Boston, Massachusetts.
the Text Section, introduces and
There experts will grade, evaluate,
explains the management subject
and send written criticisms of the
under study, and gives decision
student’s solution. Assuming that
rules to help the student to devise
he

T
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the student’s solution is satisfac
tory, he will be awarded a Certifi
cate of Completion by the Ameri
can Institute of CPAs.
Education for Management, the
Massachusetts firm that prepares
this material, also markets it to
other professional organizations.
Thus, the case history printed here
has already appeared in the De
cember issue of The Professional
Engineer.

December, 1969, Mr. Robert
Taggart, Plant Engineering
Manager in the Waterville plant
of the Ohio Instrument Corpora
tion, had a problem on his hands.
This problem involved electronic
computers and just what they could
and could not do. Taggart, a
mechanical engineer by training
n

I

Management Services
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and experience, had not previously
tion,
area of
when
he
: Management Services,
Vol.responsibilities
7, No. 3, May-June
1970 [whole
issue]which placed an order with
had any personal contact with
took up his appointment. The most
the appropriate supplier.
computers and was not certain
serious and urgent problem had
Taggart had received a number
what his next move should be.
of
complaints about the service
been the complete absence of any
Ohio Instrument, founded in the
provided by No. 3 stores. Parts
preventive maintenance plan for
late nineteenth century to produce
production machinery. Taggart de
had frequently been out of stock
clocks and watches, have steadily
vised such a system and brought
when needed, and vital production
evolved into a wide range of en
machinery
had sometimes been idle
it into use, despite some initial
gineering activities. The first sig
skepticism on the part of the main
for two or three days until the nec
nificant departure from its tradi
tenance foremen. By late 1969 the
essary spares were obtained. In
tional business had come in 1912,
quiries usually revealed that the
preventive maintenance program
when a line of speedometers,
was fully operational. Taggart then
inventory records for these parts
clocks, mileage recorders, and fuel
turned his attention to the plant
indicated that stock was in fact on
gauges had been introduced for
engineering stores.
hand, but that the stock shown on
sale to the rapidly growing auto
the cards did not exist in practice.
mobile industry. Automobile instru
Taggart believed that such a situ
Three types stocked
ments and accessories remained
ation might arise from a num
an important factor in company
ber of reasons: failure on the part
The plant engineering stores, or
sales in 1969. By this time, how
of storemen to record all issues,
“No. 3 stores” as it was known at
ever, the company’s activities in
mistakes made by stores clerks in
Waterville, stocked three distinct
cluded the development and pro
calculating current balances, time
types of stores: maintenance parts
duction of aircraft instrumentation,
delays in the transferring of issue
for the production machinery such
flight simulators, and landing aids;
data from storemen to record clerks,
as bearings, spindles, cutting heads,
industrial recording and data col
unauthorized and unrecorded with
and tool holders; consumable stores
lection equipment; burners and
drawals
from stock by production
such
lubricants, cutting oils, and
fuel feed systems for industrial fur
personnel,
and pilferage. Taggart
industrial cleaners; and standard
naces; and a recently introduced
wished
to
improve
the service that
production parts. This latter cate
furnace for use in domestic central
the
stores
provided
to the produc
gory included parts that were not
heating installations. The company
tion
activities.
He
was
also, in late
ordered or produced for any one
expected to introduce a number of
1969,
under
pressure
from the
particular product or group of
other consumer-oriented products
plant
’
s
general
manager
to reduce
products but were used in a wide
in the near future.
payroll
costs
in
his
area,
and be
range of different items. These parts
The Waterville plant was shared
lieved
that
the
most
promising
area
were primarily machine screws,
by the Automotive and Industrial
in
which
to
achieve
such
an
econ
self-tapping screws, nuts, washers
omy might be the stock record sec
Products Divisions and produced
and locking devices, and a range
tion
in No. 3 store.
automobile heaters and air condi
of basic electrical components. In
tioners and a wide range of digital
all, No. 3 stores held more than
recording devices used in high
30,000 separate items in stock. The
Computer potential investigated
speed production machinery. Tag
stores staff consisted of a foreman,
gart had been appointed to his
Although he had no direct per
a leading hand, and three storemen
present post in March, 1969, and
sonal experience of EDP applica
and four stock control clerks.
had previously been General Fore
tions, Taggart was well aware that
Inventory records for all parts
man of Maintenance Engineering
many companies had applied com
were maintained on standard cards.
in a large engineering plant in the
puters to inventory control prob
All issues and receipts were en
Detroit area. His responsibilities at
lems. The Ohio Instrument com
tered onto the cards, and a running
Waterville included all mainte
pany already used computers for a
total of stock on hand and on order
nance of production machinery;
number of routine data processing
was recalculated after each trans
the provision and maintenance of
applications, and one system, an
action. In addition, the re-order
heat, light, and power to all build
IBM 360/40, had been in opera
level for each item was entered
ings on the site; the plant engineer
onto its record card. Every time an
tion at Waterville since the fall of
ing stores; and an engineering fa
1968. Taggart decided to talk to
issue was entered onto a card, the
cility known as the “model shop,”
the supervisor of the Waterville
stock clerk was instructed to com
providing services to both the au
computer installation to see if stock
pare the balance remaining on
tomotive and industrial activities,
hand and on order with the re
control in No.
store might be a
potential computer application. The
in which drawings of new devices
order level. If current stock and
orders were below the re-order
EDP supervisor, George Crane,
were turned into hand-made pro
said that he could see no good
level, the clerk would make out a
totypes, mock-ups, and test rigs.
reason why the stores control could
parts requisition which was then
Taggart had been seriously dis
not be computerized, and that con
satisfied with many things in his
sent to the plant purchasing sec
May-June, 1970
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siderable free
time was
currently
matically
punched
into aand
card,
and Vol.
know
thatNo.
sort
of thing.
It seems
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available on the Waterville com
the stock file would be updated by
to me that you’ll have a much less
puter. He suggested that Taggart
means of these cards in a daily
efficient system, not a more effici
should get in touch with Jim Ken
updating run. The program would
ent one. What do you say, Frank?”
nedy, Systems Planning Manager at
include a routine that compared
Smulkowski replied:
Ohio Instrument’s corporate head
stock and orders with the new
“Yes, I tried to explain that to
quarters.
balance after each transaction and
Mr. Mancini when he was with us,
Kennedy and one of his senior
printed out a list of parts that had
but I don’t think he took much
analysts visited Waterville one
fallen below their re-order points.
notice. And I think the computer
week later for initial talks with
He estimated that a net saving of
will make an even bigger mess of
Taggart, and the analyst, Mike
three people would be achieved,
things when it comes to placing
Mancini, remained at the plant for
together with a substantial gain in
orders. What happens now is this:
five days gathering additional data
accuracy, and he proposed that a
One of the clerks enters an issue
about the proposed application.
feasibility survey should be started
on the stock card and finds that
Two weeks later, a meeting was
as soon as possible. Kennedy en
the stock is below re-order level.
arranged at which his findings were
dorsed this proposal. Taggart then
What does he do? Well, he doesn’t
to be presented. Those present at
invited his own subordinates,
just order that part. Say the part
the meeting were Mancini, Ken
Douglas and Smulkowski, to com
is degreasing fluid, and he knows
nedy, Crane, Taggart, the foreman
ment on the proposal.
that we buy that from Brown’s in
from No. 3 store, Henry Douglas,
Cleveland. He will look at all the
and the store’s leading hand, Frank
other lines we buy from them, and
Rebutted
Smulkowski. Mancini said that the
if any
them are anywhere close
proposed application was certainly
The response was electrifying.
to re-order levels he will order
technically feasible. He could not
Douglas, who had been sitting si
them as well. That way we only
yet say with any certainty whether
lently during Mancini’s presenta
have to make out one order for
the conversion to EDP was
tion and making notes on a pad,
maybe 10 or 20 items, and Brown’s
economically justifiable; that ques
said:
can probably make up a van load
tion would have to wait until
“I hope you’ll not object to me
to send to us. The computer will
an application feasibility survey
speaking straight. As I understand
be telling the purchasing people
had been performed. On the basis
it, we are here to decide whether
to buy one item from a supplier,
of the frequency of issues he had
the computer can take over our
and we’ll have everything coming
observed in the stores, however, he
stock record and re-ordering jobs.
by parcel post. It’ll paralyze us.”
considered that a full-scale survey
Well, there is no doubt at all in
Mancini and Kennedy tried to
would certainly be worthwhile. He
my mind that it can’t. You gentle
persuade Douglas and Smulkowski
envisioned a system in which rec
men may know a lot about com
that their fears were groundless
ords
all the stores parts would
puters, but you don’t know much
but were unable to do so, and the
be maintained on a file in the
about running plant engineering
meeting broke up on a note of
computer facility. All transaction
discord. Taggart wondered what
stores. You obviously think that
data would be communicated di
everything my people do is com
to do next. He had expected his
rectly from the storemen to the
pletely mechanical. Well, if it was,
subordinates to be somewhat hos
facility by means of a teletype link.
then I expect your computer could
tile to the computer system because
Each transaction would be autodo it. But what they do is far from
it threatened their own responsi
mechanical. They use their heads
bilities. Nevertheless, they had
all the time. Say somebody from
made some good practical points.
a production department comes in
It would be disastrous to incur the
JOHN HEPTONSTALL is
with a requisition for two gallons
trouble and expense of converting
vice president of Edu
100147. If I understand it correctly,
to a computerized system only to
cation for Management,
the computer would check the rec
find that it was less efficient than
Inc., Boston. He holds a
B.A. from the University
ord for 100147, and if we didn’t
the old manual one. Perhaps these
of Durham, England; a
have
two
gallons,
it
would
say
computers were not quite as clever
diploma in advanced en
“
sorry,
no
stock.
”
Now,
one
of
my
as people said.
gineering
(class
one)
from Cranfield College,
boys would know that 100147 was
What would you do in Taggart’s
England; and both a
a
cutting
oil,
and
he
would
know
position? Is there any way of over
diploma from the International Teachers' Pro
that 100540 was a very close equiv
coming the problems Douglas and
gram and an M.B.A. from Harvard Graduate
School of Business, where he is currently a
alent. He would see if we had stock
Smulkowski have raised, or is the
candidate for a D.B.A. Mr. Heptonstall has
of
that,
and
if
we
had
he
’
d
call
the
stores
operation too complex to be
been an organization analyst for the Ford
Motor Company, a visiting professor at the
production foreman and suggest
effectively automated? Turn to page
University of Cape Town Graduate School
using that until the 100147 came
55 for a solution prepared by a
of Business, and an organization and meth
into
stock.
The
computer
won
’
t
computer specialist.
ods officer for Smiths Ltd., England.
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Many conglomerate companies on the glittering sur
face look like paragons of efficiency
wisdom. This author suggests, however, that perhaps
the wrong indicators are being
to give this ap
pearance of health and offers a more rigid measure of
performance—

CONGLOMERATES’ GOALS—AND
THEIR ATTAINMENTS
by Mohamed Onsi
Syracuse University

early sixties, a business
movement toward conglomera
tion emerged. The conglomerate
company is believed to be differ
ent in its philosophy and organiza
tional structure. The success of
the leading conglomerate compa
nies has impressed the financial
and business communities, at least
for a decade, with the conglomer
ate concept. The indicators of the
success of a conglomerate’s goal
attainment traditionally have been
primarily financially oriented.
This article presents the find
ings of an empirical study con
ducted in 1968 to determine con
glomerate goals as top executives
n the

I
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of six such companies view them1
and to evaluate whether the indi
cators used to measure conglomer
ate goal achievement were proper
or satisfactory for this purpose.
It is possible for goal attainment
measured by one index to show
a success while if it is measured
by another, or by multiple in
dices, it may show certain fail
ures. Accordingly, whether a con
glomerate’s goal attainment was a
success or not depends on the use
of appropriate measurements and
the weight given to each. For
those who make decisions based on
those indicators, the relative cohe
siveness of such signposts to what

they are supposed to indicate is
important. Misleading financial de
cisions can easily be made if they
are based on analysis that has used
wrong indicators to measure the
right parameters or used correct
indicators to measure irrelevant
parameters.

Goals of a conglomerate
On the basis of information ob
tained during interviews, conglom
erate goals can be stated follows:
Maximize sales subject to a profit
per share constraint—Many con
glomerates believe in a goal of
maximizing sales volume subject to
49

51

a progressive
profit
per Vol.and
that No.
of 3,management.
4 Con
Management Services: A Magazine
of Planning, growth
Systems,of
and
Controls,
7 [1970],
Art. 10
share constraint. This is resolved
glomerate management interest is
into a profit constraint for each
to achieve individual prestige, per
sonal satisfaction, and the power
subsidiary or division based on a
budgeted rate of return on assets
to meet management ambitions.
 of return on sales.
and/or a rate
For example, the president of
Monogram Industries (Mr. Stone)
Goals and constraints are not syn
states that empire building and per
onymous. Many conglomerate pres
sonal attitude are the explanation
idents stated that they want to
achieve a one-billion-dollar sales
for many acquisitions, rather than
figure with no mention, for exam
profitability.5 Also, the president of
ple, of achieving a 15 per cent net
Litton (Mr. R. Ash) states that
profit after taxes. However, their
“when they (conglomerate compa
expectation is to have a profit level
nies ) stop making acquisitions,
they probably won’t be regarded
higher than that of the noncon
as conglomerates and will merely
glomerates.
be considered alongside other al
Rapid growth rate—Merger and
ready matured and well-structured
acquisition become a goal in them
multi-industry companies.”6 The
selves to supplement the internal
theme becomes not why so much
growth rate toward the desired
merger, but, rather, why not more
level of profit per share.2 In many
merger? In personal interviews with
a conglomerate, the profit plan ac
top conglomerate officers, it was
counts for a specific percentage of
... it was found that, while
found that, while mergers serve
its projected growth through acqui
management interest (pride of
sitions.3 It was found that a con
mergers serve management
building an empire from scratch),
glomerate buys a company if the
management believes that they also
price is favorable, even if the pur
interest (pride of building
benefit stockholders through a rapid
chase doesn’t promise any imme
an empire from scratch),
growth of profit per share and a
diate boost in earnings. The reason
sharp rise in stock prices. (This
is that the conglomerate wants the
management believes that
point will be discussed later.)
assets so that it can borrow heavily
Strengthening conglomerate pow
against
them
and
gain
an
import
they also benefit stockholders
er—Conglomerate power is divided
ant source of cash. Such a con
through a rapid growth of
into two parts: (a) market power:
glomerate has another strict policy
If a conglomerate possesses market
that “no more than 10 per cent
profit per share and a sharp
power
in some markets, such power
net profit will be in one indus
try.
becomes a vehicle for the achieve
rise in stock prices.
ment of market power elsewhere,
Merger activity by conglomer
and (b) conglomerate financial
ates, however, is believed to be
power enables it to use profits
carried out for reasons other than
earned in one of its constituent
profitability, leading to conflict be
parts to subsidize its expansion in
tween the interest of stockholders
certain markets more powerfully
than nonconglomerate companies.7
From evidence in personal inter
MOHAMED ONSI is as
views, this latter power has been
sociate professor of ac
counting
at
Syracuse
the most rewarding for a conglom
University's College of
erate.
Business Administration.
He received his bacca
Maintaining entrepreneural spirit
laureate
with
honors
—A flexible conglomerate structure
from
Cairo
University
is advocated to provide more de
and his M.S. and Ph.D.
from the University of
centralized and motivational forces
Illinois. Dr. Onsi instructed at both univer
than
exist in other companies.8 For
sities he attended and then taught at
example, the organizational struc
Fresno State College, California, before go
ing to Syracuse. He currently is educational
ture of some conglomerates is
director of the Syracuse Chapter of the
based on separate subsidiaries that,
National Association of Accountants and a
member of the Ad Hoc Committee of the
in many cases, are not 100 per
American Accounting Association. In 1967
cent owned by the conglomerate.
he received the NAA's Distinguished Manu
script Award.
Strategy and control are central50
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ized in a relatively small
number Services,
ganization
and
more specific
of top management groups, while
and quantifiable. They are used
operations are highly decentralized.
a basis for developing the subsidi
Headquarters officers are expert
ary budget. For our purposes here,
“trouble shooters” and specialists
such sub-goals will not be com
who provide the acquired compa
mented upon.
nies with the expert opinions that
enable the unit to achieve greater
Evaluating conglomerate goals
growth.9 The conglomerate top
management, in reality, acts as a
A. Does a rapid merger-acquisi
“management consultant” with di
tion system yield high profit and
recting power. Such a managerial
rapid growth?
asset, management asserts, is the
It is difficult to know how much
hallmark of a conglomerate and
of the profitability of a conglom
a thing that it
for in ac
erate is based on improved pro
quiring companies. As a president
ducts and efficiencies and how
of a conglomerate put it, “A con
much reflects the attractive arith
glomerate can take any unprofit
metic
acquisition. The total
able company and turn it to profit
profitability growth comes from
in two years.” To maintain such
three sources: (a) internal growth
Conglomerate management
managerial talent, the conglomer
of the original divisions, excluding
ates have the most generous com
artificial growth due to inflationary
is willing to take, more
pensation bonuses in industry.
trends, (b) external growth stem
often, a high degree of
Stability—This goal is achieved
ming from acquired or merged
through a system of diversification,
subsidiaries during the year, and
risk that either pays off by
e.g., a cyclical business is offset by
(c) artificial growth due to ac
a counter-cyclical one. Using the
counting measurements such as
a substantial return or,
“project redeployment concept,”10 a
those emerging from “pooling of
alternatively, earns
conglomerate reduces its depend
interests” vs. “purchase,” in addi
ence on any one product, technol
tion to the impact of different ac
practically no profit. This
or business. This goal influ
counting methods that may con
ences the acquisition program and,
tribute to this artificial growth of
managerial attitude is
accordingly, the profit level.
net income.
encouraged by the fact that
Aggressive risk taking—Conglom
Conglomerates amalgamate these
erate management is willing to
three sources of growth together
another merger will come in
take, more often, a high degree
into one figure that does not dis
of risk that either pays off by a
close the materiality of each source
very soon and that the total
substantial return
alternatively,
or its trend. This makes it difficult
aggregate will not disclose
earns practically no profit. This
to evaluate the validity of the as
managerial attitude is encouraged
sertion of so many conglomerate
a bad result.
by the fact that another merger
presidents who boast publicly of
will come in very soon and that
the wonderful turnaround of prof
the total aggregate will not dis
itability of many of the acquired
close a bad result. This attitude is
companies.11
supported by observation of the
While conglomerates attempt to
fact that the projects selected have
iron out any anticipated difficulties
different mixes of risk and return
of merger or any problems imme
characteristics.
diately arising after acquisition to
It should be noted that the
improve profitability,12 the turn
above goals are interdependent
around is not always accomplished,
and, as such, could be classified as
and the merger financially may
major goals and secondary ones.
prove to be less than successful.
For our purpose, this is of lesser
The following observations support
importance. Also, there are sub
this:
goals that a conglomerate estab
a. In many cases, conglomerates
lishes for its subsidiaries or divi
pay a high price for the acquired
sons. Such sub-goals, established
company, thus earning a low rate
in budget manuals, are consistent
of return on the investment. Since
with the goals of the mother or
this merger achieves growth in
May-June, 1970
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No. 3, Art. 10 of equal size.
sales andManagement
assets, however,
years,
during Systems,
which and
period
his Vol.types
of corporations
merger is considered acceptable.
managerial effort relaxes, and then
No significant difference was found
In addition, merger in conglomer
the acquired company may become
between the management control
ate companies is financed by issu
less profitable. This is the case in
system of conglomerates and some
ing either preferred stocks or/and
many of the new conglomerates.
of the well established, large com
debentures, but not common stocks,
panies that are nonconglomerate.
d. Conglomerates’ mergers and ac
unless management knows that the
However, there was some evidence
quisitions have shown higher fail
acquired company has a high prob
in favor of the conglomerate in
ure figures than other companies’,14
ability of yielding not only a high
terms of motivation, through its use
which proves that either: (i) The
sales volume but also a high profit
of generous incentive compensa
conglomerate management did not
tion. The evidence that this motiva
rate. Lear Siegler has a policy of
have time to study and evaluate
tional impetus induces a higher
not issuing common stock unless
the future of the acquired com
level of performance is not, how
profit per share issued is estimated
pany before its merger, or (ii) the
ever, conclusive.
to be at least one and a half times
conglomerate management knew
the earnings per share of the con
Distinction should be made be
about the expected failure of the
tween
(a) the efficiency of the
glomerate’s fiscal year. G & W re
acquired company, but gambled
quires that new acquisitions must
conglomerate
’s individual plants
heavily on its own overestimated
(i.e.,
plant
economies
or econo
promise at least 10 to 12 per cent
managerial capability to turn it into
mies of mass production) and
return on investment and that the
a profitable one, or (iii) merger is
(b) the added economies, if any,
acquired company should not have
used as a hedge to counteract the
a price earnings ratio higher than
resulting from the operation of sev
decline in profitability in one year,
eral units under common manage
its own. This last point is very im
even if it means the acquisition will
ment (administrative economies of
portant, since, if a conglomerate
add problems later. This is to say,
scale). The first economy is a func
has a P/E ratio of 40, it will be
for short-term considerations, ac
tion of size, e.g., the optimum size
able to buy a company for an over
quisitions are made even if they
beyond which further expansion
estimated price, equal, for exam
are bad for long-term purposes,
will result in diminishing returns.
ple, to 30 times its P/E.
and (iv) in many cases where
The second economy is a function
b. Many conglomerates acquire
mergers were made to enable the
of the possibility of having econo
firms of larger size than them
conglomerate to “make” the prod
mies in such areas
distribution,
selves, resulting in a sudden ex
uct instead of “buying” it, the anal
overhead,
and
research
vs. the pos
pansion of the acquiring firm that
ysis used ignored many intangibles
sibility that such advantages may
may be less profitable than a stepthat were “critical” for the inter
be offset by cost increases stem
by-step expansion subject to repet
mediate term.
ming from duplication of staff,
itive re-examination of costs and
problems of communication, mana
benefits for each additional incre
gerial gap, slow response to
Finance mergers pay off best
ment of growth. In many cases, the
changes in markets or supply, and
increment of expansion through
The biggest dollar payoff from
the lack of flexibility implied by
mergers is too large for the con
synergistic effects after acquisition,
central controls over hundreds of
glomerate to control effectively,
however, resulted from finance
plants.
and increases in cost may result
mergers, followed by marketing
Efficiency, in its economic mean
rather than the expected econo
mergers, followed by technological
ing (e.g., most effective utilization
mies. Cost increases are least likely
mergers, and, finally, production
of the means of production leading
to affect profit in a firm which
mergers.
This
explains
the
new
ten
to
producing a certain quantity
makes a large number of acquisi
dency
of
conglomerates
to
acquire
with
the least expenditure) is not
tions, and the timing of their re
insurance
companies.
The
reason
easy
to measure in a conglomer
flection on earnings will not be
that
synergistic
effects
in
the
fields
ate.
15
As a substitute, top manage
immediate in the short run due to
ment
of conglomerates assumes
of production and technology do
the ability of the conglomerate to
that profitability is a measure of
not rank high is that the conglom
absorb losses higher than noncon
efficiency (i.e., profitability reflects
erate acquires companies with dif
glomerates can absorb.
economic efficiency).16 Conglomer
ferent
production and dif
c. In many cases, the acquired
ates have worked hard to convince
ferent technological skills, so that
company has a product that is
stockholders,
investors, etc., that
significant
economies
of
scale
may
good, and competitive for the time
the
high
profits
earned reflect their
not be achieved.
being.13 However, the acquired
high level of efficiency.17 This, in
B. Is a conglomerate company
company may be technologically
reality, is not true. A conglomerate
more efficient than a nonconglom
obsolete in the near future. In
that has sufficient monopolistic
erate?
other instances, the company may
power in one of its markets may
Conglomerates are generally not
have been created by an individual
be extremely profitable, but not
more or less efficient than other
who is going to retire in 1 to 3
52
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Vol. 7, No.
3, May-June
1970 [whole
issue] a conglomerate’s high1. Divisional
high
profit may
necessarily because of its efficiency
C. Does
not be the result of greater eco
or cost reductions. Conglomerate
risk-taking attitude pay off?
nomic efficiency, but due rather to
companies have ignored the dis
The risk in conglomerate activity
a certain degree of monopoly—es
tinction between financial efficiency
is very high. For example, in an
pecially for companies in a highly
and economic (or real) efficiency.
empirical study of acquisitions, it
technological area where research
The assumption that control of
was found that 45 per cent of the
is the dominant factor.
plural production units by a single
total acquisitions investigated con
2. Earnings per share in a par
conglomerate contributes to effi
sisted of the conglomerate type,
ticular year can be legitimately
ciency would seem to rest upon
and 42 per cent of all the failures
controlled within certain, quite
an overwhelming absence of sup
occurring were in the conglomer
broad, limits, e.g., “income man
porting facts. To the contrary, the
ate group.21 This suggests the con
agement. Cost allocation, transfer
individual unit is likely to become
clusion that conglomerate risk re
pricing, inventory valuation, . . .
less efficient than that owned by
duction (as assumed) evidently
etc.,” are used as tools in the hands
a company concentrated in one
bears its own risk. The reason for
of management to provide a “man
field. Conglomerate management
such high risk is the possibility of
aged income” figure. For example,
competence gets diluted by prolif
deficiencies in the planning and
allocation of headquarters expendi
eration into strange industries, and
control system of a conglomerate.
the stranger the invaded industry
tures to subsidiaries in one con
Conglomerate top management, in
the greater the dilution. The more
glomerate is based on how much
many cases, does not know the
top management wants profit per
foreign to the conglomerate tech
changing activities of its subsidi
share of this subsidiary to be.20 As
nology and competence the ac
aries, and, as a result, it pressures
quired company, the poorer man
the head of a conglomerate put it,
the divisional unit into activities
agement efficiency will be.
“What you want is a nice, steady
that seem attractive and profitable,
rise in per share earnings—no sur
Evidence cannot be dismissed
but for which the unit is not ready.
prises, especially on the downside.”
In addition, control procedures
that the earnings of the separate
3. Conglomerate financial power
units before merger on the average
a conglomerate emphasize financial
contributes significantly to high
were greater than the earnings of
measures on a monthly basis, in
profitability (more than in noncon
total aggregate, that may not pin
the same units after consolidation,
glomerate cases and more than that
point any underlying troubles for
as shown in some empirical stud
attributable to conglomerate eco
some time. When such measures
ies.18 This may be due to “mana
nomic efficiency) due to low costs
reveal the failures, it is too late.
gerial gap” (or/and “motivation
of materials, a reflection of buying
Our interviews showed that the
gap”) between the competence of
power, and due to low overhead.
control systems of conglomerates
the conglomerate’s top management
These are reflections of economies
are widely varied, some good and
and the individual unit. This is the
of multiple operations, and not
some bad. Even in those conglom
reason that many conglomerates
necessarily economic efficiency.
erates with good management con
transfer a headquarters officer to
For the above reasons, one is led
trol systems, there is no significant
the acquired units. Many conglom
to
believe
that
the
profit
figure,
difference
between the quality of
erate officers have stated that it
as
measured
today
for
a
conglom
these systems and those of some
takes from three to five years to
erate, is not a meaningful figure,
large companies that are noncon
integrate such a unit into the total
unfortunately. In addition, measur
glomerate.
conglomerate control system and
ing profit by major product line,
Risk taking, however, differs
turn it into a profitable or highly
while a meaningful step, falls short
among organizational levels. A con
profitable
of solving the problem. If the ac
glomerate’s top executives may be
Gulf & Western Industries states
countant and SEC want to provide
perfectly willing to risk millions on
that “the average operating subsid
an index of management efficiency,
a project where the chances of
iary of G & W has achieved a com
success are low, but the potential
an accounting figure is a weak in
pound annual growth rate of 15.9
rewards are very high. Failure in
dicator. More than one index is
per cent in operating profits; and
some projects, due to averaging,
needed.
A
meaningful
approach
the most recent internal earnings
won’t materially hurt the conglom
to
pinpoint
management
efficiency
growth, from fiscal
to fiscal
erate. But since a divisional man
would
be
to
disclose
publicly
budg
1967, shows an internal profit after
ager is under pressure to produce
etary
data
for
each
major
product
tax increase
18.5 per cent.”19 If
divisional profits to keep his bo
segment of a conglomerate and
it is assumed that these figures are
nuses up, he is more likely to favor
compare them with actual achieve
indicators of the internal growth
low-risk projects.22 However, in
ment. Other indices, in addition to
this company, one may ask if this
one conglomerate, risk taking was
accounting
profit,
could
also
be
dis
is a measure of management effi
found
to differ widely among sub
closed,
providing
meaningful
meas
ciency. Accounting profit is not a
sidiaries
or major divisions, i.e.,
ures
of
other
dimensions
of
valid indicator of management effi
the
risk-taking
attitude of a movie
management efficiency.
ciency for the following reasons:
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mies, contributes significantly to
nonconglomerate. Such a hypothe
production division is different
total
conglomerate profit. If these
sis
is
rejected
because
the
differ
from that of a cigarette production
two
factors
do not exist, the con
ence
in
efficiency
level
between
division.
glomerate
is
likely to lose a large
conglomerates and nonconglomer
part
of
the
claimed
profits. The at
ates was not significant. There was
Conclusion
titude
of
the
accounting
profession
a wide variation in the efficiency
in
measuring
profit
per
residual
From interviews with several ex
level between conglomerates, which
share
is
a
step
in
the
right
direc
ecutives of conglomerate compa
proves that they show the same
tion.
However,
such
a
step
is far
nies in the summer and fall of
pattern of behavior by industry,
too
limited
in
dealing
with
the
1968 and other material obtained,
size, product, classification, . . . etc.
complicated
problems
of
generating
it can be said that conglomerates
Profit per share is a poor indi
indicators to measure the efficiency
have used the wrong indicators to
cator of management efficiency. In
of conglomerate management.
measure the attainment of their
a conglomerate, reported profit is
The proposal mentioned above
goals, especially the profit goal.
the result of many factors, some
of publishing budgetary data would
There is no evidence to support
of which are more important than
be a long stride forward in that
the hypothesis that a conglomerate
others. Profit increase, as a result
direction.
company is more efficient than a
of mergers and financial econo
1 A conglomerate is a company operating
across a number of different unrelated
economic markets, and the mix of its
market is constantly changing. This issue,
however, is not critical for our purpose
here since the companies interviewed

are the leaders of the conglomerate
movement and would be described as
such under
definition.
2 This is evidenced in the period 1960-66,
when 72 per cent of all types of merg
ers were conglomerate in nature. See:
“Selection and Opinion,” Value Line
Survey, April 28, 1967, p. 468.
3 For example, see the views of the ex
ecutive vice-president of Lear Siegler,
conglomerate, Robert L. Purcell, Build
ing Conglomerate Company, Financial
Executive, March, 1968, p. 20.
4 A relationship between sales and execu
tive income, but not between profits
and executive income, is found. For ex
ample, doubling company size increases
compensation to top management
about
per cent. See: A. Patton, De
terioration in Top Executive Pay,” Har
vard Business Review, November-De
cember, 1965, pp. 106-118. Patton notes
that in 1964, 60.8 per cent of the vari
ance in top executive pay was explained
by differences in company sales. Since
sales growth (rather than profitability) is
such an important variable in determining
management’s income, there is conflict
between management interest and the

stockholders’ interest. See also: McGuire,
and Elbing, “Executive Incomes,
Sales and Profits,” American Economic
Review, September, 1962, pp. 753-761;
D. R. Roberts, Executive Compensation
(Glenmore, 1959); and S. Reid testi
mony before the Subcommittee
Anti
trust and Monopoly, Economic Concen
tration, Part V, pp. 1919-1934.
5 The Wall Street Journal, August 12,
1968, p. 13.
6 The Wall Street Journal, July 25, 1968,
p. 8.
7 It should be recalled that conglomer

ate power is used in various ways to pro
mote the welfare of the conglomerate,
even at the expense of
and in
ways detrimental to competition. While
antitrust laws may deal quite effectively
with the conspicuous uses of conglom
erate-derived power, they may be pow
erless in dealing with subtle competitive
strategies.
8 The president of Gulf and Western, a
conglomerate, has stressed the conglom
erate’s managerial superiority over other
corporate structures. He
what is im
portant is the approach, the concepts,
the make-up, the talents, and the track
record of management. See: David N.
Judelson, “The Role of the Conglomerate
Corporation in Today’s Economy,” Fi
nancial Executive, September, 1968, p.
20, and “A Philosophy For a Conglom
erate Company,”
Horizons, June,
1968, pp. 7-13.
9 See: Joseph G. Bacsik, vice-president
and controller, Ling-Temco-Vought, “The
Ten Commandments . . . Company Ob
jectives and the Budget Plan—in a Large
Organization,” a paper presented at an
American Management Association meet
ing March 18, 1968.
10 See Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., Annual
Report, 1967, p. 3.
11 For example, see Judelson, op cit
12 See: Joseph G. Bacsik, Ironing Out
Post-Merger Difficulties,” a paper pre
sented to
seminar, Current Problems
in Financial Management,” National In
dustrial Conference Board, May 15-16,
1968, San Francisco, California.
13 Several mergers became substitutes for
research when it was
matter of get
ting into new fields of technology and
new products.
14 See: John
“Why Do Merg
ers Miscarry?,” Harvard Business Review,
November-December, 1967, p. 91.
15 Managerial efficiency in a conglomer
ate measured by an accounting profit
figure will be at a test during the down
ward cyclical phase or when merger ac
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“Kitching,


tivity slows down to almost nil. This may
be the case in 1970.
16 Many top executives in conglomerates
state that they judge the efficiency of
each subsidiary or major unit in total
aggregate by the ratio of pre-tax
to sales. Other ratios and analyses of de
viation are calculated as in any other
a 
good
”a a
ny.
a
17
Many references can be cited. How
dress
erly
ever, see: David N. Judelson, president
of G & W, “The Conglomerate as The
New Economic Frontier,”
paper read
before the Continental Assurance Com
pany, September 11, 1968, and his ad
before the Investment Analysis
Society of Chicago, October 17, 1968.
18 Arthur S. Dewing, “A Statistical Test
of the Success of Consolidation,” Quart
Journal of Economics, November,
1921. While the data used by Mr. Dew
ing are far in the past, the facts of busi
ness reality in the 1960’s show similar
patterns in the case of business con
glomerates.
19 op cit p. 23.
20 In addition, profitability of each sub
sidiary is influenced by the process of
allocation of capital that in turn acts as
a filter to minimize the impact of a
downtrend in certain subsidiary’s profit.
21 Kitching,
cit
22 To reduce such conflict, the establish
ment of a norm or standard which al
lows a divisional manager
certain
proportion of failures is likely to encour
age him to take on more risky projects.
This does not mean that failures are en
couraged; it merely means that success
on every project should not be weighted
so highly by top management that not
enough high-risk projects are undertaken.
If “
performance” is equated with
low failure rate, this will encourage a
behavior that is not in the best interest
of the company, as shown above. See:
Norman Berg, “Strategic Planning in
Conglomerate Companies, HBR, MayJune, 1965, pp. 83-84.

“”

“

“
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Here is the solution to

problem posed on Page 46—

THE OHIO INSTRUMENT CASE
(Conclusion)
by John Heptonstall

Education for Management

the decision rules have been made
that has arisen
for him by management, and he is
in the Waterville Plant is by
no means uncommon. Therefore,simply applying them—then the job
can be computerized without much
although the comments made in
difficulty. If, however, the clerk
this analysis are addressed primar
is required to use judgment, then
ily to the case situation, many of
the job cannot be computerized as
them have very general implica
it stands, and a new system that
tions.
eliminates this need for judgment
Mr. Douglas, foreman of No. 3
will have to be worked out before
store, and his assistant, Mr. Smul
the job can be computerized, if
kowski, are not at all enthusiastic
indeed it can be computerized at
about the proposed computer sys
all.
tem. Is this the natural reaction of
The key to this situation, how
men who see themselves threat
ever,
is this: The existence of a set
ened by the “expert” who proposes
of
operating
instructions does not
to replace their long-established
necessarily
mean
that those in
way of doing things with some
structions are being used. In many
thing they mistrust, and are their
cases the clerks will have found
criticisms valid? Here we can give
that the instructions given to them
a short and unequivocal answer.
are not universally applicable, and
Yes, their criticisms are valid. Mr.
will have developed exception rou
Mancini has performed a very in
tines of their own. In some cases
adequate analysis. Indeed, he has
they may have abandoned the for
fallen into a very common trap.
mal instructions entirely and de
An analyst looking at any clerical
veloped their own set of procedures
or data processing operation with
—and these procedures are prob
a view to converting it to EDP has
ably more efficient than the formal
to ask himself: Is it physically
operating procedures. Yet manage
feasible to do this on a computer?
ment probably does not even real
Is it within the computer’s power
ize that the formal system is not
to perform this task? Usually the
being used.
answer is that if the clerk doing
the job is simply applying a set of
An analyst who discovers that a
set of operating instructions exists
operating instructions—that is, if
he situation

T
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and therefore concludes that the
job requires no human judgment
is making a serious mistake, then.
But so is an analyst who does real
ize that clerks have developed their
own procedures but concludes that
their reasons for doing so were
eccentricity, stupidity, or sheer
cussedness. A good analyst who de
tects any departure from formal de
cision rules should immediately try
to find out why this is happening,
because there is often a very good
reason.
Well, we do show that informal
procedures have developed in No.
3 stores and that the stores clerks
are using their intelligence. Does
this mean that computerization of
the inventory control and re-order
ing procedures is not feasible and
that we should drop the idea? Not
necessarily. It does mean, though,
that more thought and research is
required and that Mr. Mancini’s
recommendations were very pre
mature.
There is little doubt that the
basic file updating operation—re
cording all issues and receipts and
recalculating the balance on hand
after each transaction—can be per
formed by the computer. One pos
sible approach, then, is to comput
55
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erize this basic
file maintenance
would be
to program
the computer
Again,
function but to leave the re-order
to reproduce the clerk’s present
is most probably to use the com
ing responsibility in the hands of
method of operation as closely
puter to perform the record keep
people.
as possible. In other words, when
ing but to retain a small number of
The computer could still be
ever one item reached its re
skilled human beings to handle the
given re-order points for each item
order level the computer would
exceptions.
and be programed to print out
examine all other items from the
a list of items that have fallen
same supplier. Because the com
Man-machine ideal
to their points after each updating
puter cannot think and cannot
run. It would also be possible to
therefore make decisions it would
This latter situation provides a
program the computer to print a
have to be given a secondary de
good example of the way in which
ist of all other items purchased
cision rule, such as “order any
a man aided by the power of a
from the same supplier, although
items from the same supplier if
computer can function more effi
this would probably require fairly
they have fallen to within 26 per
ciently than either man or com
time-consuming search routines or
cent of their reorder levels.” The
puter alone. The ideal solution
an extensive address index to be
computerized inventory file would
here, cost and volume permitting,
stored in memory. The ist of items
be somewhat expanded: The re
would be a real time computer
at a below-re-order level would
order for each item would have to
system with a teletype/display ter
then be reviewed by a stock clerk,
include one or more supplier code
minal in the stores. When the store
who would originate purchase or
numbers by means of which the
clerk received a request for a part
ders and decide what other items
processor could locate other items
he would immediately use the ter
from the same suppliers should be
obtained from a given supplier.
minal to obtain the current stock
ordered to make up a shipment.
Such a procedure will only be prac
on hand—in exactly the same way
“Half-and-half” systems such as
ticable if the inventory file is main
that the girl at the airline reser
this are used by many companies,
tained on a random access device
vation counter uses her terminal
sometimes as interim measures to
such as a disk pack: The time
to check that seats are available
be re-examined later with a view
needed to search back over a tape
on your chosen flight. If adequate
to fully automating them. They
file when a re-order was signalled
stock was available he would issue
make it possible to enjoy some of
towards the end of an updating
it, and transmit the information
the clerical cost reduction benefits
run would increase running time
that the issue had been made back
of computerization by eliminating
prohibitively.
to the computer, which would
routine file maintenance functions
It is not possible to say that any
promptly recalculate the balance
while at the same time avoiding
one of the above approaches pro
left on hand. If the stock on hand
vides the “right” solution to the
any loss in operating efficiency.
was not adequate, the clerk would
re-ordering problem in this com
use his terminal to inquire what
pany. We have to compare the
purchase orders were outstanding
Fully computerized system
costs and benefits of each and
and when delivery was expected.
Alternatively, it may be possible
need much additional data to be
He would also use the terminal
to devise a fully computerized sys
able to do so. On the basis of ex
to check the levels of any parts
tem. This will mean first producing
perience in similar situations, how
that he knew to be substitutes to
new decision rules that avoid the
ever, we would say that a system
see if any of these were available
shortcomings of the old ones, then
that combines automation of the
in adequate quantity.
purely data processing function
writing a program to implement
Operations of the type described
these new decision rules. It may
with a degree of human judgment
in this last paragraph are poten
is likely to prove optimal.
be that the old re-order points and
tially far more promising and im
The other matter raised in the
order quantities have not been re
portant than most of the ap
case, the judgment used by the
proaches we have been discussing.
vised for some years and that pro
clerks in servicing demands for
Instead of asking whether we can
duction volume has increased con
program a computer, working au
out-of-stock items, is basically simi
siderably in that time. In this case
tomatically,
to simulate human
lar. One possible approach would
most inventory items are probably
judgment, we shall become increas
be to store in the record for each
being ordered too frequently and
ingly concerned with questions of
item in inventory a list of near
in inadequate quantities, and, by re
how we can improve the efficiency
substitutes and to enter a sub
calculating these parameters, man
of a man and machine working as
routine to print out this list when
agement may be able to reduce
a team by imposing the case
ever it is out of stock. This would
ordering costs to the extent that
communication between man and
be far short of a full solution,
the automated system’s failure to
computer. This is the ultimate so
though, and might be disastrous:
review other items from the same
lution
to the kind of problem de
Not all of the “substitutes” will be
supplier can be tolerated. A more
scribed in this case.
safe substitutes in all possible ap
sophisticated approach, however,
Management Services
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what people are writing about
BOOKS

The Executive Strategist: An
Armchair Guide to Scientific
Decision-Making by Robert C.
Weisselberg and Joseph G. Cow
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York, 1969, 249 pages, $6.95.

ley,

This guide to the techniques and
applications of operations research
for the non-mathematically-minded
manager—one of what are begin
ning to seem like hundreds of
books on this subject—is far supe
rior to most of its genre, both in
content and in style.

The aim of this book, its authors
say, is to help bridge the com
munications gap between the
executive and the management
scientists he is increasingly likely
to employ these days. It seeks to
introduce the nontechnical execu
tive to some of the basic decision
making techniques being used to
solve operational problems—what
they are and how and when they
can be applied—and to give him a
familiarity with the terminology
operations research.
This may sound familiar. It
should. There are already dozens of
books with the same aim on the
market. Most of them are written
by operations research technicians

or professors. Their style tends to
be both dull and difficult to follow.
More important, their content
often reflects the interest of the
writer rather than the reader. If the
author’s underlying purpose is to
“sell” OR, there is usually too much
emphasis on applications with
inadequate explanation of the
methods. Or, conversely, the
methods are explained in too much
detail, as if the reader were the
specialist expected to try to use
them.
This book, written by a con
sultant and a professional writer
on management subjects, avoids
these pitfalls. The style is lively
and readable—if not always as

REVIEW EDITORS
In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Services has arranged with fifteen universities offering the
Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines in
the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Services. Unsigned reviews have been written by
members of the magazine’s staff.

Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
Ernest I. Hanson, University of Wisconsin, Madison
May-June,
1970 1970
Published
by eGrove,

Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
Walter B. Meigs University of Southern California, Los
Angeles
Herbert E. Miller, Michigan State University, East
Lansing
John H. Myers, Indiana University, Bloomington
Carl L. elson, Columbia University, New York
James W. attillo, Louisiana State University, Baton
Rouge
George rater, University of Washington, Seattle
awrence Revsine, University of Illinois, Urbana
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
Willard E. Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville
Rufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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simple as it seems—and the reader
of the kinds of information man
Statistical techniques, especially
is not told so much about the tech
agement must have to make a
sampling and probability analysis,
niques that he risks getting bogged
merger decision and suggestions
are among the most widely used
down in pencil pushing.
on how to develop such informa
tools of operations research in in

The basic techniques discussed
tion.
dustry. Applications range from
are mathematical
programing,
It consists of 27 articles on plan
such old standbys quality control
queueing theory, statistical analysis,
ning and fact finding in mergers;
and actuarial science to such newer
probability theory, simulation (or
the legal, accounting, financial,
fields as sales forecasting and risk
Monte Carlo), and replacement,
tax, and personnel considerations;
analysis in capital budgeting.
failure, or reliability theory. Two
problems of post-merger integra
Any consultant, any business
chapters on statistics and prob
tion; and foreign mergers, con
man, or particularly any account
ability follow the introductory dis
cluding with a section on how not
ant who lacks formal training in
cussions of decision theory and de
to buy and sell a company.
statistics is likely to find himself
cision situations, but otherwise the
Most of the chapters are re
somewhat at a loss in the modem
book is organized not by tech
prints, chiefly from publications of
management world. He may find
niques but by problems: Inventory,
the American Management Associ
some help in this book, a composite
queueing or waiting line, se
ation and the Harvard Business
of several series of lectures given
quencing or control, routing,
by the author on the use of sta
School and from the magazine
search, information, replacement,
tistics in decision making under
Mergers & Acquisitions. Other ma
and competitive problems, with
conditions of uncertainty.
terial was prepared specifically for
technique chapters interspersed.
The word “may” is required, for
the book, for the most part by per
this is not an easy book (although
A useful action checklist speci
sonnel of Arthur Young & Com
fies, for each problem category,
the author claims it can be under
pany.
how to spot it, typical specific busi
stood without training in mathe
The book is unusual, among
ness problems within the category,
matics beyond the level of high
volumes on this subject, in the
school algebra.) Says Dr. Raiffa,
facets of the problem, basic strat
variety of viewpoints represented.
egy for dealing with it, complica
“Most of the basic ideas of deci
It is also unusual, among books
tions, and OR techniques available
sion analysis can be understood
published for businessmen, for the
for attacking it. An interesting
with a mathematical background of
care with which it was prepared.
chapter applies OR principles to
high school algebra or less; and
For example, most of the reprinted
the management of an executive’s
furthermore, in complicated ap
articles were updated before re
time and suggests when and how
plied problems the mathematical
publication.
part of the analysis is not neces
to use consultants.
Unfortunately, in a field
com
A chapter from this book, on
sarily the most intellectually chal
plex and dynamic as this one,
search, information, and replace
lenging or important part. I have
there are few eternal verities, and
ment problems, appeared in Man
therefore taken considerable pains
the most valuable chapters of this
agement Services (“Strategies for
to keep down the mathematical de
book are also those that are likely
Decision Making,” January-Febru
mands upon the reader, and most
to have the shortest useful
of the book is free from algebraic
ary ’70, p. 41).
While it lasts, however, this is a
and symbolic manipulations.” He
convenient guide for the executive
concedes, however, that “some so
who is not yet very sophisticated
phistication in logical analysis is
about mergers.
Management Guides to Mergers
undoubtedly required throughout.”
and Acquisitions, edited by John
One feature that makes the book
L. Harvey and Albert New
interesting — and controversial — to
garden, John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
Decision Analysis: Introductory
both mathematically sophisticated
New York, 1969, 319 pages, $14.95.
Lectures on Choices Under Un
and unsophisticated readers is its
certainty by Howard Raiffa, Ad
emphasis on the so-called Bayesian
This compilation of articles on
dison-Wesley Publishing Company,
approach to problem solving. Dr.
various aspects of merger planning
Reading, Massachusetts, 1968, 309
Raiffa, along with his colleague,
combines the viewpoints of ac
pages, $4.95 (paperbound).
Robert O. Schlaiffer, is among the
countants,
lawyers, appraisers,
country’s leading exponents of this
This relatively “elementary” intro
bankers, and other specialists along
method, which uses both utility
duction to business-related statisti
with buyers and sellers of com
values to scale preferences and sub
cal theory, with emphasis on the
panies.
jective probabilities to forecast. To
Bayesian school of probability
the horror of more conservative
This book, assembled by a part
analysis, is within the grasp of the
statisticians, these men advocate
ner and a principal of Arthur
average college graduate, if he is
the use of composites of “informed
Young & Company, offers examples
willing to work little.
opinions” to predict the future
58
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ple a study of cargo handling at
technical terms. But it is far from
when the standard laws of prob
the port of San Francisco. He de
ability are not applicable. The val
being a popularization in the usual
idity of this method, now being
sense.
scribes specific systems approaches
tested in business decision making
Professor Churchman, who is
—program budgeting and manage
in a few large companies, has not
associate director of the Space
ment information systems—using as
yet been established. It is, however,
Sciences Laboratory at the Uni
an example an attempt to develop
something with which everyone in
versity of California, is interested
a management information system
any way involved in OR should be
in global problems rather than the
for the government of California.
familiar.
dull tasks involved in managing a
He discusses scheduling and plan
One deficiency of Dr. Raiffa’s
business, and he is deeply inter
ning.
book from the business reader’s
ested in the philosophy of science.
Then he gets down to the heart
point of view is that it is not ap
This book is therefore, a philoso
of the debate—systems and people
phical treatise. The basic question
plications oriented. The reader is
—with chapters on values, behavior,
pretty much left to figure out for
it raises is whether the systems ap
and anti-planning.
himself how the techniques de
proach can be used to solve man
The systems approach, he con
kind’s fundamental social prob
scribed could be used in business.
cludes, really consists of a continu
lems. The question is not defini
Indeed, the preface specifies that
ing debate between various atti
tively answered, of course—like
the subject matter of the book is
tudes of mind with respect to
how “an individual who is faced
any work of philosophy, the book
society. “What is in the nature of
focuses on questions rather than
with a problem of choice under un
systems is a continuing perception
answers—but the author does con
certainty should go about choosing
and deception, a continuing re
clude, “The systems approach is not
a course of action that is consistent
viewing of the world, of the whole
a bad idea.”
with his personal basic judgments
system, and of its components. The
The organization of the book is
and preferences.” The example
essence of the systems approach,
that of a debate (a la Socrates and
used is that of predicting the color
therefore, is confusion as well as
Plato, but without dialogue) among
enlightenment.”
of balls drawn from an urn, an
the enthusiasts for various types of
activity that is likely to be actually
As should be evident, this is not
systems approaches and between
engaged in only by the adminis
a simple book, despite the seeming
them and their critics, “sometimes
trator of a lottery.
simplicity of its style. It is no howa doubting Thomas . . . sometimes
The viewpoint throughout is that
to-do-it manual, and the business
of a mathematician who is attempt
an infuriated humanist.”
man who is looking for “practical”
ing to explain (rather than sell) his
help in solving his problems will
world to an outsider. But this math
not find it here. It is, however, a
Four approaches identified
ematician is a clear thinker and a
stimulating and provocative book
Professor Churchman identifies
rather skillful writer; those who
for those who occasionally like to
four different ideas as to what con
can keep up with him will find the
sit back and examine just exactly
stitutes the systems approach. The
effort worthwhile.
what it is they are doing.
advocates of efficiency claim that
the best approach is to identify
the trouble spots, especially the
The Systems Approach by C.
Cost Effectiveness: Economic
spots where there is waste, and
West Churchman, Dell Publishing
eliminate them. The problem with
Evaluation of Engineered Sys
Co., Inc., New York, 1968, 243
tems by J. Morley English, John
efficiency, of course, is that it may
pages, $2.25.
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1968,
lead to optimization at too low a
level of the system.
301 pages, $14.95.
This book, aimed at the thinking
The advocates of the use of sci
Although it was put together for
citizen rather than the business
ence in approaching a system (the
engineers, this summary of tech
man, discusses the systems ap
model builders) are the ones who
proach as a branch of philosophy
niques for evaluating the benefits
have created some novel ideas and
rather than as a bag of problem
of systems in terms of their costs is
techniques, and the author tends
solving tools.
less mathematical and more read
to treat them the true spokesmen
for the systems approach. The
able than many books addressed to
other two groups, the humanists
The publisher’s blurb describes
management people.
and the anti-planners, he presents
this book as “the first nontechnical
Cost effectiveness or cost benefit
as critics, with criticisms that can
study” of the systems approach.
not always be answered.
analysis, as introduced to the Pen
Nontechnical it is—in the sense
tagon in the McNamara era and
Professor Churchman explains
that it is addressed to the layman
spread
to other government depart
the basics of systems analysis and
and written in simple, straightfor
ments and to contractors by the
model building, using as an exam
ward language without the use of
May-June, 1970
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Johnson Administration, has be
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52240, 1969,
give your writing sales appeal, take
come another catchword in indus
48 pages, $1 (paperbound), single
the fear out of decision making, de
try.
copy gratis to interested faculty
velop the knack of effective super
Actually, however,
the editor
members.
vision, use positive discipline for
of this book points out, although
better results, get more from your
the terminology is new, the idea is
This bibliography of books and ar
subordinates through counseling,
not (except perhaps to govern
ticles on simulation and gaming
learn how to thrive in any organi
ment). Cost effectiveness is basic
and their use in business and eco
zational climate, and turn your lia
ally nothing more than engineering
nomics lists material in a dozen
bilities into assets.
economics. Engineers have always
specific fields, including account
sought to balance costs against
ing, industrial applications, and
benefits, in quantified form if pos
small business, as well as general
sible.
works in the field and related re
MAGAZINES
This does not mean that the tech
search (operations research, be
A Systems Approach to Total
nique is not a useful one for man
havioral research, Monte Carlo
Compensation by Gordon Wolf
agement analysts to master. Quite
methods, mathematics, and statis
and Mario Leo, Business Manage
the contrary. And as an introduc
tics ).
ment, February, 1970.
tion to the field this book is sur
prisingly good even though it was
Directory of Planning, Budget
Simulation models can be used
envisioned as an engineering work
ing and Control Information by
to analyze executive compensation
and it consists of contributions by
Arthur L. Miley, Planning Execu
plans just
effectively as for other
a number of authors.
tives Institute, 16 Park Place, Ox
economic analyses, these authors
The book is better integrated
ford, Ohio 45056, 1969, 141 pages,
suggest.
than most anthologies, perhaps be
$3 (paperbound).
cause its sections were prepared
Too many executive compensa
as part of a short course given at
This compilation of references on
tion programs, the authors point
the University of California at Los
planning, budgeting, and control
out, are evaluated solely on the
Angeles in 1967. Some important
subjects lists more than 1,500 arti
basis of direct salary figures. Often
aspects of cost effectiveness analy
cles and reports and 250 books
other compensation elements, as
sis receive little attention, particu
published during the period 1950well
tax considerations, are lost
larly cost accounting, but for the
69.
in the evaluation process.
most part the subject is treated
Through simulation, a company
comprehensively.
Critical Factors in Data Manage
can analyze the cost implications
Topics covered include systems
ment, edited by Fred Gruenber
of various compensation programs.
engineering, probability analysis,
ger, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood
Projected results rather than rough
decision theory, value theory, sys
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1969, 146 pages,
estimates can then be used in de
$7.50.
tem resource requirements, system
termining
the economic impact of
worth, and quantification of bene
the
various
programs on both the
The emphasis in this collection
fits. A case study illustrates the use
executive and the company. The
of papers presented at a West
of the technique in evaluating a
authors, although they recognize
Coast symposium is on the man
hypothetical supersonic transport.
that qualitative as well
quanti
agement of large data bases and
Considering that the course was
tative factors are involved, restrict
their role in time sharing. Most
put together for engineers, there
their analysis to quantitative, dol
of the papers are technical, but
is surprisingly little mathematics
lars-and-cents, factors.
not all are obscure.
in the book. It is appropriate for
Effective analysis of compensa
a wider readership than its editor
tion requires that two critical mea
Mastering Executive Arts and
had in mind.
sures be developed. These are (1)
Skills by C
A. Parris, Par
the cost to the company and (2)
ker Publishing Company, Inc., West
the value to the employee. These
Nyack, New York, 1969, 205 pages,
Briefly listed
measures must be analyzed on both
$8.95.
a before-tax and an after-tax basis
Simulation and Gaming in Busi
Written in a strongly promotional
because of the impact of taxes on
ness and Economics in the
style, by a trade association execu
the executive’s disposable personal
1960’ A Bibliography by Ed
tive, this self-help book outlines
income and on the net cost of the
ward R. Johnson, Bureau of Busi
a ten-point program for success:
plan to the company. Other vari
ness and Economic Research, Col
Design a self-development course
ables include the form of the com
lege of Business Administration,
to suit you, put on the right execu
pensation, the time that elapses
Phillips Hall, The University of
tive look, speak up with confidence,
between the date when the com
Management Services
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pensation is earned and when
it is
plans that are more effective than
performance is one of the most
received, and the cost of capital.
haphazardly determined plans. Less
difficult yet most important jobs of
Among the compensation items
the operations auditor, according
accurate information will yield
that should be included in the
something less.
to Mr. Lindberg. Unless the au
model are the base salary, cash
S. J. Lambert, III
diting is “consciously and system
and stock bonuses, various stock
Louisiana State University
atically carried out against accept
plans, pensions, profit sharing, med
at Baton Rouge
able standards,” it is really no dif
ical benefits, etc. Other factors such
ferent from the manager’s own
as social security, awards, loans,
“pulse taking.”
holidays, and various other fringe
Mr. Lindberg recommends the
benefits are normally excluded,
Operations Auditing by Roy A.
use of questionnaires—to lend uni
however, because they are insignifi
Lindberg, Management Review,
formity to the performance of the
December, 1969.
cant, already included elsewhere,
audit, act as a checklist to ensure
or outside the control of manage
that all subjects are covered, de
This brief overview of operations
ment. Various items of information
personalize the audit to emphasize
auditing (subtitled “what it is,
about the individual and the com
equality of treatment, and provide
what it is not”) is aimed at the op
pany are also needed for use in
a basis for developing audit time
erations auditors management cli
the model.
standards.
ent rather than the auditor himself.
The model estimates the value of
Mr. Lindberg also discusses, very
the various compensation items at
briefly, the staffing of the function
Mr. Lindberg, manager of the
the time they will actually be re
and ways of establishing friendly
management services department
ceived and discounts them back
relations with auditees.
of J. H. Cohn & Co., defines oper
to the present. An efficiency index
This article, although it
ations auditing as “a technique for
is also developed that indicates the
nothing that an accountant in
routinely and systematically ap
economic benefit of each item in
volved in operations auditing does
praising unit or function effective
relation to the dollar outlay re
not already know, could be useful
ness against corporate and industry
quired. An index of 1 indicates that
to the accountant in the indoctrina
standards, utilizing nonspecialist
a particular compensation item is
tion of management and nonfinan
(in the area of study) personnel,
equivalent to a direct cash pay
cial personnel.
with the objective of assuring a
ment. Index numbers above and
given management that its aims
below 1 are more efficient and less
are being carried out, or identify
efficient, respectively, than cash.
ing conditions capable of being
Since each item is stated in terms
How to Face Being Taken Over
improved through more intensive
of current dollar cost, the compo
by John L. Handy, Harvard Busi
and specialized attention.”
nents of a compensation package
ness Review, November-December,
It is needed, he says, to help
can be rearranged to fit a particu
1969.
managers check on areas that are
lar executive’s needs without dis
beyond their direct observation. In
turbing the package’s total cost to
well known executive recruiter
large companies face-to-face com
the company. Since the returns
sounds
warning for executives
munication is impossible, ordinary
from different plans of the same
whose companies are about to be
performance reports are too histori
dollar cost vary, this simulation
involved in mergers.
cal, and controls are too specific to
would allow the choice for each
fulfill this purpose.
Only about ten per cent of the ex
executive of the plan which would
In many companies, Mr. Lind
maximize his return. This ability
ecutives surveyed in a recent study
berg notes, operations auditing has
to individualize the compensation
of merging companies were psy
not been a success. Most often, he
program may, among other things,
chologically prepared for the after
thinks, this is because the opera
aid in executive recruitment. Com
math of the mergers, especially for
tions auditor is being given the
pany officials are often surprised
the resulting changes in organiza
wrong tasks, especially that of sug
at how much the costs of provid
tional structure and managerial
ing plans of equivalent dollar
gesting solutions to the problems
status.
he finds. Suggesting solutions, he
amounts vary among different com
That is one of the conclusions
warns, is a task for consultants and
Mr. Handy reached from a “12pensation packages, the authors re
port.
specialists; adding that to the oper
month survey of 960 executives [in
Like all simulation models, this
ations auditor’s responsibilities de
top and middle management]
one is only as accurate
the in
stroys his independence and forces
whose companies had recently
formation provided by manage
him to assume an expertise he
been acquired or were being ac
quired.” Nearly 70 per cent of the
ment. The proper use of the model
lacks.
group, he says, were complacent,
—with accurate input data—can re
Preparation of standards against
feeling that the consummation of
sult in well planned compensation
which to appraise a given unit’s
May-June, 1970
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the merger would have little or no
Evaluating an Information Sys
Basically, the client’s information
effect on their positions and ca
tem by Charles Mac
h, The
system features

four essentials:
reers. About 20 per cent “pan as Price Waterhouse Review,
Winter,
First, an elaborate system for


icked.” Because they felt their
ca
1969.
codifying accounts was designed.
A
reers were threatened, they began
The chart was conceived in such

a pattern
to be useful for main
looking for new jobs.
An elaborate information system

taining a common corporate gen
Oddly enough, Mr. Handy says,
in itself is no assurance
that en

eral ledger (for a multi-division,
he has found both from the survey
lightened decisions will result. Only
multi-plant, widely dispersed, and
and from firsthand experience that
when the output of an appropri
vertically integrated producer of
the more successful an executive is
ately designed information system
food products) while at the same
the less likely he is to be prepared
is effectively employed in decision
time serving the needs of the divi
for the possible personal ill effects
making may some measure of op
sions and the various responsibility
of a merger. That, according to the
erational success be attributed to
centers therein.
author, is because the successful
the presence of the data collection
executive is not accustomed to fail
processes. Referring to a client
ure; it never occurs to him that it
system, the author describes in
Basic systems integrated
general terms how one company
could happen to him.
Second, other basic systems re
combined good management with
The executive most vulnerable
lating to order entry, procurement,
a good information system and
to job loss as a result of a merger
payrolls, redistribution and accru
achieved striking success.
is, of course, the chief executive
als of costs, and basic statements
officer. As a rule of thumb, Mr.
were considered for each compo
Handy suggests, the higher you are
Better business decisions are de
nent of the organization and were
the riskier your job. The second
pendent on two factors—a good
integrated into the system.
most vulnerable executive is the
management information system
Third, a standard cost system
highest-priced staff officer in ad
and good management. Mr. Mac
has been applied to the functional
ministration, legal services, per
Veagh cites various combinations
areas of sales, manufacturing, and
sonnel, finance, or accountingof good/poor management and
administration. Inherent in the es
good/poor information systems he
functions likely to be duplicated
tablishment of any standard cost
has encountered in his experience.
in the acquiring company.
system, the author notes, is the
clear distinction is made between
need to reflect immediately the sig
the salient features of management
Checklist offered
nificant changes in the processes
and those of the information sys
and prices related to the functions.
tem.
The
author
believes
that
only
As for other executives, Mr.
This
is accomplished in the client’s
when
the
two
are
brought
together
Handy offers a handy eleven-point
operations.
should
the
process
be
labeled
a
checklist they can use to weigh
management information system.
their chances. In general, execu
The client company he describes
tives are vulnerable if their salaries
Reports well designed
has the following management
are high relative to the market, and
characteristics: (1) a well defined
The fourth essential in a success
particularly to the scale of the ac
organizational structure including
ful information system is a well
quiring company; if their jobs are
clear-cut responsibilities and com
designed hierarchy of reports for
duplicated in the acquiring com
munications channels, (2) a fear
management. Each summary report
pany (likely to be true of most
less and knowledgeable leadership,
is supported fully by schedules de
staff jobs); if they publicly opposed
(3) a sense of organizational pride,
tailing the activities that comprise
the merger; and if their chief asset
discipline, and commonality of pur
the corporate whole—all the way
is knowledge of their companies
pose, (4) a competent staff at all
down to the individual salesman’s
rather than of some professional or
levels, and (5) a perceptive finan
efforts. The contribution approach
specialized fieldcial vice president with both hu
is emphasized to assess the efforts
Mr. Handy does not explain how
man relations and decision making
of individuals as well as divisions.
his “survey” was conducted, what
expertise.
The client system described ap
questions were asked, or how each
In describing the desirable fea
executive’s degree of preparation
pears to rely heavily on directtures of the company’s information
for merger was determined (by the
standard costing for internal re
system,
the
author
is
quick
to
point
executive himself or by some sort
porting, with modification of the
out that an appropriately designed
of objective criteria). But, what
reports where necessary to keep
system does not blossom overnight.
ever the merits of his study, the
management informed of the cum
Only after years of hard work and
points he makes sound like com
ulative progress that will even
mon sense and may serve as a
several modifications was the sys
tually be reflected in the published
timely note of caution to those on
tem such that the client was able
financial reports. This “dual” system
to effect the results it sought.
the verge of merger.
precludes any “surprises” at year
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matics (at the undergraduate level),
ness decisions. Good management,
end when the auditors arrive and
business (at the master’s level),
fully
attuned
to
the
system
’
s
po
begin discussing adjustments.
and OR or management science (at
tentialities
and
limitations,
still
re
Because of the success of this
the
doctoral level).
mains the dominant factor in a
client’s system, managers have
The
survey uncovered about 500
firm’s future. The most effective
made more and more demands for
OR projects ranging from simple
information systems are tailored to
additional information relating to
inventory problems to complex sim
meet the individual business’ needs.
their respective activities. Express
ulations of entire industries or so
Even the most perceptive of man
ing more confidence in the figures
agers can benefit from the output
cial systems. There seemed to be a
being generated, management has
clear trend to more sophisticated
of an appropriate system.
increased its utilization of the sys
Robert A. Kelley
tem. Currently, considerably more
projects.
Louisiana State University
attention is being given to forecast
The average corporate OR de
at Baton Rouge
ing—for the purpose of modifying
partment budget is about 0.25 per
plans relative to events. Whether
cent of total sales. Salaries account
the client’s system is programed to
for about half the budget. The av
generate corrective action plans or
erage starting salary is $9,930 for
How They’re Planning OR at the
whether management merely uses
the holder of a bachelor’s degree,
Top by Efraim Turban, Journal
the system’s routine output to as
$11,820 for the master’s degree, and
of Industrial Engineering, Decem
sist in decision making is not
$15,000 for the doctorate.
spelled out for the reader, however.
ber, 1969.
Only about a third of the depart
ments charge “client” departments
This report of survey indicates
within the company for their ser
Benefits cited
growing acceptance by large com
vices; in the other companies the
panies of the operations research
The client has benefited in other
department’s expenditures are re
ways, too. Cash, receivables, and
function and of the results of OR
garded as part of corporate over
payables are better controlled, and
studies.
head. Only about half the compa
significant improvements have been
nies attempt to compute the savings
Nearly half (44 per cent) of the
made in the area of inventory man
achieved by the OR department,
“107 of the largest corporations in
agement. The result, of course, is
and most of those do so only on the
the United States” surveyed by this
increased profits, a manifestation
basis of individual projects.
of better decisions resulting from
author have corporate-level opera
On the whole, though, most of
increased accuracy and more timely
tions research departments, this
the companies seem to be satisfied
reporting.
article reports. The majority of the
with the results of their OR work.
The author might have enhanced
others say that they either are con
Only two companies reported hav
his presentation by including some
ducting OR studies via other head
ing abolished their OR depart
exhibits outlining the configuration
quarters departments or are dele
ments because they considered
of the system as well as some il
gating such activities to the divi
them unsuccessful experiments, and
lustrative report formats. Addi
sional level. The companies that do
about two-thirds of all the recent
tionally, it would have been inter
have corporate OR departments
OR projects reported were classi
esting to learn something about
are, on the average, 50 per cent
fied as having been mostly or com
the orientation program that as
larger than the ones that do not
pletely implemented.
sisted in effecting the marriage of
and have a substantially higher
management and the information
percentage of products that were
system. The reader also is left won
introduced within the past five
dering how information external to
years.
The Proper Place of Computers
the formal system is introduced
Most of the corporate OR depart
by Peter P. Schoderbek and James
into the decision making processes.
ments report to a vice president
D. Babcock, Business Horizons,
It must be assumed that such a
(of systems, services, planning and
October, 1969.
provision has been made, however,
development, or finance); 12 per
cent report to the president. In
as the client is considered success
survey was made of the cur
some cases the OR department di
ful in its industry.
rent literature on the proper place
rector is a vice president himself.
ment of the EDP function, and a
In conclusion, the author empha

mail questionnaire was sent to the
OR departments are small (five
s some points that may assist

EDP managers of 200 industrial
professionals, on the average) and
businesses considering relatively so
A
a
firms. The replies to the mail ques
young (the average age for the
phisticated
information-intelligence
tionnaire indicate that the com
staff is 33; for the manager, 40).
systems. First of all, the existence
puter
function is moving away from
Their educational backgrounds
of an expensive and technologically
the accounting department and be
vary widely; the most common ma
up-to-date information system will
coming more independent. At the
jors are engineering and mathe
not in itself guarantee better busi
May-June,
Published
by 1970
eGrove, 1970
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same time it is progressing upward
and vice presidents as EDP man
the possible shortcomings are: (1)
in the managerial hierarchy. The
agers has increased from 9 to 17.
Operating managers may view the
more independent EDP depart
5. More vice presidents and
actions of the EDP department as
ments located at higher corporate
fewer controllers are responsible for
an intrusion into their area, and
levels appear to be the more suc
the EDP function. Previously, the
(2) the EDP staff may have a
controller was responsible for
cessful.
limited knowledge of the operating
three-fourths of the computer in
departments.
stallations; he now directs only
The EDP managers of 109
The factors that affect the suc
one-half of them. The number of
Fortune magazine’s top 500 indus
cess of computer systems also play
installations directed by a vice
trial firms for 1967 answered a
a significant role in determining
president has increased from 7.9
questionnaire developed by the
the location of responsibility. Four
per cent to 28.4 per cent.
authors. The results of the study
such factors, as developed in an
6. The number of problems is
are summarized in six tables, each
article by Philip H. Thurston, are
fewer the higher the position is of
of which leads to a conclusion. The
used as examples by these authors.
the executive responsible for the
six conclusions are:
The principal argument for locat
EDP activity. In the 31 firms in
ing the EDP function high in the
which the computer activity re
managerial hierarchy seems to be
Separate departments increasing
ports to a vice president, 25 re
that the EDP executive needs to
1. The EDP function is moving
ported no significant problems. In
be able to cut across organizational
out of the accounting department
the 55 firms in which it reports
lines without undue interference.
into a separate independent de
to the controller, only 10 reported
Grover A. Cleveland
partment. The data processing or
no significant problems. This led
Indiana University
systems department is now respon
the authors to conclude that com
puter systems operate more effi
sible for EDP in 28 more firms than
ciently at a high corporate level.
it was originally while the account
ing department is responsible in
27 fewer companies than it was
Survey lends support
originally.
2. The primary reason for the
In their survey of the literature
the
authors found many articles
change is the increased need for
HELP WANTED
an independent EDP function.
whose conclusions tended to agree
SYSTEMS ANALYST — To $20,000.
with the results of the mail ques
More than 95 per cent of the re
Technical degree. EDP Systems design
tionnaire.
spondents indicated that the func
experience Programming background.
T/P a help. Don Kaye, Columbia EDP,
tion should be independent of all
There are, of course, advantages
342 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y.
and disadvantages in establishing
operating departments.
10017.
the EDP function in the account
SYSTEMS MANAGER —To $25,000.
ing department. Two of the ad
Heavy real time experience on large
Fewer problems result
scale equipment. Direct Systems & Pro
vantages are the controller’s expe
gramming group. Don Kaye, Columbia
3. The number of problems is
rience in operating a management
EDP, 342 Madison Avenue, New York,
N.Y. 10017.
fewer in an independent depart
information system and the ease of
IBM DIRECTOR M.I.S. — To $30,000.
transition to a fully integrated
ment than in the accounting de
Technical experience for 360/40. Heavy
computer system. The accountant’s
partment. Of the 49 firms which
retail with 360/30 experience. Don Kaye,
Columbia EDP, 342 Madison Avenue,
have the EDP function within the
tendency to put a higher priority
New York, N.Y. 10017.
accounting department, only 10 re
on his own work than on that of
ported no significant problems.
other departments and his limited
MISCELLANY
Seventeen reported an accounting
knowledge of new methods and
WORLD FUTURE SOCIETY, pub
bias in the department as the major
techniques for handling informa
lisher of The Futurist, is nonprofit, non
problem. At the same time, of the
partisan association devoted to serious
tion are two of the disadvantages.
study of
future developments.
54 firms granting autonomy to the
The authors also cite the ad
For information,
World Future
Society, Box 19285-M, Washington, D.C.
EDP function, 35 reported no sig
vantages and disadvantages of cre
20036.
nificant problems.
ating an independent EDP func
FINANCE-SYSTEMS — COST AND
tion. The main advantage is the
4. The level of the EDP function
BUDGETS. Banlaus Consulting Com
neutrality and independence of the
pany, 60 East 42nd Street, New York,
in the managerial hierarchy is mov
New York 10017. 212-687-4972.
department. Other advantages are
ing upward. Originally 41.8 per
that the staff already has a detailed
cent of the EDP managers were
RATES: Help Wanted, Professional Oppor
tunities and Miscellany 50 cents a word,
knowledge of EDP equipment and
in middle management or below.
Situations Wanted 30 cents a word.
number, when used, is two words. Classi
techniques and that the computer
At the present time only 30.6 per
fied advertisements are payable in advance.
department tends to take a broad
cent are in middle management or
Closing date, 5th of month preceding date of
issue. Address for replies: Box number, Man
view of systems problems. Two of
lower. The number of presidents
agement Services, 666 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10019.
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Enjoy the benefits of a postgraduate management course
with this systematic self-study program ...

Management Education Portfolio
Accountants and financial executives now have an unusual chance
to expand their working knowledge of management theory, tech
niques and applications—by means of self-contained programs
using modern study methods. Known collectively as the Manage
ment Education Portfolio, the programs have been developed by
an
team of professional management consultants.

The
’s Professional Development Division is currently
offering two complete course series—in computers and marketing
management. You may select individual courses from a series or
take all five courses as an integrated major discipline (at a substan
tial discount.) Whatever your training goals, MEP methods virtually
guarantee you will attain them—in your own free time.

How these unique courses work ...
Each individual study program is specially designed to involve
you in real management problems and decision-making. The
approach—tailored after the case method used at leading business
schools—will quickly build your ability to apply textbook principles
in actual practice.

The Text Section explains and demonstrates the concepts
techniques involved in the subject under study. It also provides
“decision rules” to help you devise the best plan of action for
specific management situations.
Programmed Cases present actual business situations—taking you
step-by-step from analysis of a problem
its practical solution.
Each case study describes a particular problem
includes a
series of review questions. You are then asked what course of
action you would take. You are subsequently shown what was
actually done and told why it was done—thereby enabling you to
compare your recommendations with
of experts.

The Examination Case again reflects a realistic business situ
ation—but now totally unstructured as you would find in actual
practice. You will analyze
problem and propose a solution—
this time in a full written report.

Management and The Computer
This fully integrated series is designed to give you an
up-to-date, non-technical understanding of the use of
EDP systems as aids to management. Topics include:

can computers do for various types of business
organization? . . . When can their use be justified? . . .
What organizational problems arise from the introduc
tion of EDP? . . . What are the criteria for a good
computer-based information system? ... and many more.

Individual courses in this series
□ 1. Computer Basics for Management

□
□
□
□

2.
3.
4.
5.

EDP Feasibility Analysis
Managing the Human Element in EDP
Management Information Systems
Quantitative Aids for Decision-Making

Marketing Management
This series can help you develop a thorough understand
of marketing—as it relates to the management,
planning and operation of a variety of companies.
You will examine the diverse elements in the “mar
keting mix,” including pricing, sales effort, advertising,
product design, packaging, distribution and promotion.
You will also consider the techniques of marketing
research and their adaptability to other business functions.

Individual courses in this series
□ 1. The Marketing Mix
□ 2. Advertising—Design, Use, Evaluation

Evaluation Feature: An expert staff will evaluate your work and

send you valuable feedback in the form of a grade, a full critique
of your work, useful comments on your report construction, and a
Certificate of Completion.
ing

Program Completion Time: Approximately 15  hours per course.

□ 3. Sales Management
□ 4. Marketing Research—Strategy and Techniques
□ 5. Marketing and the Computer

for Each Series (5 courses)—$160.
Each Individual Course—$40.

Management Education Portfolio courses available from:

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
666 FIFTH AVENUE

Published by eGrove, 1970

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019
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select the
BEST...
select from
the
MOST

ATLANTA
235 Peachtree St N E
(404) 688 2300

BALTIMORE
The Quadrangle Cross Keys
(301) 323 7770

BOSTON
140 Federal St
(61 7) 423 6440

CHICAGO
333 N Michigan Ave
(312) 782 6930

CINCINNATI
606 Terrace Hilton
(613) 621 7711

CLEVELAND
1367 E 6th St
(216) 621 0670

DALLAS
1170 Hartford Bldg
(214) 742 9171

DENVER
1612 Court Place
(303) 244 2925

DETROIT
1 1 14 Guardian Bldg
(313) 961 5430

GARDEN CITY, N Y.
585 Stewart Ave
(516) 248 1234

HARTFORD
75 Pearl St
(203) 278 7170

HOUSTON
1200 Central Nat l Bank Bldg
(713) 228 0056

INDIANAPOLIS
9 North Illinois St
(317) 636 5441

KANSAS CITY
127 West 10th St
(816) 474 4583

LOS ANGELES
3600 Wilshire Blvd
(213) 381 7974

MEMPHIS
12 S Main St
(901) 527 7324

MIAMI
1107 Northeast Airlines Bldg.
(305) 377-8728

MILWAUKEE
The Clark Bldg
(414) 271 9380

MINNEAPOLIS
822 Marquette Ave
(612) 336 8636

NEW YORK
330 Madison Ave
(212) 986 1300

NEWARK
1180 Raymond Blvd
(201) 623 3661

PHILADELPHIA
2 Penn Center Plaza
(215) 568 4580

PHOENIX
151 7 Del Webb TowneHouse
(602) 279 1688

PITTSBURGH
429 Forbes Ave
(412)471 5946

PORTLAND, ORE.

Al Robert Half our procedures are efficient,
quick and confidential. We are the largest specialists
in the Financial and EDP placement field, and
we therefore have access to the most people and the
most positions within this concentrated area
of employment. . . .
and from the most we carefully select the best. . . .
for you.
It makes no difference whether your requirements
are local, regional, national or international. . .
if it has to do with Financial or EDP employment
we are best equipped to serve you through our
extensive files, resources and intensive
knowledge of our specialization.

610 S.W Alder St
(503) 222 9778

We succeed on merit alone.
Our fees are earned only when we actually make the
placement, and all fees are paid by management.

PROVIDENCE
76 Westminster St
(401) 274 8700

ROCHESTER
One Marine Midland Plaza
(716) 546 3020

ST LOUIS
1015 Locust St
(314) 231 0114

SAN DIEGO
707 Broadway
(714) 234 1896

SAN FRANCISCO
111 Pine St
(416)434 1900

The most Financial and EDP positions
The most Financial and EDP people

SAN JOSE
675 North First St
(408) 293 9040

STAMFORD, CONN.
111 Prospect St
(203) 325 4158

WASHINGTON, D.C.
7316 Wisconsin Ave. N W
(301) 654 1850
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